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I. Int re titletion

PHASE ONE
this manual N the test m an ettint to develop a

needs assessinon kit to phivtde !lead Matt stall. patents
and others with simple ea.) -to.use techniques to identify
the chdds unique needs and capabilities and to respond in
ways that enhance the child's development. The kit is
designed tot use with all Ilead Start children and then
fatuities. It stems nom the Bead Start Improvement
Innovation Ohio to indivkluah/e services fin each child.
the overall kit is destibed briefly late' in this intioduction.

I his pat t manual focuses on the handicapped child
defined as the child who ma) require special education. It
iepiesents an eat!) attempt to give !lead Start patents.
teat hers. and other slat! smile smock to Olen questions
concerning the mandate that Head Stint significantly
Increase setv ices to handicapped duldten. Despite the focus
on the handicapped child. tills manual should be useful in
helping .tat,' and patents work to an individual and
applopt late way with all cluldien.

Such questions have been wised as Ilow will I Ow
m cope" i1 ill 1 have enough help to manage the class

ph WC! I), and at the ink, linte L1ve a handicapped child all
the special attention he tequiles? Will an emotional!)
distut bed child disrupt my classtoom.' hill a hahcapped
child fogliten the nittiltandicapped dulthen in the class,
%ill the others pick on or abuse a handicapped child?

I hese ate valid concerns. flirt we should temember that-
handicapped Childien have always pint Mated In the
plogtani. and m most instances Ilead Start toacheis !hoe
been successful in adaptmg then programs to pio%ide
111Caningtill LAIX`nelice lot all aildien. both the handl-
...41pol and nonhandicapped. the ditlelence is that now
there are iikel It: be He 14'1 limbos ot handicapped
diddlen in the classroom. mow with pllyst eal disabilities
and mote with severe and multiple handkaps. This oh-
Vtinisl Makes mote difficult. We
hope thlit the intin !nal ion provided about the disabi lities of
the chilihen will be helpful to you

It is "1)1,14)11Ni% tffilliV1Sthle tut stIltdiPate ever situation
that MIgh. It A 1111 handicapped children. lie
do hope. hi.wevet. that the manual will stimulate void own
tlunkull2 aknit the pit of handicapped
enonitat:e von tut tigniniate ',mit own views about c:ipmt .

and help von e \plate other potential sources for ideas
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and nit9rmation tin dealing with new problems as they may
Jibe.

teachers of handkippgd children have obseived
that once they cote to ease, and capable of meeting
the special needs related to a particulat condition, they
view children with disabilities differently: it becomes
apparent that the handicapped child's basic needs are the
same, except in degree. as those of all children. Once this
stage haslieen readied, many teachers realize that working
with handicapped children largely involves modification
and adaptation of the techniques that they use to deal with
all children. These require knowledge of the handicapped
child's cLIndition, and a certain amount of trial and error.

Those who have had considerable experive observing
or serving children with special needs in Head Start agree
that a 'nimbi,' of advantages and benefits to both handi-
capped and nonhandicapped children can he expected Irons
integrating them in the classroom. Ior example:

1. The handicapped child has the opportunity. fre-
quently tr the first time. to play and learn with nonhandi-
capped children.

2. the nonhandicapped child .) s the opportunity top
learn to accept, to cooperate with. and to kindeistand
handicapped Aachen. Sometimes acceptance iS preceded
by allX1C1) or relectton. One ot the !cachet's tasks is to help
'the class to accept those who are different.

3. The handicapped child's self-image has an oppot-
mint) tit improve. lie can acquire a sense of belonging. Ile
has a vhance to become more competent. independent and
;elt-teliatv while becoming tome sociable and cooperativ.e.

4. Seeing the handicapped child in the classroom with
normal children helps parents accept more realistically the
impact of the child's disability. This in turn, enables them
to help the child leach his maximum potential.

the legislative mandate deimes.the term "handicapped
Lluldten- to mean -mentally retarded. hat d of heattne..
deal. speech impaired. visually handicapped. seriously
emotionally distinbed. coppled. or other health unpaired
cluldten who 11) reason th:qeof legume special education
and 'elated semces.- Many ot these categories hatre been
teiamed In fins manual. and will be hnkd in the table ot
contents. Ilowctier, sonic ot the legklatne definitions of
handicapping Londttions hate been supplemented by prac
itcaf w.y.rking categones wind' we hope will he of use to



leaders. the table on page 1 coot dmates the legislative
definitions with the Chaplin numbers and categories we
have used in the manual.

FUTURE PHASES
As has already been pointed out. this manual is the first

step m an overall effort to develop a needs assessment kn.
'The second part of the kit which will he field tested

.luring IN Iq7S will consist of three components: I.

developmental screening instruments. II. classroom assess-
ment instruments. and Ill. program planning materials.
these are intended to help the staff form a profile of etch
child's bill!) and potential so that the program can he
adapted to indisidual variations in development which are
characteristic of all children.

Develoilintental Screening Instruments
the .purpose of the screening instrivepts 4.,.to assess

previously unidentified children whose entry into and
adaptation to Head Start may require special attention and
planning. the sceemng process should he by l:sful in
identifying children with social or emotional problems and
cognitive lags or lacks. as well as physical handi,:ant It
should also be helpful in identifying socially or cognitively
gifted children. It is recommended that wherever possible.
Head Start st -itt do the screening in preliminary parent
interviews and child observations before the child enters the

class. The results of the developmental screening can he

used by staff. in conjunction with health screening intOrma-

do n,,,. to decide an appropriate program option for each
clitid. to evaluate the hest classroom assignment for a
particular child, and to alert staff to those children who

may require further evaluation. The screening instruments
will use simple. reliable behavioral observations of the child.
in conjunction with the parents' report of his everyday
behavior and developmental history. The handicapping
conditions discovered during the screening phase as requir-
ing special services win require confirmation by proles.
%blids trained in assessing such disabilities in children.
Head Start staff may also want further professional

consultation for these children. as well as tot children with

milder conditions.

II. Classroom Assessment Instruments
1 he purpose of the classroom assessment instruments Is
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to provide the staff with methods and guides for observing

and recording children's behavior so that each child's
strengths and weaknesses can he identified. this will
provide a developmental profit: dot eacli.child. which will
in turn serve as a guide to eianning and organising activities.

space and materials hest suited to the child's developmental
needs. The initial assessment of the child's development will
also serve as a baseline against which to evaluate his
progress over an extended period sit' time. It can also assist
the staff in discussing with parents their child's develop-
mental strengths and needs, and can alert the staff .to
problems which may require staff' discussion. discussion
with the family. or consultation with of referral to
pediatricians. neurologists, psychologists, and hearing and
speech specialists. In short, the developmental assessment
instruments are intended to he part of an ongoing. dynamic
process which recognizes the necessity for periodic rc
evaluation and planning as children grow and develop.

III. Program Planning Materials .

The purpose of the program planning materials is to
progde the staff' with suggested ways to individualize and
adapt the curriculum and other aspects of the program
experience to the developmental needs of particular chil
dren.ltwiil include suggestions and examples of setting goals
based on children's developmental profiles. and suggested
activities designed to achieve these goals. The program
planning materials will also contaki suggestions for class-
room activities which permit and encourage different
responses from different children, and so enable the teacher

to promote individualizing, experiences in a group setting.

This manual was prepared by an interdisciplinary group
at the Judge Baker Guidance ('enter. Boston. Mass.:

representing the fields of clinical psychology, develop-
mental psychology. early childhood education, special
education, 'social work, Alb! psychiatry. and pediatrics.
The work was funded by the Ikpartment of Health,
education. and Welfare. Office of Human Development.
Office of Child Development pursuant to grant :41-1920.

Reader Fraluation in.nt will he fount! at the hark of this

Matting as Appendix 3.
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TABLE I

Legislative Definition.of
Handicap

Manual Chapter and Title Legislative Definition o
Handicap

-

Manual Chapter and Title

Mentally Retarded Child !VW

VII
the Retarded

hold

Mental Retardation

V.D.
V.1- .

V.1- .

the Withdrawn Child
Separation and the De
pendent-I.earful Chtld
the Child Whose Sena!

Hard of Hearing and Deaf H1.11. Speech and I nguage of Reality is Seriously
Child Ot.orders Impaired

VI.11: Ilearing Intp.t4ment
V II

The Neglected Child
the Battered Child

Speech Impaired Child HIM. Speech .ind I angttage Crippled Chive
Disorder%

111.A. the Child With Motor
DifficultiesVI.D. ('left Palate

VI.C. Cerebral Palsy

Visually Handicapped Child 111.0. lite Blind child Other Health Impaired IV.A. Variations in Cognitive
VI.1 Vi.ion Impairment Children Development

VI.A. Chronic Asthma
Seriously Emotionally V.A. truPPropriate Rod% V1.11. Bleeding Disorders

Disturbed Child Ilahits and the Child% Cystic Fibrosis
('one erns w ith Ili. Own Diabetes
Body VEG. Epilepsy
1 he Aggre:sive Child V1.1. Heart Diseam:
I he 14 pet-active OW Sickleteell Anemia

Please note that the inclusion elf a condition in this
manual does not necessarily mean that it is tel he counted in
compliance with the 10.; legislative mandate. Nor doe.. the
absence of ,:ondition from this manual signit,. that It is

nut a valid handipp. Decisions about whether an individual
child is handicapped under the congryssional mandate arc
1,1 be nude professionals using Office of Child Develop-
ment guidelines.

0 9 0 0 3
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General (:()ticertf tIu .4..1)ildret4 'With- Special Nerds
CX

. Head Start has always recognized theimpottance of lull
and opes +operation between all members of the Head
Start team. By Vvorking.together, by sharing then concerns
about individual children. as well as about the program as a
whole. everyone benefits social service staff'. teachers
and parents are. all 'mut! the team.

tt Integrating handappeu children into the classroom
11 requires careful planning. In this chapter you will find %Mlle

suggestions for staff planning in relation to classroom space.
staff and consulting resources. parent needs and the number
and types of handicapped children to include in the
program.

.sheAnilding in winch the center is. located. t ansporiat ion.
and agencies:currently involved with the program.

HEAD START CENTER PERSONNEL
Since the inception of Project Head Start, staff has had

ongoing in-service training. In the pass. this training has
centered primarily around the classroom activities and
inriNgement techniques. More recently some of the Training

Nias focused on children with one or tfKtre handicaps. It is
crucial that staff who recruit children not, only know the
content of the training, but also how other staff members
felt once it was over. How helpful was it to them, and how
rminfortalile do they now feel rrking with a child who has
a specific handicap. e.g.. mental retardation? This topic of
staff acceptance can he included in a staff meeting agenda.
Discussion of this and other needs can be continued in
further sessions. At staff alp otings there can also be poling:-
of staff information about schools, clinics, or agencies in
your cu immunity that serve children with special needs. This
information can he shared within the staff so that members
working Ikith particular emblems can utilize these outside
resources for the purpose of gaining additional knowledge
for themsaves and services for the children. Just as Head
Stars is to help children feel good about themselves, staff
must also have similar good feelings. and confidence is the
key. Speial knowledge about the professional help avail-
able can make a substantial contribution to the building of
that confidence.

A. ACTIVITIES OF THE STAFF IN RELATION
TO CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

ft?
T4e IlearaStart staff is undertaking some new revolt-

.sibilities in serving handicapped children. andistaff people
may find their roles changing somewhat depending on who
has experience that enables her for him) to meet these
needs. Some teachers have had previous experien4 with
children with %nine types of handicaps. but not with others.

. The social' service staff and dui community aides will also
have some variations in their experience.

The staff of individual centers may decide to divide up
the work a little differently to make use of experiences
people have had or the types of problems about which they
feel most comfortable in ,dealing with mothers or children.

One of the staff functions that is somewhat epallded
now is recruitment of.eh:liken and of volunteer assistants.
Previously the primary criteria used when recruiting
children for Head Start have been age. family income, and
the ethnic compibsitum of the community.

Now a new clement has been introduced. At least ten per
cent of all Head Start program pirticipants must he children
with special needs. i.e., handicapped children. Since it is

IP unrealistic to expect every center to he able to meet the
needs of tier' type of handicap. as nvuNment proceeds
each center shOuld try consciously to assess the lived.
and resources of the center as a whole. In order to do
this it will he necessary o know the percentage of children
who are currently enrolled who do mu tact have special
needs, and how these special needs fit in n it Ii staff
resources. ()thin important aspects of the center's resource,
are the training opportunities. the number of volunteers.

VOLUNTEERS
Front the beginning. head Start has relied very much on

4It.
volunteers to increase the adult resources, thereby providing
more individualized attention for the youniters. Now that
there wilt he more children in the program who have special
needs. the need for volunteers will undoOtedly he greater.
the number of reliable volunteers presently working in the.
center, what their schedules arc, and where they are
assigned should be surveyed. it is important that you do
not inatestimaw the number of additional volunteers you
might he able to recruit in the futurekwben considering the
enrollment of children with special needs. Therefore. your
curve!' should be accurate: do not rely on just guessing how
many volmiteets could he made available. Too many at any
one time t:411 lead to an overwhelming situation for the
classroom %tan: tux' few can leave the staff shorthanded.
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Since %ohmic...is are not paid employees the staff needs
to plan to use them din mg time that they can reasonably
allocate from their other activities. A careful discussion
with the volume& about time allocation. explaining law
important regularity is for working with children. may help
in securing the commitment that is needed. Including the
volunteers in the staff trainmp fissions is likely to

strengthed their liense of commitment. The knowledge the
volunteer gains front training sessions din help her feel that
there is some mutual benefit film her activities al Head
Start.

Good %twice% for the recruitment of volunteers vary
according to who is available in your countiunity. Students
-in- Isicallagb- rstihools -and colleges ase_frequeatly good-
resources particularly when they can be entpuraged to learn
frolii your program as well as giving help to au and the
children.

a

PARENTS
Having parents participate in the Head Start program as

volunteers is one of the ideal ways of bridging the gap
between the center and the child's home. It is avery useful

way of letting parents see for themselves how well their
children ateadjusting to the Head Start program. and what
they are doing. Ask parents about things they might like to
become involved in at the center. Many times parents have
skills which the centers could use. When a mother has a
special skill like playing the guitar. or making things
appropriate for young children to do in arts and crafts.
some planning about when she will come in. and preparing
the children for her visit can result in a pleasant
everybody.

Most mothers can help in the usual head Start activities
if they are given a little coaching h the staff. It is difficult
for a motile: to 01111e in and trelp on a day one Of the
teachers sick if she has had 00V previous experience in that

classrOt Learning all at once where supplies are kept as
well as t le names and ways of different children hampers
ha Anti y to he a real help. Previtius visits to the classroom
on days when fveryone is there can pre ate her to help out
its tittles of greater need. When the mother comes"Tottass to
assist the reacher. some indication from the teacher about

,the activity that she mighovork with or which children the
teacher would like her to he with is helpful. Some mothers
have an immoliate capacity to see where help is needed and

to pitch in. but a shy mother "will tend to hold back unless
the teacher has communicated sonic idea of what is planned

and where the mother could best fit into the activity.
Parents should also he encouraged to participate in the

training sessions set tni for 'the regular teaching staff' and
volunteers. the more trained alis!ts available to the center.

JOT COY Mal
the better. Parents are teachers too! They have Beere
assisting in the develtIpment of their children front birth. It
is important that the Head Stprt progrimi sbouldbenetit
from the contributkms of parenting skills and knowledge'
and egdalli important that the Head Start ,experiencr
should result also M a sharpening of those skills.

CONSULTANTS
The majority of consultants in the Head- Start poplin

are _trained pidessionals who offer a vital service in the
general fields of health, development, and education. The
need for these consultants has increased along with the
increased enrollment of *him haying special needs, and it

..may helpful to_enlisCadditional _esinsultants wbose
specialties are more directly related to the handicapped
children now comingjnto the program. These might include
speegh and physical therapists, teachers who arc trained in
working with children who have emotional or physical
disabilities. :id consultants from the staffs of agencies who

arc concerned with specific handicaps. e.g.. National Associ-

ation of the Deaf. National Association tOr Retarded
Children. Faster Seal, to name only itew. The staff should
make a point of knowing the serirce resources in the
community, the purposes they serve, their fields of activity,
and also their availability for consulting work.

When resource people come to the center, their visits
should he arranged so that the specialist can observe the
children and time can be scheduled for diseutsion so that
classroom staff will have the opportunity to meet with the
consultants for sharing mutual concerns, and alternative
methods of .-1.; :'. ';:hildren. It will probably he
necessary to arrange for volunteers and other staff members
to assist in the classroom during the time that the Aeachtr
and/or teacher aide meet with the wnsultant. Arrange-
ments should always be made in advance to ensure against
leaving volunteers alone with the children. Staff are
responsible fi the supervision and safety of Head Start
children and this responsibility cannot be shifted totally to
Volunteers. .

The Head Start center personnel represent the number
of adults who are available either as paid staff, volunteers.
or consultants in the center on some regular basis to meet

the needs of the program participants. Once you have
assessed who they are. what they do. and when they arc
available to do it. then you can partly estimate the
adohtochild ratio and the types of resources that will he
available to the classroom staff.

HEAD START BUILDING
The architecture of the building in which the Head Start

center is located may in some nuances help to.determine

UO0I1
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.thkinds01 special needs that the 4...01 C.11111o;

ddetplattt, !Me t'eniess ale Iklused in the
basements of !It urches. otheis are m large olden houses, and
some are m schools'. just to mention a less o the sairks
types of bleings. Wherevrr adequate space requiring little
or no renovatioaas been made available in the community
to Head Start, then thaCs where the center is located'.

If classtoonis are located in a basement or on the second
floor, and a number of steps :last he maireaveled. it might
not he wiie to recr$it children whose legs and.lot bodies are
supported by braces or crutches. or who might es4n he iti-a

. wheelchair. Perhaps additional tirecautionary measuies can
be taken for the child's safety if there are only a few steps

- involved, i.e.. installing a short ramp. Ohler.houles also offer
the postability of adaptation to le.a flexible integrated
program. For 4:m10e. a house with small rimiis would he
suitable fur an'open" classroom arrangenttnt. with &sip,
nated rooms fin various activities. It should he remembered
that this requites stall planning and cooperation.

Most basements in buildings which are usually open
to the public, like churches, have toileto. and also doors
which' open "out to grade." In these siivations. the use
of braces. crutches or wheelchairs should not present a
problem ire, rectuiting children who/ need these special
.supports. (Also see section on children with motor diffi-
culties.)

I.
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.ourimoR PLAY SPACE . 0

Ideally. outdoor play areas. should be adjacent to The
cemei and enclosed. However, there are programs where 6

Ake stall must walk the children a block or more 1 a
playground every day. In these situatio4 the .hatards of
traffic must hr considered in rekttkm !Ate recruitment of
children with !ertain special need f.

During the intervitw with parents. or in the information
that is received from a jeferring agency. a staff person may
discover that a child has not yet developed inner controls
with tegard to his osyjs..personal safety: he may run into the
street or ittly frequently hide from Mommy on shopping
trips to the store. Tht steps necessatyto ensure adequate
kupervision Of the czitildon regular trips to the playground
or occasional field trips should hC discussed with !he
classroom staff prior to his first day at Head Start. There
are ways of handling snag a child. tithe than not en-
rolling him. Placing him in another class..at the beginning
of the year.. while:his class goes op outings, anikgradually
including him is one possible way. Having byre adults along
on trips so that' the teacher or teacher's aide can he
responsible solely for this child is anther way. Certainly
there are other alternatives which might exist for children'
whu have special 'reeds whit% all of the staff can-discuss:
Remember, Head Start is a team effort and members of Ad.'
team share, many of the saipecconcerns.

9012
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. TRANSPORTATIgN

It. Many Head Statt progiatits provide bus ttansportatio
and !ruin the center. The Istis driver on your staff shots!

.
'definitely he included in the discussions concerning teeruit
mint of childreti with specinl:needs. The nutitber of adults
ayeompanyingthe bus driver when tgansporting the
might need to .be increased fur closvi supertrjaintsk.The
stgular 'bus schedule and route should he reviewed and .

. changed when necessary. More than one trip may he
neceissary. Additional. safety devices. i.e. shoulder belts.
could be priced and considered if there Is the possibility of
enrolling a 'child who, has spastic etrehi al fulsy. for
example.

THE _SOCIAL SERVICE. STAFF
AIR) THE INTERVIEW
/Once you have assessed the resources of ,your &Mit.

ti recruiting children with special needs which have been
identified should not present as great a problem since you
will he better able to assess With the parents the probable
value of the program for their child. However. before
making a home visit lot the first dime, there is information
about the child which you should have received from the
referring agency. Some things that would he helpful to
know are listed Nelms. Not all these things will be known
ahead of time for evely child, but when they are not. they
should be dealt with early in the contact with the family.
. 1. Child's name. addressmelephone number. and date Of
hirt h.

The names of the parents or guardians.
3. The names and ages of siblings.

The specific handicapping condition.
5. The 'medical history. lf possible this should include

the name of the clinic' and.Vr doctor with' whom the child
hashed contact.

6. The child's progress report. if possible.
7. Significant health factors of other menthe's of the

family'.
N. Some indication of the parents attitudes and general

family acceptance 01 denial of the child's handicap.'
'1. A tentative plan for head Start and the Welting

agency to coordinate their effints with the family: this
should include collaboration on the maiiagement and
progress of the child.

The family interviewer will need to bring a "Request for
Information" form which %CHI he necessary in order to
receive confidential information which the referring agency
quite prohahly will not otherwise he able to release. This
form must he sired by the child's parents oor guatdian and
dated.

It the staff Tootle! who does the initial interview is well

epared for her visit both she and the dItiller will he inure
coinfortable. Sonic of trie infinmation you need may he in
the letter from, referring agency. Sometimes parents who
have been deal6g with a mambo of agencies must hear the
same questions over and over. They may becomeirritated if
they hear them again fruit, you. Also your pteparation for
the interview will give some indication thatyou really do
sate about the child and his family. that you are sensitive to
their feelings and concein.;*and that you mean to be -cif
.is ifttance ahem, not a burden.

Of couise there will be necessary questions you must
ask. taLtry tok lint them to getting information not
othe FW al/43W to.you. lit sure to let the parents know
that anv information you receive will he 'neated in a
confidential manner.

Some parents may have accepted the child's handicap.
and the acute distress that often accompanies such.a painful
reati/ation may he over. Other parents may still brhaving *
hard time accepting the facts about their child's handicap.
(See section ow Parents of the Child With Special Needs.)
Perhaps the referring agency has let you .ow where the
parents stand. in the process of aciaiptance of the child's
problem. If so. you will have some information to guide
you in ytur interview. If not, you will have to "leer your
way throng,' it. relying on your sensitivity to till you when
to "hack oft" either by changing the subject or making an
appointment to come hack and finish the interview at
another time. ,

Your observations of the parents and child during your
interview will 111 assist you in possibly identifying some of
the family's pmts. and 0) 'enable you to report to other
'staff menthe's the activities of the child. while you were in
the home: the latter ohseivations will he of significant
value in planning to meet the child's special needs.

It is impOrtant that you let the parents know the full
scope of the Ileac! Start program, including not only the
preschool educational and vicial experience for the child
but also the other services that could, assist the total family.
The participation of the parents through the ('enter
Committee, Parent Council. and Policy Council should be
discussed. It is important to bring parents into the procelses
by which decisions affecting their children are made. Head
Start recogni /es the fact that parents are the prime
educators of their child, and the staff welcomes their
assistance.

Make sure that you give yourself enough time fin the

recruitment interviews.- Met rush through. them. By
allowing parents to ask questions about the program you
will creak: an atmosphere of equal exchange. Your recruit-
ment interview not only sets the tone for the future success
or failure of the parents' involvement and participation. but
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CLASSROOM IDENTIFICATION

there are many Mitailees where children fusing special
needs are not identified until after tlky have been moiled
ill Head Start. Thew will probably he children whose needs

a were not immediately mil* during the recruitment inter!
views. or Who have not been referrid by all outside
resource. Parents may use you a signal that .careful
observation of.,a child warranted by describing the child
as being slow. won listen., laty, ur .shy. etc. Such
descriptions should be repented to the classiooni suit when
the id is mina

Teachers and.teacher's aides will probably he the firsi
members of the Head Start team to observe and discuss
with the community worker a child who appears to have a

special need. It May he necessary for her to get additional
information from the parents, about the OW% devellif;
mental history 41141 bet:Aim pattern at home. It would also
he good to find out whether or not anything different is
happening. at home which might possibly be coma 'bums to
the child's behavior.

Sometimes the info. !nation which is gathered and
discussed with appropriate staff menthe's may he cause to
arrange a thorough eXailiMat ion of ,the child as soon as
ixssible. Lyon it the center has signed parental consent
loons for -medical and dental examinations. it is always a

good practice to keep parents informed about what is

happening with their children and when. If it is at all
possible. patent., should he encom aged to accompany the
child when keeping nwdical, dental of psychological (where
apprOriatel appointments. The matt may be able to assist
in this elfin t by helping to arange for a babysitter ii there
are yuunges children in the family. or transportation if it is
necessary.

After all of ihe.exammatias and relevant testing has
been completed and an actual diagnosis has been made that
a child does have a special need. understanding of the
family's possible teactus will he of significiince in the
staff's continued intersention.

in so Co as Is possible. .1 4'1 mt inued liaison with
physicians Nt aeencies who hive IefeIred handicapped
children to I lead SI ai k.inisidetahle importance. !his is
also true about the professional resources that are provid
ing services for those children with special needs who
have heen idtmlitted since they hegan to at tend.11ead Start.
The staff will need to dectdu. -k whom and how these
contact.. will he maintained I In nigh rewonsibility May be
diligently allocated tOa diffetent children eveiyouv needs
to know who will take resTirTsilulny in each situation.

Collaborative planning and a wady access to help in
times of physical or psychological crises can best Iv
maintained by a plan' that involves'a peliodic exchange of
lamination between Head Start staff and other Notes-
sionals who.are helping the child. What may at first set il
like extra work may in foromate.collahmative efforts be
mutually stimulating amt./result in greater gains fin the
child.

B. THE TEACHER AND THE
CHILD WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

Hough many- Head Stan teacheti aheidy have smut:
,experiente with handic:ipped children in their classrooms,
the task of inchiading more handicapped children, and
perhaps some with ,unfamiliar difficulties. presents some
special problems. For most people. knowing Mine about
the difficulties they are trying to cope with makes the nois
somewhat easier. The teacher will want to find out ahnui
the particular netlls of the handicapped children she is
dealing with. She should also he well aware of the strengths
and special abilities of the child in order avoid treating
him as owe handicapped than he actually is. The goal here
is for the teacher tti dettelop reasonable expectations for the.
child which are neither too high nor roo tiny.

The primary sources of information about children
whose difficulties.have been diagnose prior to entrance to
Head Start arc casually the parents an the referring agency.
The team:Ian may also want to supple; ent this information
with mint. in:rival information from reading about. the
handicap) she is dealing with in her class. Some refersnces,
to sources providing' information about handicaps are in-
cluded in the bibliography in the- final section of this
manual.

Not all physical lin emotional) problems are equally
handicapping for the child. Some. like asthma. involve
periodic attacks of sloth nes, of breath, but between attacks
the child may seem perfectly normal. Others, like a .cluhhed
foot or partial sightedness, may affect the physical appear-
:Mee and behavior of the child et all times. Casts. braces.
.crutches, wheelchairs. special glasses. even a hearing appara
tus arc very visible and both the handicapped child and his
nonhandicapped peers may react 'negatively to them. On
the other hand. physical aids ,sinnetimes faschnite the
nonhandicapped child; he may beg to try them out, even
cmyy rather than tear the wearer.

An important factor in the handicapped child's reaction
to his handicap Is how mullet's react to him. MS early
experiences nt . he home and in the neighborhood can affect
his self-image either positively in negatively. And he rings
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with a positive
tlje,.-1.isstoom. the handicapped child

tinare Call he a teal asset to the group.
Given normal.suppttirt and p.otect ion against the usual
c lassroom hazads. these children can do very well in Head
Start. The child with a negative self-image. of course, needs
more help. The maragcment techniques outlined in other
sections about children with emotional handicaps :pp*
also to these children. In addition. however. the 'teacher
needs to protect such children from the taunts of others.
Often she can do this by example. If she is able to
anticipate some of the needs of the handicapped child. for
exampk. and clear the floor of objects which might trip the
child on,crutches, other children are likely to do so too.
Simple statements such as "let's move these books nearer
to Johnny so that he can reach them.- are likely to help the
nonhandicapped child to feel that others' are ready and
willing to he helpful.

Assuming that the classroom has been arranged to
facilitate the phy.icially handicapped child's ability t`o
move safely around the room ramps for children in

"wheelchairs, wall railings to help children who need such
support. etc. consideration should be given to the types of
children who are to he included in a given teacher's group.

There are at least three major conceins in the selection
of children for the classroom group:

I. Children who are physicalls handicapped and

1::.74.461"4"
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especially vulnerable should not he included in a classroom

group with members whit have extreme difficulty with the
. control of their aggressive impulses. °Ix

.. Several children with excessive needs for one-to-one
attention should not he included m the same class.

3. e!iome -account should he taken of the types of
children the teacher has. already successfully dealt with as
well as the kinds of handicaps she may feel especially
inadequate to hand'e. a.

Even within a reasonably weil*Itneed classnioni, the
presence of the handicapped children with special needs
poses certain problons for the teacher and her aide. The
teacher may find that she tends to focus most of her energy

on children with special needs rathCr than on the majority
of the class. This can happen because the child with special
needs is a particular challenge, and the teacher wants to do
well with him. By planning with her teacher aide and other
available adults, the class as a whole can become the major
focus of her attention. At times when she is engaged in
some activity with the child with special needs, it is

important that she has planned activities with her aide "or
the rest of the class.

Keeping all the children in the class engaged in meaning-
ful activities can become idifficult if too many children
require prolonged one-to-one attention. Though the social
service department and the educational director usually
have some possibility of choosing in which class children
may be placed, it may happen that a teacher will have a
particularly difficult class. Since not all. handicaps are
diagnosed prior to the children's entrance to (lead St.art, a
teacher and her assistant may in fact have a considerably
higher proportion of children with special needs than was
planned. Children with emotional problems may be particu-
larly likely not to be recognized until their attempts to
interact with other children in class make the difficulty
obvious. Once it is clear that teachers have more children
with needs for one-to-one attention than can he appro.
priately managed. some adjustments have to he made.
Perhaps some additional adult assistance may he secured.
The social service department may be able to recruit more
volunteer assistance for her, or it may. be necessary to plan
reduced attendance schedules for some of the must difficult
children. A teacher who is physically exhausted and
emotionally drained at the end of each day cannot plan for
the next day with enthusiasm and thoughtfulness.

When assessment techniques for all children are more
generally used, more effective planning of the composition
of class groups should result. It' there is an effective match
of children who can tolerate each other's difficulties and a
Aim group of healthy children in each class, dig teacher will
hive the opportunity to develop a class in which construc-
tive sou:filiation can occur among the children.
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C.11ARENTS,OF THE CHILD
WITH SPH IAL NEEDS

Head Start staff members who woiry over problems
arising from classroom work with a handicapped child
should hear in mitid that the parents of that child have had
the same worries over a much longer pet. ,d of time. and
probably in a more acute form.

Parental concern about a handicapped child begins on
the day the parents first suspect that a severe chronic
problemexists. The initial reaction often includes fear and
anxiety. depression. -guilt, even disbelief. This disbelief.
which psychologists call denial, can he difficult to deal
with. but is really a reaction that helps the family to survive
a sudden very painful situation. The parents numbly reject
the doctor's report it cannot he true, they feel, that a child
of theirs could he mentally retarded. It is not unusual for
doctors to have to repeat such an explanation maay times
to parents who, understandably, cannot allow themselves to
hear what is being said the truth is too distressing. Usually
this disbelief or denial will run its course, as the parents
gradually accept the handicap and begin to learn how to
deal with it. If denial does persist. however, it works against
the best interests of the child because it diverts the parents
from dealing with and planning for the child's real needs.

By the time you come in contact with them at Had
Start, many parents will he well on their way to accepting
the limitations and needs of their children. In fact, with
children with previously diagnosed handicaps. a good deal
of the information you need to know about the child you
will get from the parents. Other children with problems
may he identified only when the-parents- and teachers see
the child in relation to other children in Head Start.

Now and then you may encounter a parent who is still
minimifing the limitations a handicap imposes upon his
child. this attitude may hr.. transmitted to the child, who as
a, result may get into dangerous situations. For example.
Karen. who has a .hearing impairment, does not wear a
hearing aid, and may not hear warnings to get out of the
way. Or the parents of Amy. a .menfally retarded girl. may
say. "She may he behind other children her age. but she'll
catch up."

Feelings of guilt are another problem to which parents
of a handicapped child are prone. Parents may feel that
they are somehow to blame for their child's problem. A
mother may regard her son's cerebral palsy as a punishment
of her for having had fleeting regrets in pregnancy that she
was going to have a child. The tather.of a girl who can't get
along with people may feel her antisocial attitude came
from his having been depressed and irritable over the illness
and death. of his wife shortly after the girl was horn.

Negative, resentful Wings toward the handicapped
child 'are also common among parents. The child has cost
he parents much anxiety. doubt, time, money and possibly
embarrassment. It would he unusual for such parents not to
have 'negative feelings toward their children. Usually the
parents feel guilty about harboring negative feelings and
don't express them. Often they won't even admit to
themselves that such feelings exist.

In some families, these resentful, self-blaming feelings, in
combination with the extra help that the child with special
problems has needed, may lead the parents to give the
child more help than he really needs. They may insist on
overprotection for a number of reasons: (a) because they
underestimate the child's abilities: (h) because they are
afraid that a child who uses crutches, for example. Play.
be hurt in a fall unless closely supervised: (c) because they
feel guilty and try to Compensate by giving the child as
much.as they can: (d) because they feel helpless and try
to combat their frustration by constantly doing things
for the child. Sometimes parents give up and neglect the
child.

Seeing their handicapped child in the school setting can
he a beneficial experience for parents. The sight of the child
at play with other children may relax some of their
exaggerated fears, and a realistic acceptance of the, child's
strengths as well is the child's weaknesses can be furthered
by observation of what the teacher is able to expect and
obtain from the child in the classroom. !i% for example, the
parents of Cathy. who has to use crutches to get around,
have been overprotecting her they may be reassured by
seeing her move around the classroom safely and playing
with other children. Often, sending home what the child
has done drawings, paintings, or other constructions can
serve as visible reassurance that the child can do things like
other children.

Listening to parents can he of help to them. Many of the
feelings about a handicapped child embarrassmett or
shame over the child's appearance. sensitivity to the glances
and reactions of others in public places are feelings that
most teachers and neighborhood workers might experience
on field trips, and can understand. Parents will also have
questions, some of which you will he able to answer and
some of which you will not he able to answer. You should
not expect to have all the answers. A particularly difficult
kind of question relates to the child's future. A parent of a
retarded child may ask. "Do you think she is going to finish
higli school and get married?" In this case, neither "yes"
nor "no" will help, because we probably don't know at this
stage of the child's development. The hest answer is an
honest -1 don't know." At this point, the parent and the
school need only make predictions about what is the next
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hest step to take in rdet to promote the hest development
of the child's potential.

Parents can learn from other parents and can teach them
as well. Sonic parents of handicapped children who
previously have kept themselves isolated, may. through
formal and infrninal discussion, share information. tears.
hopes and pl5ns with other parents. It the parents ate
unaware of the community and national ingani/allons that
exist to assist handicapped children and their families. they
may learn about them from othet parents. !lead Start staff,
too. can inform parents about these resources and help
parents utilize these organizations to the best advantage.
(See Chapter VII.)

It is worth repeating that you can learn a good deal
about a handicapped child from parents. They are in a
position to tell you what the child can and cannot do. and
what his likes and dislikes are. You, of course. will have to
evaluate this infrmation in the light of your own observa-
tions of .the child. Sonic specific matters on which the
parents will have valuable information are:

I. The child's level of toilet mastery and his toilet
vocabulary.

2. plow to :Witht any special aids the child has hearing
aids. braces. crutches. etc.

1. Any special requitements concerning food or rest
4. What body skills the child has mastered, and where

he may need help.

Other information often gathered from parents n1 normal
childien which is useful for nonhandicapped children. too.
is:

5. The child's likes and dislikes in regard to activities
and food.

a
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b. now the parents teach him new things.
How the child tries to avoid thing; he dislikes doing.

While there are a number of positive contributimis
parents can and do make to the progiain, you can
understand why talking to the teacher or the neighborhood
worker about the child's problems Indy he painful to a
parent. this is particularly true tu't patents 01 children with
social or emotional problems. These parents are likely to
feel even more guilty and conflicted about their child's
problems than are parents of children with physical
handicaps. Though the parent may inwardly blame himself.
tic is naturally defensive about how well odic, people. think
the child is being cared for The parent may also he ethical
of how teachers and other children behave toward the
child. A parent of a child in trouble may think the teacher
should always see to it that the child's coat is still buttoned
when the child arrives at home or that heolever loses his
mittens; that other children should always shate nicely with
him and never hit him or grab things from him. even though
the children may be in fact retaliating tOr some of his
aggressive behavior. The teacher can seldom secure this
perfectly protected and'cared for position for any child in
her classroom, even it she thought it advisable. While it is

useful and rewarding to be aware of sonic, of the emotional
problems confronting different parents of handicapped
children, staff need not and should not he,therapists.

It' the staff can remember the extra burden of anxiety
parents of handicapped children have to hear, it will he
easier to tolerate some anxious criticism. In so tar as she
can, she will attempt to curt out reasonable complaints and
try to remedy these difficulties. When she can. she will try
to tell the mother how her child coped well with sonic
ordinary problem of being in the group, and try to secure
the mother's interest in het child's adaptive capacities.
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i M..anagement of Some 1'h% sisal Problems
in the Classroom

..
Perhaps you have never before considered the plissibilitv

-

that you the teacher of a regular Head Start class might
have a student with a physical handicap in your classroom.
The problems of dealing with a blind or deaf child, or a
child with a physical disability may seem overwhelming.
You may feel: to put it in mild terms. less than adequately
prepared. Some of the teacher's concerns may he due to the
unknown elements in the situation. You don't know
exactly what the child will he like with you, how the other
children will react, or what you will be like with the child.
You prohahl} underestimate enormously the help you can
actually give the child. And you may be worried about
whether you will do any harm. These arc natural under-
standable concerns but the fact is that the child will
probably benefit greatly from being in your classroom.

hi this chapter there are discussions of children with
problems of language or hearing, vision and motor difficul-
ties. The emphasis in all three sections in on management
techniques. Hopefully you will find suggestions here to
make the entry of such a child into your classroom a
smooth and positive experience. Remember as you read
that the sections are discussing many different types of
problems they are not all going to appear in your room at
once. Remember too, that you have an invaluable source of
information in the parent, who has been managing the
child's difficulties for as long as the problem has existed.
And finally, remember that what you have already learned
about children in general is much more important than
what you may still need to learn about the handicapping
condition.

A. THE CHILD WITH MOTOR DIFFICULTIES

Perhaps one or two of the children who apply to your
Head Start program will have diseases of the hones,
muscles. joints, or brain. In this manual we talk about
cerebral palsy. muscular dystrophy and amputation, but we
realize that those are only few of the specific diseases and
disabilities that can cause problems in locomotion.

The teacher's main worries about children with motor
problems include the following:

I. What am i going to do about the mechanical
equipment braces, crutches or wheelchair a disabled
child may bring to the center?

2. ('an standard outdoor or indoor climbing and gross

motor equipment he adapted for use with the children who
have disabilities?

3. How am I to know what these children can and
cannot do?

4. How great is the danger of injury for a child who is
unsteady on his feet?

5. What about the bathroom? att

Will the child be able to keep up with the class or will
I have to change my curriculum so that he can manage?

These questions pose real problems that call for answers.
but they deal with what the child.cannot do, rather than
what he can do: how he might not fit ipio your program.
rather than how he might.

Physically handicapped children often are denied not
only the full uses of their bodies but also opportunities to
explore their suffbundings. By including the handicapped
child in Head Start. you are offering him perhaps the only
chance he might have to experience the normal pleasures of
his age. Your classroom is rich with materials. language,
action, socialization. It is a place offering the child a chance
to discover through play who he is and what he can do,
how to make friends and to understand how other people
feel. We know that these discoveries are important for all
children as part of growing), but especially for the child who
is limited in his ability to get around.

The special equipment the child with a disability brings
to the classroom should be in good working order. His
parents can show you how to put on or take off braces.
should that be necessary, or how to strap the child into a
chair or standing table. Children in wheelchairs must have
ramps where others have stairs. but these need not be per-
manent concrete. Temporary ramps are easily built. Floors
should be checked for slipperiness. If floors are kept heavily
waxed, rubber tips should be applied to the endi of
crutches. The tips can be bought in any drugstore and arc
cheap. If the doorways have thresholds, remind the. child to
raise his crutches and lift his feet as he goes over. Ile may
need to practice the maneuver a couple of times, but rarely
will this be a problem.

You can adapt some of the regular classrooin furniture
to meet the special needs of children with disabilities. For
instance, a child with spastic cerebral palsy may have
trouble with balance when he is sitting. You can keep him
safely on a chair by tying a wide, colored scarf around his
waist and the hack of the chair. A small block or juice -can
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cathe nailed on the front edge of the seat of the chair it
prevent a child's sliding off the wile of the chair. The
technical name for such a device is .m abduction block.

Children generally stand while engaging in certain table
actisities. finger painting. doll-washing. bubble blowing.
brush painting.. etc. ot course, a Aiild who has trouble
standing can sit. but you will need to raise the seating
height enough to enable the child to reach comfortably. A
wooden platform will do: so will four hollow blocks laid in
a square and taped or nailed securely togethet.

In order to find out what the child can of Cannot do.
first ask the people who know the child hest, his parents.
his doctor. his physical therapist. they will he able to give
you a general picture of what to expect to the way of
physical performance: how well the child should he able to
use outside equipment. how the chjld can walk, what his
signals are. fin fatigue. Still. you are right in thinking that
there inevitably will he many ,'on the spot" decisions for
you to make: These are likely to he difficult at first , and
most teachers tend to he cautious..Little by littleoou will
have to learn what his limitations are, and so will he, Then
you can he ready to assist and he will he willing to ask for
help:

A child unsteady on his feet may fall quite Mien when
he is walking. These tumbles may he more frightening for
you than for him. Ile is probably used to falling but
perhaps should wear a helmet to protect his head. Mane
children who are unsteady have had training in the art of
falling and know how to relax in order to prevent injury. It
Is not uncommon to hear one of these children yell
-timber.- as he goes down. Hut he has learned to relax
when falling. and he sciamhles for his crutches and gets
hack up. If such hehavan worries the other children in the
class. drag in an old mattress and leit'them practice fallipg
too!

If toilet cubicles are large enough for wheel chairs and
have hand rails. one problem is solved. It they are not large
enough. someone must he available to help the child. Nhen
a child comes to 1 kid Start in diapers. the mother should
he asked to send a supply of extras and some plastic hags
for taking the used diapers home. lie as matter.o -fact as
possible about the business of changing a diapered child.
You don't have to make a secret Or It. hill neither do you
have to do It in the middle of the classroom.

Almost certainly some of the :mimics going on in your
classr,,om or on the playground will he beyond the
capabilities of children with disabilities. But to leave these
activities I nit of the cut riculum 1s mit fair to the rest of the
children. Who May need a gl eat deal of st 1 enuuus phracal
exercise. There will he times when you will have to !..ay.
know you'd like to do it. Sam. but it isn't sale.- At these
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times he ready to share some of..the child's sadness ahout
his limitations and otter him a substitute activity. Perhaps
there is. aliothet child who would like to join in the
substitute play with Sam.

We all know that many of /the most interesting nursery
school takes place or can take place on the floor. No
need to Change that. Just remember to put the handicapped
child on the floor too, where all the fun is.'Moving from
one floor activity to another isn't difficult if a child has a
flat four-wheeled cart. Ile can lieon the cart on his belly
and push himself around wherever he wants to go. There
are fancy vehicles manufactured just for this impose. but
many department stores sell cheap lightweight plastic
go-carts which work just as well and can he used by all'
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children as part of cross nano' play. Some furthei
. suggestions appear in the secti4 m Materials and Ideas,

B. SPEECII AND LANGUAGE DISORDERS

Most three yew old children me able to tome
that can he understood. However. some children in this age
group for one reason or another have a very hardkttne
talking. hi (W. among the most common problems
occurring during the preschool years are those involving
speech f tin raring sounds into words) and language (the
coihnumication of ideas through speech). For example. a

teacher mas *nice that one child frequently tries to talk to
others, but his words can harely he understood; another
child may hard!) talk at all. using instead babyish pointing
gestures. wide.eycd looks and pouting to let people know
what he wants. Patents and teachers often expect that
young children will outgrow babyish or unclear speech at
least by the time they enter first grade. Sometimes this is
the case, especially when a child takes part in a group
situation such as Mad Start which encourages and supports
easy. friendly conversation. Under such circumstances
many children do make 4:m1411er:111k progress in speech and
language.' a

But sometimes a child of Head Start age has an extreme
problem in this area. Instead of outgrowin he difficulty as
he gets older, it may even get worse. This especially likely
to occur if the speech problem is t' d in with more
generalized intellectual deficits. emotional problems. or
both. These children usualls require special remedial help
outside the classioom, as well as the help of the classroom
teacher. As in any develOpmental area. the problem is to
figure out what kind of help wilt hest flt the child's needs.,

Think a minute about the different skills involved in
learning to talk: first. the aids; has to he able not only to
hear. but also he has to have people around him who talk to
him and to each other'. the has to put his own ideas into
words. express out loud what he's thinking about. His
tongue. lips and mouth all have to move in such a way as to
make sounds into words, and he has to Want to talk to
someone else. to feel important enough. and confident
enough to talk to other people. Thus, a number of skills are
involved in the development of speech and language. These
include the physical skills like hearing and the coordination
of mouth movements. cognitive abilities (the putting of
ideas into words), emotional strengths (self-confidence and
social interest ). as well as kin:Mg opportunities.

In planning how to help a child whose. speech is
unpaired, you may steed professional advice. But you can
gather nouns cltis simply by paying careful attention to

what the child does, and does not do. Ilere ate sonic
examPlev

During hi& first days at schetol. Steven rarely slioke iii the
elassrof on, and when lw did. the sounds lie made were not
really like mints. Ile Inc..! hi play with other children, but
(Tien seemed not to know what to do. Tlw teacher had a
hard time getting him to fidhne directions. even when the
asked him directly he name to join a group activity or to
put hig away. She thought lw was quite stubborn,-

tet then.She observed that when a fire engine siren outside
attracted the attention of the other children, Steven didn't
natal' at all. This incident prompted the teacher to hare

.Steven hearing checked. The test revedied that Steven had
a seams hearing deficit. After being fited with a hearing

Ore responded well to' the special terldliqUeS PeeeMl
mended by the speech therapist.

Steven's situation highlights the advantages of early testing
for sensmcdefects before preschool starts.

It is clear that Steven had not learned to speak properly
because of his long-term hearing problem. Shortterm
hearing problems cab also make a child unreiponsive. Ito
verbal and other types of auditory stimuli. For example,
the teacher may notice_ that a child who has previously
responded well, suddenly does not do so. Sometimes a had
cold or an car infection temporarily blocks his.hearing. If
the hearing difficulty persists after, the infection has cleared
up. he may require (urther medical attention. In any cast,
even though the incidence of deitness is low in children
under five (less than I per cent), it is always wise to have
the child's hearing checked whenever you are concerned
about his speech and language.

Here is an example of a different type of speech
problem:

Johnny. like Steven, rarely spoke in the classroom. But
unlike Steven, Joh hearing was not impaired. however.
the teacher did notice scrawl other things about his
behavior. Eren after two or three months in the Ikad Start
program. lw rarely Nankai! to ohs other children in _play,
and stayed eery much by Ousel,: lw did join (Wien,
it eateli hooked as ifhe was playing in a much more i7abyish
way than they were. In general, his social development
seemed slim 77w pseluolugical consultant was culled in to
help the leader work with Johnny and his parents,
focusing primarily cm Jolumy's inability to relate con
finlahly to otherAildren. Slowly the babyish hcharifin arts
rvpktred by more age approprki* behavior and evrkaiii-
him*, his speech and language also improved.

Talking to others is a social behavior. When a child's
speech or language is immature or delayed for social and

;0020,
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emotional reasons. as in Johnny's case. it is very likely that
he will have trouble tie .thei ways in the classroom. too.

.
espec ially in pla ing with other, chddren. Whether he is

markedly withdrawn. or particularly miniature for his age,

if his hearing is normal. yet his behavior does not show
improvement, It is often helpful to discuss thi, with the
child's parents. and where available. consider by

a psychological consultant.
To be sure. not all children who have difficulty in

speaking do not try to talk:

Sam, fir example . teas an reingedng. friendly youngster. Ile
got akmg fairly well with ethers and was much liked he' tlw

teachers. lk alwafs seemed to hair siVilahing to say, but it
was extremete hard to understand what he was saying. Sant
would remit willingly and the teacher could finally figure
out what he meant. lint when u new assistant c.Inne in, she

pink! It antkinihie to get what Sae was sof; ng. The only
tither thing the tardier bked was that he ,seemed a little
(*.ier than mow when he twts painting or coloring. The
teacher tried to get him to imitate her speech. Rut this did

not help. lk seemed willing to try but unable to do it.
When the to referred Sant Pr a speech eraluation. it
waillecided that 1w Mould work with the speech therapht
four a week: It turned Out that Satt's speech problem was
related to a more general neurological defect which
interfered with clarity of artiodation. With special help.

Sant etas able to make slaw progress.

Sometimes speech articulation (the way sounds are
made) is unclear . because of awkward movements of the
tongue or lips. Professionals call these problems in pro-
nouncing words 'articulation defrets. It is not unusual for
the preschool aped child to have trouble with the prontnici-
ation of a few sounds. particularly "s." "z.""th,"1." "r."
and "w." Minor ptoblems may disappear with tin*. But in
some instances. when so many words are misprinuMneecl

that the child is very hard to anderst.md. referral to a
speech therapist should be conside.-...d. by the way. if one

of your children is having speech therapy. the therapist may
suggest that you do some corrective work in class, and if so.

when and Iniss to do it. Of course, no teacher will wank.t
do so much correcting that the child will he too embar-

rassed to talk.
Steven. like Johnny and Sett, provides us with only a

few examples °Clic many different kinds of speech and
language problems resulting from physical. social andim
neurological deficits. Sometimes a child has MON than one
deficit. for example both a hearing and :in emotional
problem. Sometimes his intellectual d elopment is

generally soon. In other words, in son.. cases. mental

retardation may he responsible for the delayed speech
development. thi the other hand, sometimes the sow
development in the use of the English language is related to

situational factors in the family. as when very little, if any,
English is spoken in the home. Perhaps the parents speak
anotlwr language. or perhaps very little talking in general
goes on at home, So while the examples given show only a

very few of the possible types of !OM) and language
problems, they do tell us that speech and language arc only

part of the total development and experience of a uhild. If
there are ploblems in speech and language, there may well .

he prohreigs in other areas as well. Observing whatever you

can about the ehild in general helps you to figure mit, what

is contributing to the specific speech tar language problem

that you noticed originally. Here are some questions tea
thei*vhenever you are concerned about the way a child
speaks.in the classroom. -

Observe carefully and try to spell out for yourself
exactly what -troubles you about this child's. speech and

language. Dues he

keep silent much of the time, not answer?
pronounce most-of his words very melody?

O pronounce particular words very unckarly?
talk, but frequently express ideas which seem strange
to you?

Resides the way he speaks. are there other kinds or
behavior which concern you?

doesn't respond to sounds in general

4- C7 doesn't approach other children
11 seems poorly coordinated in his physical movements
Q shows immature, babyish behavior

seems generally slow to learn

Have there been any changes over the past several
weeks? has he improved?

What is known about the home situation? Is any dif this

information relevant to the child's behavior?
These observations may then he discussed by the staff.

e. as well as with the parents. Staff will then be in a better

position to decide whether to recommend further special
evaluations, such as hearing tests, speech evaluation and
intellectual testing. Where available, these evaluations by

professional consultants will help clarify the nature of the
child's problem and the preferred method of treatment.

While special services are not yet readily available within
all Head Start programs. it is important to realite that the

Head Start experience in itself can he of tremendous value

to the handicapped child. Through His everyday contacts
with other children. both normal and handicapped. the

.
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handicapped child has a chance to learn many things.
including how to relate consiructrvely dimwit pla), to age'
',quail, this type of Warning is essential tot .healthy social
and emotional development.

Whine special services are available. and a remedial
program 1s ad% ised. imeisention 01 011e soil 01 .1110thel caa

he undertaken early while the child is still in Head Start.
Take, for example. Steven's situation. Steven's hearing loss
was found to he severe. A heating aid was tecommended
and he was also given wine special help, from the civic!'
therapist..The possibility of sending him to a special school
for the deaf, instead of Head Start. was considered and
rejected since it was felt that 11t his case some exposure to
normal children would he very beneficial. An alternative
plan for children like Steven might he a combination Of a
special schol for the deaf on a part time basis, say two
mornings eweek. and Head Start tier the other days.

Whether or lint one handicapped 'child is receiving
special remldial help, there are many things the teacher
can do to help him in the clasiroom. here are some
suggestions that will snake her work easier with children
who, like Steven. have a severe hearing problem:

CJ When he first comes to the classroom, either on a
visit before the actual'start of school, or on the first day.
make sure he knows where the bathroom %is% where his
cubby or coat hook is. where the playground or door to the
outside is. It is also wise to have him survey the room to get
accustomed to the playthings in it. (This type of
orientation to school is, of course, alai helpful to the child
with normal hearing.)

0 Ask the mother to tell you what words the child
knows. and what pitch and whittle are thi.1 easiest for the
child to hear. ft), speaking in that manner yourself so that
you become used to it.

n If the child is wearing a hearing aid, ask the mother
to show on how to make sure the instrument is in good
order and mined on. (If you notice a child's ears arc sore.
infected of bleeding, report - at once to the mother and
make sure the child is checked by a doctor or nurse. Never
force a hearing aid into a child's ear.

L'1 Since many hardf-hearing children wifl have to
learn :to lip react. when communicating with him in the
classroom:

. Make sure the child ix looking ;it your lips. Some.
times it is helpful to tap him on the shoulder or genii) turn
his head so that he is watching your face.

D Speak clearly and direct!) to him.
[i Stand near bun and squat at his level when-you talk.
[I Stand close to the activity you arc talking about.

Speak in simple short sentences. for example. Do you

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

want to swing'?" Show him what you are talking about to
give him a visual clue.

O Talk about interesting tbings that arc happening now.
Cl When telling or reading stories, place the child in the

group where he can see your face.
1.1 Pick stones that ale short and illustrated with

colorful pictures, or provide' a flannel hoard with pieces of
telt that he and the other* children cart manipulate to
illustrate action.

O Use gestures occasionally. but don't try to perform a,
whole pantomime.

O Ileinonstratc various art activities of games. or have
other children do it for you.

O At music time, stand where the hardf-heating child.
can see your face while you are singing.

O Use musical instruments and lots of rhythm activities
so he can participate by feeling the vibrations.

0 Encourage depf children to darter. They can respond
to the vibrations of the music and they enjoy singing games
such as Ring Around-the Rosy and Luohy Lou.

O Prepare for a field trip by showing as many pictures
as possible. The deaf child then will know what to watch
Ku on the trip. (This also holds, of course, for the hearing

For further discussion of deaf children see Chapter VI
on medical infortnation about hearing impairments,
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What about children like Johnny who s ak infrequently
or poorly because An social and Motional prohlellh? Ire
handling all specal problems it is iitlpurtant not to force a
child to speak. hen though' at the time it Might Weill like a
good idea to say. No cookie unless you ask for it." try to

66 a'void this approach.since what it does is to-vake it
enorplusly risky to get the cookie. Under thisNlireat.
mad), children just won't ask. So it ends up by the child's
being deprived of the cookie while he continues not ti.)
talk. If he does ask for the cookie. its usually an
untminfortable request. A better approach try is this:
offer the cookie and say. "Here is a cokie. Jim. You can
tell me when you want another one." And if he takes up
the asking option. praise him: 1k may not take it up the
first time. but with repeated encouragement and praise for
doing so he may at least begin to try to talk.

%Wien whet children arc responding to questions or
playing guessing games. give the nontalking child a turn
too. Ile may he slow in the uptake but usually he does want
to participate, to he like the others, and will begin to try to
speak. Talk to him often and conversationally through the
day. just as you do with the other children. Let him know
you like him and like what he does.

It' you know that the child has recently experienced a
troublesome event. it may help him to have you mention it .
but don't dwell on it. Talk quietly with him about it. It
may help him to have you say. for example. "1 know you
have been having a had time. Would you like to tell me
about irr 1 may or may not say anything but feel

comforiable that you know and understand.
Some children will play out their fears using the

housekeeping corner, blocks. the doll house, or puppets.
Let him do this. It's nice if you can he there quietly
watching. But don't actually play with him, unleSs he
invites you to do so; and even if he does, let him direct
what you are to do. In other words, let him tell you in his
own way hoW he 'experienced the event and how he feels

about it.
When speech development Is slowed down because of

neurological detects, as in Sam's case, it is particularly
important that the child he seen by a professional member
of the stall who t.fan help work out an individualized
program to meet the child's needs.

It is not uncommon to find children with normal
intelligence who %have speech and language problems.
Moreover, many of these children have neither grave
psychological difficulties nor impaired hearing. What hgts
delayed speech is their inability to understand or
remember the rtreafling of words. Such children have a
special Loiguage disability known as warfare aphasia. Such
difficulties ',lien puzzle teachers. However, try to imagine

1t;

what it most he like. Picture yourself among people who
are speaking a foreign language. There you are heating well
but not understanding what people are saying. Words are
used-so quickly around you that you never seem.to hear the
Same word twice. Think how many times you have to hear

a word and have it linked with a meaningful event be.tivre

you understand it. To remember the sounds and do produce
them in order to express yourself takes even longer. L

Children suffering from .such a language disability
usually need specialized help, but even if such help is not
available Head Start can help these ebildren, You don't
need special equipment. but you do need to give gum.

.thought to what this child can gain from the various
classroom activities. In general. procedures which help the
deaf child also help the child with a speech learning

,,disability. Here are some additional suggestions:

O Speak slowly, in short simple sentences, to the child's
eyes.

0 Use mainly nouns and action verbs.
O Have the object or event which you are discussing

dose by.
O Occasionally have the child repeat a particular word

alter you.
.0 Use the same word several times during the day.
O Make or use pictures of objects or activities to show

tile child in referring to -words. When you tell the class that
rough; comes next. for example. show them a picture of a
musical instrument or a group of children singing.

Cl leach Willits in clustets or categories. Take. for
example. the food category: silverware, dishes, cooking.
minket and restaurant can be taught as a cluster of related
words, or the toy category: hike, swings. seesaws are
outdoor toys. puzzles, blocks and paints are indoor toys.

O Have large paper dolls or do some body-tracing to
teach him the parts of his body, names fig appropriate
clothing, etc.Mirrors are good for this too.

O At story time, have someone read simple stories or
picture books to Idin: with a small group of children, taking
time to let the children repeat sonic of the words.

A more common language learning disorder is called
nominal rearli. Nominal recall is the inability to remember
the words one wants to use. We all occasionally experience
this failing when we can't remember someone's name even
though we lemeinher his face. Children with this problem
have mental images of objects. actions and wishes that they
cannot put into words. As you cav imagine. this is very
frustrating for them. Many children substitute "um what
doyoucallit- or "thingamajig youknow" for the word
they can't seem to find. Others consistently begin each
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sentence with a repetitious plisse like "Know what... ?"
"Let's see." "Ali. the tithe, day. they do this in nide,/
to gain time to put their thoughts into winds while trying
to hold the listener's attention. It's like trying to juggle
three oranges with two II:W.411) keep your thought in

tind the words. and 13) hold the attention of the
audience. Many young children use a variety of techniques.
to hold the listener's attention. faufy r.Cfrellie (MONO!. the
inability to remember words would tit the nominal recall
disability discussed here.

One of the nicest. most helpful things you can do is to
let the child know you are listening and can wan for hint to
search. Of course, in a busy classroom there are !hues when
you can't wait or other children can't wait. At these times
you can quietly ask "Is the word you are trying to think of

?" In a woNe pinch you might have to express the
thought for him. The thing to keep in mind is to try not to
provide the words for him all the time. The more often a
child uses a word the faster hell he able to use it the next
time. The first few times of waiting for a child to complete
a thought may make tbibth you and the child imm-
frtahle. but beat with it. Once in a while you might even
say. "I know it's hard for you to 'remember tho words you
want to say."

Another common speech problem is stuttering. Stutter-
ing is characterized by interruption in the flow of speech.
Sometimes it takes the form of. an inability to articulate
certain sounds. sometimes certain sounds arc repeated over
and over, and sometimes the speech is merely slow with.
only occasional hesitations. In any case, the stuttering is'
likely to he aggravated when the child is nervous In worried
about something that is happening at school or at home.
For some unknown reason stuttering is more common in
boys than in girls. Many professionals feel 'that since this
particular speech problem may disappear with .time and
grriwth. it is unwise to call attention to it.

Some thildren have physical problems that affect their
speech. Cleft palate or brain damage may cause pour
speech. You stay have noticed that children with cerebral
palsy or brain damage drool excessively, talk through their
noses, have peculiar stops and starts when fuming sent-
ences. make unusual tongue and lip nuivements, as well as

peculiar movements of othet parts of the face. Many of the
suggestions for helping deal' and speech-disabled children
are also applicable here.

Most people Iliad it easier to remenihei a new word if
they have something. familiar with which to link the new
idea. That is. it you know the words "knife" and "fork"
and have a mental image of a place setting. "spoon" comes
easily. Ii you know "apple" and "banana" are fruits, and
have eaten j'll orange. it may not he too difficult to

MIST COPY AVAILABLE

rementhei "orange." One of the best ;caching Ail found m
most classroom is the game of Lotto. When using it, have
the caller hold up the card and name the picture "Who
has.the wheelbarrow?" lAto guiles are inexpensive. often
fauna in the dime store. Or would he e:sy to make. Since
children seem to like to play Lotto...he aphasic child will
not feel that he is singled out.

Teachers can also make (..itlorful charts of cut-out
magazine pictures in categories. You might have one on
food in the housekeeping corner, transportation vehicles
near the blocks and cars, colors near the easels, children's
photos or outdoor clothing near the door to the outside. If
you are stuck for colored illustrations of familiar objects,
don't overlook the Sears catalogue, trade stamps catalogues,
school supplies advertisements, or the Sunday magazine
section of your newspaper.

Some children's picture books have things categorized.
Many ehildren like to rook through these books at odd
moments.

j
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OTHER CLASSROOM EXPEkIENCES
As noted earlier, some children have language problems

because of a marked lack of experience with the English
language. Lack of learning experience may result from
various home situations' the family may not use the English
language at home: one parent may speak English, the other
only Spanish or Navajo. In the latter case. the child will he
learning two different languages, his home language and
English. Such bait/Rua/ism is not considered to he a
condition which handicaps a child. In fact, many people
teel that when a child grows up knowing two different
languages, he really has the advantage of an especially rich
learning experience. Nevertheless, it it true that when this
child reaches Ilead Start. he may need help from the

It)
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teacher to learn ling; English words. Spending Cla tithe

with him naming objects and &willing activities, in simple

words can he very useful to these children. Sometimes the

teacher herself may speak the home language duo they

speaks. Because this will co lands- 1p make the elld feel
more accepted in the classroom. many people heh'ic that
teachers should use the .home language when they can.
There are different opinions about this. however. Sooiser or
later youngsters will need to he Lxmfortable in the English

language, in elementary school and with friends outside the
immediate family and neighborhood. So. whCther Or nto
the tenter can speak Spanish or Salto, she will still help

the child in the long run by using and teaching him English

words. (For suggestions on teaching English to bilingual
children. see the Head Start Rainbow Series booklet on
Speech. .4.auguage and ((caring Program; Number 13.)

Naturally the child should never he made to feel that his

home language is Ica important than English. One of the

ways this feeling can he minimized is by telling other
yotingsters in the room. for example. what smite of the

home language words mean.
Bilingualism is not the only reason a child may have had

limited experience hearing and speaking English. Sometimes

serious illness in the family may require efforts to keep
especially quiet: Perhaps one or both parents may he hard
of heariiig. Or the parents simply may not tie very much

time to talk with their children. The family style of
communicating may &fiend more on actions than on

iwords. The teacher's main job here is to provide language
stimulation at a level which meets the child's own current
language abilities. Once again, this calls for observations.

Some children will benefit most if the teacher gives special

attention to naming the objects and describing the activities

with which the child is involved. Mien a child does not
respond to the teacher's request. or to another child's

. suggestion. it may he that he doesn't understand the words.

Taking the child to get the soap. and saying at the same
time, "Now we're going to use the soap to wash our hands"

relates words and action clearly. Another child may
understand fairly easily what others want, but needs

practice himself' in using words. One way to help a child get

this practice is to give him choices. "Do you want to use
the blue paint or the red paint?" When he tells you his

choice, he is getting some of the practice he needs...Latin on

he will need to have the teacher take time to help hint
express many of his wants and needs.

Interestingly enough. the speech development of twins
tends to he slower than that of singletons. This is especially

likely to be the case if the twins spend most of their time
only with each other. Undo these circumstances sonic
twins tend to develop a "secret" language. secret in the

20
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sense that they understand each other, while other stem.

hers of he household remain hiffled. in the pteschool
situation. the secret language is likely to he given up a: the

twins begin to play more with the other children radio

than only with'each other.
Writ; severe lack of language exper ience may not occui

with great, fiequeney, it is still true that evefy child can
benefit from increasing his mastery, of language. In het.

. many people feel that one, of the most crucial experiences

(lead Start cap provide tin all children is language experi-

ethr. WkdS help children grow in ,numerous ways: in

getting albite With others. in mastering all sorts of new

skills, in thinking And, solving problems. This doesn't
necessarily call for lots of new materials, sleepless nights

thinking up-speciil language games. or fancy commercial
language training programs'. It does call for giving some

thought to the everyday problems of usinii language in a

preschool classroom: trying to listen carefully to 15.Ig

youngsters. many of whom are hard to understand; and

finding time to talk, not only to the group, but also
individually with each child, even if he is slow to respond.

It is easy to recgnite that children benefit from having

someone listen and talk to.them. But with any gottsized
group of three and four year Olds, it is not always easy to

see how this may he done. .
There arc many kinds of activities for a group which(

provide the children with languagvexperience. Beading and
telling stories, looking at pictures and talking about them.
playing telephone games, limon. Says. arc all going to
encourage children to listen tli words and use them. These

ale valuable activities which children enjoy. But any
activity can he enriched for a child by the addition of
words. Describing out loud to a child whatever he happens

tt

ctt he doing helps him to put his actions into words, both

or himself and for others. "You're building two tall'
rs. Jimmy, aren't you?" "That Ilbn gois next to the

giraffe." "Now you're putting Anne more blue in your
painting." There is no better woy to teach words and

relationships than to relate them to the child's own activity.
Getting in the habit of putting things into words is the

first step, then. in providing a rich language experience in

the classroom. You want the children to learn that

important things get said, and it's to their advantage to

listyn. When, teacher makes na point of saying aloud that
the assistant teacher tins a cold and. won't he in, children

learn to expect words to explain things they need to know.

When a teacher repeatedly encourages children to tell each

other what they feel, what they want, they may slowly rely

more on words, less on grabbing. The child may then come

to feel that words have an importance for him.

What if a child is talking to you and you &HO
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SO .

mtdeistand in know
teiswhat

to say? Sometimes this happens
tree tune a child !sks too softly . sometimes. as we have
discussed, his articulation is unclear. sometimes the child
comes out with an idea4ou lust can't make sense of.
Whatever the reason. it can he an awkward situation,

n,esneeiallY it sou're til ing t.r avoid asking the 1,44011 to
Wpm what he's said. Rut all too often. the child is then
left with tai verbal response at all !ski' irprtse leaves the
child feeling. that his winds don't "work";And; he isn'i
learning how to do a better job of making himself
understood. It pays to bend down 10 tryfto hear the
whispered or mumbled winds. It pays to help the child say
again what he is trying to express. simply so that hi will
feel that there is some advantage to talking. that people are
Interested in what he has to say. N'otptg children need to

' ,learb how to makt their ideas understandable to other
people. They learn only very gradually that teacher may
nut automatically know that "Jimmy" is the name of the
pet dok and not of a baby brother."When'a teacher tries to

'get the child's message straight.pke child is learning both to
express himself better. and that people are Interested in
what' hs has to say.

It is also 'often hard to knoi% how to respond when
children make clearly untrue statements. Suppose Timiny
declares he was chopping down trees in his house, or was-
chased by a monstei. or is really six years old and not three
and a halt. (hit of politeness. some teachers may merely
express a skeptical "Oh?" Out of concern with truthful-
ness. toilet teifcher s lief obligated to get the l':Itild to say it
isn't really true. Sometimes at; easy to forget that a very
young child tna not he stating clearly in words the
difference between wanting to do something and actually
dring it. You can help with this problem by saying
something like, "Perhaps sou would like to chop trees
down." or "Perhaps you're afraid of a monster chasing
you." In Qui 'es, too, you can help a child distinguish
between makewheve and real. Similarly, when a child uses
words incoriect4-, there may he times when you want to
help him find the right word, so that you can understand
'him hem. . Whenever Chilthell are hard to understand, there
is a l' line between asking them to repeat to show your

,irate est. and not asking them to repeat in older to avoid
embarrassing to mil. at malls there is no rule to follow
here. only your own ohservatnyis of the child and guesses
about .he kind of support he needs. You won't want to
correct his speech or grammar in a scolding. blaming way.
You don't want to make him feel he can't say anything
tight so he'd better keep quiet. Rut you will want to show
him you vAtie his words enough to try to really understand
him. You will want to show him yo.0 call help him express
!Musa better.

Children learn about using words tiot only tram their
own talking and listening. but also when they hear adults
speaking to each other. Al! too often children and teachers
shale the feeling that children atoll supposed to he paying
attention when adults are talking to each other. This is a
distake, because they usually can'thelp but listen in.
instead, if it is appropriate. encourage children to listen in,
but try to have the adults talk in wads that are appropriate
fin the child to Imitate and that he can understand.
Permianl messages that you would hesitate to say aloud in
front trf the children. should probably -not be said at'all
in the classrooni. Other messages *mad told. loud and
clear for all to hear. Use language that,,,children can
uttlerstand, let children in on your discussion of what to do
nett which materials to take nut, whatevertsqs discuss-
lug.

%...... .

ords are the way people keep in touch ith each other
and with 4that's going on around them. Vlten we help
young Adieu to enjoy using words, we are helping than
to become more in control of their everyday experiences.

C. THE BLIND CHILD

The conditions that combine to provide a good Head
Start experience for the child with normal eyesight are of
even treater significance in'the blind child's school qperi.-
ence. Any difference is largely one of degree. The peF4mal
preparation and the classroom situation That are desirable
for the sighted child may in, the case of the blind Alit!' he
crucial. He will not sr easily tolerate obstacles that most
sighted children can find ways to overosme.

The following list of topics summarins' the personal
characteristics and the clarzroom conditions Oat will he
found to he relevant to the outcome of the child's
experience in I lead Start:

1. The child's readiness lilt a school experience
The site of dui class .

3. The experience and sensitivity of the teacher
4. The availability of professionals fin consultation on

the child's special needs
S. The richness of the classroom program and play

materials. ^

The relevance of these topics to the blind child's school
experience is important enough to warrant detailed discus-
sign.

READINESS FOR A SCHOOL EXPEitIENCE
The blind child who is ready for school will exhibit the

signs of healthy emotional development'. Ile will he ready
for separation form mother and home. Me will he file of
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the grow manifestations of withdrawal and self-stimulltipg
hehaeitn.

A hipory of previous social expetience with siblings or
peers is important: Previous successful relationships with
children arc beneficial to 14, child's potential rot :Atom-
ment in the classroom. Such a tummy suwest: that the
child can assert himself. at least to some dvgree. aniline his
peers and thus will he able to hold his own in the
classroom.

Good development in the use of language obviously will
he ;tit asset to the blind child entering Head Start in

company with children of normal eyesight. Ile should have

sufficient command of language to make known his wants
and needs, to make contact with the other children and to
express somethhig of his own experiences. This is not to
say. however. tha blind child with-limited command of
language is doomerto Wine in the classroom. There have
been- many instances of blind children who have leaped
ahead ill language development in the classroom as a direct

result of then need to communicate with the other
stildren. Such progress can he aided if the teacher is
available to *keep the child from withdrawing and to
encourage..him to speak up for himself. At the same time
the teacher will be careful to avoid itOrprotection of the
Mind child by speaking for him or by interpreting his
meaning or Alms unnecessariTy.

:

SIZE OF THE CLASS
About fifteen children has been found to he the optimal

size for a class that includes a blind child. The blind child

functions twit in a small grtifirett-tvacher with three to five

children) where het an get to know the whet children well
through %Vice. touch. activities and other clues available to
him. An open classroom with thirty or mom citation). even

if separated into small groups, would overwhelm the blind

chiki wish its hackgrotmn noise: Ile would' he unable to
screen out the no* to enable him to discriminate known
individuals and sounds. The next hest -situation to a small

class would he a claftroom divided with semi-partitions. A

large class then code! he separated into small groups and
the noise kept to a minimum by the partitions.

If the blind child can he in a small stable pimp It; the
maim activities.oT the school day. he will he ahle to make
comfortable relationships with a few peers at a time and to

acquire the sense of autonomy while belonging that is so

important to his development.
It follows that the ratio of teachers to children will he'an

important factor in the successful integration sf a blind
child in a class of sighted children. A ratio crone headier to
gout children. ssith one blind 'child in the group. would he

the must desirable one. lite teacher would he able to keep
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the special needs of the blind child in mind while still
having the time to encotnage self-reliant interactions 'with.
the rest of the children. O

The physical charactelistics of the classroom negd not
differ from those deemed appropriate for any other Dead
Stan classroom tit for .preschoolers' classrooms in general.
Conn aty to populas helmet'. an adequately time.titining blind
chats:in orient himself well in a variety of settings. All he
needs is a little more 'time and guidance, to assist hobs
exploi anon of the space.

THE TEACHERS QUALIFICATIONS
For suceessful.stipilvision of a blind child in the (lead

Start class the teacher must have a thorytieh'understanding
41 the developmental status of the child. Initially_ site

obtains - this understanding through interviews wild the
parents and through consultathm with appropriate special.

ists or other experienced teachers. .

An understanding of the differences in the develop-

mental sequent;es of blind and sighted children is essential if
the teacher is to recognite the difficulties that will slow or
halt sum, of the blind child's accomplishments. Again.

consultation with the patents and professional specialist.
will he helpful! for the teacher here, as will some time spent
on available literature on the ubject.

The teaeher will have to learn to adapt ti the blind
child's needs and his individual behavior and here again
consultation will he helpful. Fur example, she wit! find that

she must provide verbal descriptions in place of the visual

clues she would give a child with normal eyesight. ("Come
hew. I am by the piano.") Or she will learn to accompany a
verbal ordet ("Urn around") with a light guiding touch; its

well as to expand her desctiptions of activities to Motu&
the sensations of touch and feel that accompany the

activittes.

USE OF PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANTS
The teacher of a class with a blind child in it will teach

herself to he :Male of the other children's reactions to the

handicapped child too. Do they react by withdrawing from
the blind child, by bullying or with fright? They. as well as

tlhc blind child, will need her understanding. The reactions
of the patents to tilt blind child may he of significance

here. and the teacher. may want consultation with a
psychiatrist or psychologist on this point.

The teacher pothahly will want to turn to profescionals

experienced in educating blind children for acSiMallCe in

deciding on appropriate goals for Mt blind child's experi-
ence in the classroom. N wasonable goal perhaps would he

to mak- the Head Start class prititarily a successful
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mu:tali/mg espenemv ame 3 ilapp 011100%06M iii school-
ing. but Head St.1,1 atc should be able 10 otter the child
tit% and commit:ins. shunt:num of his cogniiive. emit-/
tional and expiessise capacities.

I-ot the. blind child Ilead Simi May be a revealing
,

i. ospsuies regaiding his ditt.0011:e 110111 H01111.11 iillidlem.
The revelation that everne else can see though you
cannot is a diffieull one to absorb. A professional cnsul-
tation should he available to assist the teacher if she is
called upon to'dcal with this prohlem.

to take On the teaching of ;1 blind.child is not an easy
assignment. I. xpoience and the ability in feel k-omfoitable
in leaching }ung children will be basic filereqiiisites. The
teacher should nut he in the position of feeling over-
whelmed by the,care of aJiandicapped child on top of her
other duties and responsibilniesAspeeially insthe first few
months: the hlind child should he expected in twedmote
:uprl from the rancher. more stimulation. more hacking
in hits efforts to become one of the group. It she is to give .

extra time and thought to a special child, the teacher
requires the asSin mice that conditions exist fin her to
successfully tannage her classroom. .

THE CLASSROOM PROGRAM
If souk thought is given to the special needs of the blind

child m relation to the usual'aclivines of the other children.

V

.

many asmcts of the regular classroom program can he made
available to him. In some areas his development probably
will min he on a par with, the development girdle others.
and his. play necessarily will he on a less mature level.
Without vision. he cannot be expected to he selfstaiting in
play as other childvey are. the must depend on the teacher
fa stimulation to investigate new toys and other classroom
mato lids iisid to expline new directions: Poo relationships
will develop less rapidly. Some adult assistance probably
will he required if the blind child is to,he successful in
forming one-lim me iclationships with ot s.

Enough experience with blind children has been accumu-
lated to predict with reasonable expectation of accuracy
how a blind child will respond to'uSual preschool activities.
including the Ahead Start program. A brief ieview tollws:

Mush- The blind child should be easily iniquated in the
class. but instructions fin rhythinic activities may need
additiimal datitication and :omit- tau lie guidance.

Painting: the blind child will .enio the kinesthetic
pleasure of using brush and paint. Sand added to the paint
will give a loomed dry surface which he Calk eXplille and
enjoy. Plastic IllaieTialOhith texture Will be more rewarding
than the sintotli sin face 'If tit dimly paint.

/ibluk 'file blind consouctions necessaril)
will he much simpler. .1 his activit may be niNninimaily
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rewarding silky the visual pleasure of the final product wi t
he 'lacking.

Dramatic. Or intitaire plat (doll corner. etc.): The hihid
child's capacit to engage in mutual dramatic play will
probably not be as developed as that of his peers. Bhpd
children ale slower it/ develop the capacity to repozsenT .C
themselves in doll play. At the !lead Start age,
he new to tha blind child, and he will he less Ilexihle in itr
exercise. the may still he quite object-oriented and unable
to take a role and to incorporate dolls in his presentation of
the role. For example. he may become involved in playing
with the iron, the telepbone, with the moving about of pots
and pans. By -Pi years. he niay be able to create a fantasy
of hims1.11 in another role bas Daddy or Mommy. say) but "
still not he able to integrate his role play with.that of other
children.

Play with' miniatures-has no meaning to the blind child
until the age of 4 or S at the earliest, especially when very
small objects such as doll house furniture, small is cars,
dolls. etc.. are involved. Play corners with child-size furni-
ture and equipment (dishes, doll beds, etc.) which allow the
blind child ..to center himself in representational or. dra-
nratic, imitative play will provide the most appropriate
seltingi fin the development of imaginative play. Even so,
the blind child takes much longer than a sighted child does
to appreciate the human characteristics of 'dolls, and he
may therefore regard Bolls as mere objects rather than
vehicles for the imaginative self-representation usually
expected in the doll play of children this age:

Wafer and sand Max: Thii should be pleasurable for the
blind clritd.

Trips: Goals for the blind child's pleasure and learning
on trips may be different train die usual ones. Some
experiences cannot be. absorbed easily without vision. but
the exiierience of joining a group on .a Visit will be
constructive. bspecially if an adult can Provide some
continuity through vel hal description. Wherever possible,
there should be. opporl Win ies to touch, smell. listen. Other
children would benefit from this approach too. Some
compensation for the blind child's inability to experience
visually can 'he offered by allowing hint tit bring hack
tangible objects. Sonic advance preparation may he neces-
sary': the blind child may need briefing on parking. steps.
elevators. etc. Some sensitive teachers have been able to
make trips richer by encouraging the blind child to make
the group aware of his own heightened experience of
sounds, smells. and touch. ,

.Vanir and science: lisually any aenvity involving nat urtime

rscience will offer many femme% in which the blind child
can participate and maintain imeiest.

Play materials: Well-chosen play materials for sighted
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eetlildre,n are' °No useful with blind chddten as well.d
. Matti iiiiS which 'appeal to several. senses. not vision alone,

are stimulating to'ull young children. but the 'cachet will
have 'to guide the blindchild in his discovery of materials

new to Left.on his own. he May haw little means of
discove.ring what Is available in how to ris,e it. toils. motoi
toys., suchros tricycles. large trucks. and other large wheel
toys, will be pleasurable as will outdom equipment such as
slides. swings. cliitthjng gyms. and seesaws. With assistance.
the 'child should N "able, to hold his ou it in outdoor
activities.

Stars: ibises athroftiversatiint tintcw Although many
tales from our local folk

many

can.be'intoyed without
benefit of pictures. many of the books read to young
children are Kim:tidy picture hooks. l'ai'd to folloW if' one
cannot tee the pictures. Perhaps a 'balance can be struck
between the two types of books.

elfriMaw.

' do o__

o
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Show and tell" or conversation times can be shared
quite fully by the blind child as long as he is given the
opportunity to touch obis that are being shown and if
the teacher remembers to cast descriptions in more than

visual terms.
Eutaw: The blind child should be able to manage at

meals it he is given clear indications of What is happening.
what is expected and where things are.

Mileting: The blind child should be able to manage if he
is sbrivn where the facilities are and is told what will be

expected of him.
In summary, the integration of a blind child into a

sighted preschool program requires care. extra thought.
sensitivity and some special knowledge. With these and with

a clear picturisof what.the appropriate goals should be for a

blind child's preschool experience, the adventure should be

successful'

All
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Children differ widely in how they think and how they
approach tasks involving problem solving and other so-
called intellectual tasks. This chapter deals with how the
teacher can observe individual differences in intellectual
skills in children. and then plan her program to help each
child develop the relevant skills.

A. VARIATIONS IN COGNITIVE
DEVELOPMENT

Just as no two children have the same personality, no
two children arc alike in the way their minds develop.
Particularly in the early years. children vary in what they
do and how they learn, and it is important to understand
that the range of this variation can be very wide. A child is
by no means set for life with the abilities or learning
potential he shows at three or four. Rather, he is constantly
growing and changing, ready to he influenced by all the
experiences that come his way. But every child develops at
his own speed ill his own special way. The skills he can
learn hest are the skills he is most ready for. So. recognising
and respecting each child's pace of development will help
him to get the most out of his learning experience at Head
Start. Naturally it is important for a teacher to understand
what most three and four year olds can do. But it is also
particularly helpful if she concerns herself with the special
strengths and weaknesses she finds in each child.

The total intellectual development of a young child
depends upon his progress in several areas involving
different skills. These are: language and speech. perceptual
abilities. fine and gross motor coordination. concentration
and problem-solving ability. In thinking about the indi-
vidual child's progress in any of these areas. you may find
yourself continually wondering, "Is this typical or normal
for his age?" Because young children vary so much in the
way they develop these skills, it is extremely hard, even for
experts, to answer that question. That is why many people
have come to feel that other questions about children are
more important. Eor instan;.1e. the teacher will find it useful
to know (1) what the child's current behavior is in each
area of development. (2) how his intellectual strengths and
weaknesses ilt into the total picture of what we know
about him, and (3) what will help this particular child
further his development.

LANGUAGE AND SPEECH: VARIATIONS
IN DEVELOPMENT

Many of the variations In speech and language develop-
ment are discussed elsewhere in this handbook. In Chapter
III B are found descriptions of different- language and
speech problems, possible causes and suggestions for the
teacher. Apart from these special problems, there is still
much variation among most children in the way speech and
language develop. A child's articulation may he perfectly
clear; or he may have difficulty pionouncing certain letters,
for example. "y" pronounced "I" or "1" pronounced *6w."
And, it may be hard to understand some children almost all
the time. A child may often startconversations himself, or
do so infrequently. In either case his speech may be
babyish, for example, "Me want doll."

It is incorrect to conclude that the child who speaks less
clearly or less frequently is not as smart as other children.
The variations in development may be .related to many
different factors: differences in the rates of development of
the nerves and muscles that control speech; in the rates of
social development; and in the amounts the child has been
spoken to or has heard others around him speaking. The
important thing is to try and understand where a child can
benefit from assistance.

There are certain observations a teacher can make that
will help in supporting the development of children's
language and speech. Spine questions to keep in mind while
observing arc:

I. What exactly do you notice about the way the child
speaks his words? Can- you figure out when and why you
have trouble understanding him?

2. Has his speech changed at all after he's heard others
pronounce words correctly? Can he imitate words ac-
curately? Try to determine whether the child speaks
as he does simply because that's the way he's always
heard people talk. It may be that he has special difficulty
independent of what is going on around him. If he
does have special difficulty. then it may lac helpful to
refer him to a speech therapist for evaluation. .
. Regarding a child's use of language, ask"yourself what is
significant about the way he communicates with those
around him. To whom does he speak most? Teachers?
Other children in school or playmates after school? Do you
know anything about cah'ununication in the home? Does he
listen with any interest to others? Does he seem to want to
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respond? Does he try to let you know his feelings by facial
expressions or gestures? I low does his communication fit in
with his behavior in general'' I ktes he seem generally
'withdrawn front other Is his behavior noticeably babyish?

If you do hear him speak to other children, it you do
obseive that he is interested in communication. It the test
of Ins behavior does nut seem particularly inapproptaate.
then the child may benefit greatly from being regularly
spoken to in the classroom. without outside specialized
help.

In the classroom there are numerous ways d teacher may
foster language and speech development. All young children
need to experience the advantages and pleasures of using
words. There are many opportunities daily where you can
show children the fun and usefulness of winds: naming the
play materials and activities for them. and having the
children name them too: using snack time as a chance fin
friendly conversation about everything from the type of
cereal they're eating to someone's dip to a zoo. Storytime
will be more tun if the children can participate by adding
their own reactions or talking about the pictures. It's longer
and noisier than having the children sit silently and !Wen,
but they will he more actively involved in the pleasure of
the story! Every time you put into words for the children
What they arc doing. what they are expressing to each

other. or what they won to he feeling, you are showing
children the advantages of words. Whenever you take the
time to listen to a child express himself, you ate encourag.
ing him to speak more often. Whenever two teachers speak
to each other openly m front of the childien, they are
demonstrating how words help people share ideas and
feelings.

Of course it may happen that the experience of being in
the classroom does not sufficiently help certain children's
language and speech difficulties. You may obseive that a
child continnes to remain silent most of the time. First, it
always wise to have the hearing checked of any child who is

slow to talk. Rut in addition he may also show very little
interest in communicating with anyone in any way. He may

also appear generally quite withdrawn or immature. Then it
is advisable to seek outside assistance in evaluating the

causes of the problem.

PERCEPTUAL DB/ ELQPMENT
Much of our fhinking..depends upon observing accurately

what is around us. When we observe clearly enough, we can
then Move on to become aware of the similarities and

differences amott things. Children need to learn to
distinguish shapes. colors, sizes' and Mance in order to

.understand that sonic things ate alike and others arc
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different. In this way, perceptual development plays a basic
part in intellectual growth.

It is important to realize that peoxinual development
may Vary from youngster In youngster. One child may not
perceive very clearly that a triangle has three corners and a
tectangle has four. If he can't see the difference himself, he
certainly will not he able to tell you what each shape is
called. Foi some children naming shapes may he a very
simple task, tin others nearly impossible. And any dif-
ficulty in recognizing shapes would also affect many other
skills. doing puzzles. drawing or copying pictures and
designs. recognizing, letters and numbers.

Another kind of difficulty shows up when a child has to
deal with grotips or sets of things: several blocks, a picture
of sever al flowers or Mails or cookies. He may not he able to

keep Straight which is in front, which is behind. what's to
the-left and what's to the right. lie cannot clearly perceive
the order or positions of items in relation to each other.
Thus, he may not always understand directions about what
is behind or to Its left or right. lie may show great
confusion about counting even small groups of things and
may nut he able to keep straight which items he has
counted already and which items he hasn't.

It' a child shows any ,difficulties of these kinds it does,
not necessarily mean that he is not very smart. However, it
does mean that he hasn't yet reached the point where he
can do the particular task. And it may mean that he needs

special help. In the classroom when dealing with such a
child it may help you to keep the following points in mind:

1. Difficulty on a particular task does not Mean he is
not trying or is not ft 'Lowing directions.

2. You will find that it doesn't pay to push a child.
Simi* observe what you can about his difficulties.

3. Describe in some detail the problem he is trying to
understand.

For example. you might point out that a square has four
corners, and a Ifiangle only three: or spell out exactly
where he should look to find something, tOr example "in
the block corner behind you."' instead of merely "behind
you."

4. His eyesight may he contributing to the difficulty.
Have it checked.

S. If many perceptual difficulties are evident and there
is little sign of improvement, the assistance of an outside
agency may hi. required.

MOTOR COORDINATION
This refers to the child's ability to control his muscles

effectively to carry out the activities he has in mind. Some
of these activities. like drawing and using scissors, depend
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upon small muscles or what is called fitie'motor osodind-
arm. Other activities. like climbing and jumping. involve the
Inge muscles, or miss motor coordination. Both tine and
gross motor coordination improve increasingly as a child
develops ,during the preschool years. But at the time
children enter I kad Start great variation is still olden! One
child may he able to handle a pair of scissors comfortJbls
but can't keep his footing on the jungle gym. Another child
may he good at climbing. but may not he ready to draw
with crayons. These abilities usually develop in time, and
the main job is to try to keep the child from becoming too
upset if he has trouble with something he wants to do. It is
wise to have on hand the materials that s oung children can
use most comfortably. Thick crayons and felt-tipped pens
instead of ordinary crayons and pencils; large paint brushes,
instead of the little ones that are hard to control; large
sheets of paper and easels; large building blocks of .11 sturdy
material (the heavier blocks of wood are easier to balance
than light-weight Mocks); puzzles with large pieces: left-
handed scissors for left-handed children.

On The playground. it is all too easy to decide that some
children are simply better climbers, jumpers and swingert
than others, and leave it at that. The fact is a teacher can be
helpful in important ways outside. just as it. the classroom.
A child who keeps stumbling may need active encourage-
ment to try again. Another child may need to be told
exactly where to put his feet in climbing down from a high
bar on the jungle gym. Practice and time are required to
develop all these skills, but they're just as important for the
growing child's good feelings about himself as anything else
he does at Mad Start.

PROBLEM-SOLVING AND CONCENTRATION
Many people tend to think of problem-solving or

reasoning as the most basic aspect of a child's intelligence.
But in fact problem-solving is not -a single ability that a
child is horn with. Rather, we use this general term for a
group of skills that are helpful in many different situations.
Problem-solving ability becomes apparent when a child is
trying to judge where to place blocks to form a bridge; it is
involved when he is deciding which pictures of fruit match
in a Lotto game: or figuring out where to search for the.lost
piece of put.ek. Each of these situations demands the same
skills. First, the child has to figure out what the problem is;
then he .thinks about or actually tries out different
approaches to the problem. Above all, he has to keep at it.
Despite uncertainty and mistakes, he must stick with the
probleni until he reaches a solution. Children differ in their
approaches to a task and their ability to stick with it. These
are skills that a teacher can help to develop.

By the time a child arrives at preschool, he has already
had quite a history of successes and failures. He has begun
to think of himself as particularly good or not so good at all
kinds of activities. When he starts a new task, his approach
is influenced by the amount of overall confidence he has
achieved. Many children Clittle to Head Start without having
learned that they can solve some problems themselves.
Either they don't try at all or they ask for help before they
have even begun. of they. simply move on to som.:thing else.
They do not try to size up the difficulty, of the problem
because they have decided already that it's something they
can't do. Adults often feel that all a child like this needs is a

boost in confidence, or being, told, "You can do it!"
Sometimes encouragement works; much of the time it does
not. What is needed in addition to encouragement is specific
suggestions on how to go about trying. The bridge builder
can he told to try out a block of a different size or shape.
The Lotto player can be shown the different kinds of fruit
pictures available. The child trying to fit in a puzzle piece
can he told . try turning it around. If these suggestions
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bring the child to eventual %u efts. he will know by himself
that he can do it. And he will get extra pleasure from the
teacher's enthusiasm over his success. Breaking down a task
into separate steps often gives a child the guidance he needs
to reach his goal. And, eventually he may be able to conic
up with these suggestions himself.

UNDERSTANDING THE VARIATIONS: THE
ROLE OF INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT

There can be many different explanations of the
variations children show in the development of their
intellectual skills. Some have to do with the way the body
develops its muscles and nerves. Others concern the feelings
a child may he experiencing.. The child's previous learning

experiences are also a powerful influence. It is always very
hard to know for sure why a child is having difficulty in a
particular area. Sometimes you can make certain guesses.
based on observations and information about what goes on
outside of school. If you sec signs of emotional prob-
lems tenseness, withdrawal or other unusual be-

havior - you will be fairly safe in predicting that the
'problem will have an effect on the child's intellectual
performance. if the child has come from a very deprived
home, the limits of his experience may show up in the
classroom. If a child's best efforts lead only to frustration.
even though there is tul history of emotional. or environ-
mental problems. you may wonder if there is neurological
difficulty. And of course, more than one explanation. may
be true at the same time.
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In the last few years. people have been thinking more
and more about some of the difficulties described above:
and in the section on hyperactivity, as kurning
This is a term used to describe a special group of related
difficulties which lower, a child's performance when he
begins standard school tasks in elementary school. From
first grade on, the child with a learning disability shows
unusual difficulty in learning to read, learning to write or to
do arithmetic. His intelligence is usually at least as good as
his classmates'. sometimes better. Bue he may suffer from a

special handicap in perceptual-motor coordination. Or
sometimes, emotional problems interfere with the child's
ability to leant. There are now special organitations in
many states offering services to help children with learning

disabilities.
Many professionals feel that it is not appropriate to

designate a child as having a learning disability until he
reaches elementary school age and then it becomes clear
that he is not learning to read, or has severe problems with
writing or arithmetic. In a preschool child it is simply too
early to say whether weaknesses in perception and motor
development are due to that child's particular rate of
growth, or to a more lasting type of problem, persisting
into the elementary school years. Many children who are
having. perceptual motor or language difficulties at the time
of Mild Start, will go on to do well in elementary school.
You would not want to call a three or four year old child
learning disabled when in fact you cannot know how he
will develop.in the next few years.

So, it is not possible to tell with reasonable certainty if a
youngster will show learning problems when he begins
elementary school. However. It is possible to see where that
youngster's greatest needs He now. Because learning dif-
ficulties nay occur later on in some of the Head Start
children you see now, it is all the more reason to pay
attention to the areas where you can be of help. In one
child you may observe that perceptual and motor skills

need the greatest attention. In another child it may be
certain feelings about doing things on his own that prevent
him from ever finishing his drawings or buildings or games.
In a third child, it may be limited language abilities (see
Chapter Iii) that stand in his way. Whenever you move in
to help a child with his particular needs. you may be

providing the special type of assistance which will make the
going a little easier for that child later on.

You will want to learn as much as you an about the
child's strengths and weaknesses in order to know exactly
where he needs help. Here is where testing comes in.
Professional intellectual testing is a systematic way of
having a child try out mans different kinds of skills. When

the test is completed, the examiner can see where the
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child's current strengths and weaknesses lie. This kind of
information calf he useful to the teacher. to compare and
add to her own observations. the trouble with tests.
however. is that they can he easily misunderstood. The
teacher may feel that the examiner is getting a "true"
picture of how small the child will ever he this is simply
not so. An IQ will not give you a magical instant truth
about the child or help to solve his problems. nor will any
label about how far above or below average his intelligence
is. The crucial thing is to understand and use the test
findings to plan what can be dime for the child. Thus;
whenever possible. 3 teacher might want to discuss with the
examiner what kinds of things the child did well and poorly
on in the tests, and how she might hest he of assistance.
Because behavior on tests sometimes changes just the way
classroom behavior does, it may he helpful after several

'months to have the child evaluated again to follow up on
his development.

FOSTERING INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Every Head Start program has its own special. educa-

tional goals. and its own methods of working,toward those
pmts. Within any particular program. however, questions
may arise as to how to foster the intellectual development
of individual children who show some of the variations we
have discussed in this chapter. Making your own careful
observations of a child's particular pattern of intellectual
development is the first step in planning how to foster his
growth. You are then in a position to decide in which areas
the child needs most help. You can plan specifically how to
help him, by encouraging the use of selected materials. or
by spending time with him on certain tasks. And you may
also become aware of those- points at which he needs
outside help. Observation and planning are basic. then, to
any attempt at individualizing programs for intellectual
growth.

But there is another fundamental aspect to intellectual
development. one which is true of all children. Confidence
in one's own abilities. as well as trust in the teacher. are an
essential part of the process. Good feelings like these allow
a child to become interested and involved not only in
himself but also in what's around him. They allow a child
to follow his natural curiosity, his natural desire to master
new skills. Self - confidence helps a child recover quickly
from discouragement and frustration. When something diffi-
cult comes along he will he inure likely to try again and
eventually succeed. And good feelings about himself and his
tetcher enable a child to recognize when he does need help
and use assistance when he gets it.

Many children begin school with very uneasy, uncertain
feelings about themselves. You may see it from the first

day. So.nnes parents start the child off negatively by
announcing to the teacher, "You're going to have your
hands full with this one." Or perhaps the teacher has
already heard what a trouble-maker a certain child can he.
Deciding to see for herself, giving the child the benefit of
the doubt, can help enormously. This attitude gives the
child a chance for a fresh start. For if a child is to grow in
the classroom, he needs tofeel that the teacher has positive
expectations for him, just the same as for any other child in
the room. The teacher exprosses this attitude by smiling
and being friendly to all the children, but that's really only
a beginning. Methods vary to fit the situation but the
following general suggestions may be helpful:

1. Give a child praise for the things he can do well.
2.. Respect the child's individual. pace of development.

Remember that in every area there will be much variation
among your youngsters.

3. Whenever you step in to heap a child, try to make
your suggestions and demonstrations as simple and direct as
possible.

4. Don't push a child to continue something obviously
beyond his current abilities. Instead substitute soinething
he can manage.

S. Ai low children the excitement of exploring materials
in their own way, even where it's different from the "right
way" of doing something.

Naturally we want the children to get as much as they
can out ,f the experience of being in Ilead Start. There are
many ways to promote learning, and your Head Start class
depends upon you and your staff's ideas about materials,
methods and goals. Paying attention to the pattern of skill
variation within each child will aid in reaching those goals.

B. THE MENTALLY RETARDED CHILD

Mental retardation is a serious handicapping condition
that can occur in families who arc advantaged in other
respects as well as in families in less fortunate circum-
stances. In many sections of the country parents of
retarded children have formed associations to be of mutual
support to each other and to secure appropriate educational
programs for retarded children. How a retarded child will
grow up and get along in the world depends on his potential
for development. and on how that potential is fostered.
Early in this century people felt that retardation was a

hopeless condition: today people realize that whatever a
child's potential may be, the way he is treated can make
him better or worse. It is also true that the majority of
retarded children are neither deformed nor socially unac-
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ceptable. With good education and warm relationships
many can he trained to supprt themselves and lead useful

lives.
When a retarded child climes to !dead Start. it may he his

first school experience. but it won't he his tirst learning
experience. 1:toin the da lie was horn he has been growing
and learning. too often we think of retarded children as
not developing. when in fact retardation is not an inability
to develop but a slowness to develop. Actually what we are
afraid of is the myth of retardation the idea ofa mental
detective. In fact most classroom teachers have had
unlabeled retarded children 111 their classes..

Since many cases of retardation involve 'medical prob-
lems, careful medical examination is an important part of
the diagnostic procedure. A careful evaluation of the social
and developmental history of the child is also necessary to
attempt- to assess his rate or development. The clinician will
also he concei tied to find out whether there are some
factors in his environment that can he modified to assist
him in using his capacities better. The task of bringing up a
retarded child is a difficult one and. parents may need the
help of both medical lesources and social agencies.

Profoundly retarded children may often he unable to
walk. talk, and toilet themselves. They are frequently
institutionalized. They will not appear in !lead Start

classuroms because of their extreme retardation. Though the

condition is a terrible tragedy for an individual child and his
parents such profound retardation occurs very infrequently
in relation to all ehildren who are horn.

Unlike the profoundly retarded child, moderately re-
tarded children can usually attain many of the self-help
skills that other Ouldrcit have, though they will acquire
them inure 4owl and need more assistance in learning

them. In their elementary school years. they arc usually

able to attend public school in special classes designed to

teach some practical skills. and to provide the socialization
that all children need. As the medical section of the manual

indicates, there are many different causes for mental

retardation. The variations in children's kinds of abilities.
and even in their physical appearance. within the moder-

ately retarded group is also quite great. They may have
motor or laneuage problems that are related to brain
damage resulting front the accident or infectious processes
that caused their disorder. Children with Dwn's Syndrome
have the kinds ill features (appearance of slanting eyes) that

caused this disorder to be earlier labeled "mongoloid.-
Though most of these children have extr4.9nel low rates of
!canting. this is not universally true. An occasional child

with Dnvn's Syndrome is able to learn at a rate only
11110,611:1 i less than that of more normal child' an.
Some childien whose intellectual development is le-
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Larded are very attractive with no physical signs or
difficulty in their appearance. Their difficulty 'nay he
apparent instead through very slow speech development.
inability to follow directions. and lack of ordinary judg-
ment.

The diagnaisis of mental retardation is a serious matter and
should not he tirade from single signs like slow speech
development or motor awkwardness. We have even known
of an upsetting and absurd diagnosis of Down's Syndrome
in a little boy whose eyes looked somewhat different from
other children's in the class because he had an ancestor of
another race. A complete examination showed him to he a
perfectly normal child, physically intact, with good intellec-
tual capacity kir his age. Careful examinations and periodic
re-evaluations arc important both to avoid error and to plan
well fin how the succeeding steps in the child's &whin ..
men' can hest he encouraged.

iy

It is not surprising that a hi811 incidence of emotional

disturbance has been found among retarded Maim. Many

have been found to he aggressive, severely withdrawn, or
fearful. Sometimes the degree of emotional disturbance is
so great that it is difficult to know whether she child's poor

adjustment is primarily due to the severe emotional
disturbance or to retardation as such. The emotionally
disturbed retarded child. like other children. needs help
with the emotional aspect of his problem. whether or not
Such help can he expected to alter his potential tot
intellectual development. When mental health facilities are
available, every effOrt should he made to secure help for
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Retarded children with emotional disturbances. in addi-
tion to needing flexible teaching methods, like other
emotionally disturbed children will need more adult atten-
tion in the classroom. Plans to have extra help available are
necessary if these children are to he successfully helped in
[lead Start.

Most Head Suit programs can accommodate without
great difficulty an educahl% retarded child who does not
have a severe emotional disturbance. When you are planning
WI include a retarded child in your class remember that the
goal is to help the child reach the highest level of
development. not just inclusion. So while it might he
possible for you to manage the child full him, it is a good
idea to see what other resources the community has
available which offer special teaching for the retarded
preschool child. Some areas have two-or-three-day a week
preschool classes for retarded childien; some have home
stimulation programs. Srunetimes it is possible to do both a
specialised program and part time [lead Start program.
Then the child has the henefit of both. But when such
special training is not available there are ways to help the
moderately retarded child within the Head Start program.

Most preschool experiences and materials arc designed to
cover a wide age and ability span. the thoughtful teacher
generally tries to lower her expectations appropriately for a
retarded child, and when doing a complicated lesson uses
her judgment 'and assesses the child's interest before she
attempts to involve him. If she finds the lesson too complex
for the retarded child. some of the younger children in hewn
class may also bind it beyond their present capacities. Hence
she will probably want to have an alternate activity
available as:well as another staff member to supervise it.

The teacher will probably notice that these children may
need a few words of extra explanation or another demon-
stration before they catch on. They may also need
occasional extra reminders of classroom rules, warnings
before transition times, or limited choices of things to do.

There Li nibch the teacher can learn about the child's
abilities by watching him in school. Don't hesitate to ask
him whether he can do something, and don't he afraid to
let him try something even though he has not done that
particular task heThre. If the task is too hard, you and he
will both know it. In that case you can say. "it's too hard
for you right now let's try it an easier way." or you can
try something else.

Many retarded children develop healthy. engaging per-
sonalities. They are in tune with their environment and
behave in a way that is typical for their mental age. For
instance a four :.ear old retarded boy who functions like a
two year old may elect a guest in his Head Start classroom
with a .wide smile and a fr iendly "hi." lie Imo or may nut

respond to your asking his name put he might well pull
you over to the water table to have you admire his soap
bubbles.

Howewr, since retarded children live in an environment
that is primarily organised for normal children. they are
constantly-0,110,401 to situations which demand more than
they are capable of. In such situations, a child may not have
the proper understanding. judgment or impulse control and
may find himself in trouble and feeling bad about
himself. MI retarded children find themselves in these hinds
occasionally and many learn to handle them by passivity,
walking away. or stating quite directly -don't know" or
"can't do." Ilawever, the child who constantly finds
himself in such stressful situations builds up a feeling of
failure, tends to distrust his own solutions and to ask others
to do things for him that he could do for himself. He may
clown, act unnecessarily babyish, naughty, aggressive, or
passive and withdrawn in order to cope with his environ-
ment.

Occasionally other children may respond to this kind of
behaiiior in ways that are difficult for a teacher to handle.
They may constantly excludb the retarded child from an
area or an activity, or they may tease or taunt such a child
about his difficulties, especially if he is different looking.
Some children who have trouble dealing with their own
anger will decide that the retarded child is the easiest one to
hit or push down because he won't fight back. Other class
members with similar problems may join in.

It is up to the classroom staff to offer a child protection
from these constant battles. It is often a very difficult
situation and usually takes at least two staff members to do
it. Some teachers find it helpful to enlist the aid of
another more competent child to show the retarded child a
skill which he lacks. This always should be followed with
praise for being such a good helper. If a teacher can make
kindness and assistance a positive classroom value, it may
help the problem.

A severely retarded child should not he placed in a
classroom with a preponderance of aggressive children. It is
dangerous to the retarded child and creates a situation
which is not emotionally healthy for the others.

It is generally thought that the more retarded a tint I i
the more difficult it will he for him to adapt to the not mai
environment. Even so sonic moderately retarded children
may have abilities in special areas, such as tummy or
imitation. which will allow them some areas of satisfaction
in a Head Start class.

When dealing with difficult or inappropriate behavior
with retarded children. most Head Start teachers will feel
they need more free time themselves or more staff to
supervise these children. to remind them of the rules and to
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find alternate less %flown! activities. It is necessary also to
have a flesible classioi hei 1' 111111e than nn activity goes

on a time. That allows lot the retarded child to find
suitable substitute material easily and unobtrusively.

Thine are nlanti books that spell out 'ways of teaching
specific Usks to retarded children and other hooks that give
siiggetions tin appropriate curricula. Such hooks ..ne
helpful. but you can inganize your own curriculum and
teach specific tasks ettecovely without them. if you
remember some of the basic principles of teaching any bung
new to any hotly. With retarded children )0n may find that
there are some differences in emphasis. but it is only the
special emphasis you need to learn. not a whole new
system. Not all teaching is done by specific lessons. Much

teaching 6 carried on in int'ormal ways, as special needs
arise. The following outline may help you to organize a
lesson.

I. What Do YOU Want to Teach?

1.vcr)one needs to acquire skills and nitiirmation that
help hint to become more independent and to get along
better in the outside world. The can icuhnn tOr a retarded
child slimed he designed around self-help skills and basic

information that will have practical value tor him. It must
also take into account the individual needs of the child. It is
II Jamul idea to build on the child's strengths rather than to

haunter awl* at Ins weaknesses.
Mei you have assetsed what the child already knows,

you must decide what to teach him next. Two factors are

'all-important here: 1 1 ?his motivation. and ( 2) his readiness.

tirdrilii
%bat is the Add interested in learning to do? Retarded

elation ustfan.., make their enthusiasms known either
directly or milli cols . It you watch the child in class. you
can see which things he chooses to do and which things he
longingly watches other children ilo. that he might wish to
do also. Is thew anything you do that he imitates? If you
actually jilt these observation, down. vim may find you
have quite a list. Flues fine because It gives you a tot of
ideas to wink with.

If the child does not seem to he giving you direct or
indirect clues about Ins desires. you will have to choose tOr

him. Vet) ogler quid relationship with hint will encourage
him to learn what you are teaching. The desne to please
someink 1, une of the strongest motmatins tin learning.

IA kiwi/Mil%
As with the normaI child. the easiest way fin a retarded

chid to leain is to build skills on: upon :Mother . beginning
with the easiest and ending at the most difficult things of

32

which he is capable. Readiness depends upon whew the
child 6 on the developmental ladder. If you have watched a

baby develop. Our own or someone .else's. or read a book

on child growth and development, then you know some-
thing about the way people grow. You know if makes sense

that if' a child has mastered a one-piece puzzle, perhaps it's

time fin him to try a two-piece iittiile. It a child alicady
feeds himself well with linger food, then why not try a
cup? If he can Use a cup. why not a spoon? It a cup and

spoon and fork. then why not learn to spread with a knife.

and so forth? knowing where the child is on the develop.

mental ladder will help you teach, at the appropriate
The appropriate level is the level that :

a. uses skills the child already knows
h. provides a little challenge
c. allows for only a tolerable amount of frustration
d. provides for some immediate success.

II. Breaking Down the Task
Most tasks are larger than you think and inure compli-

cated to learn than you may realize. liven something simple
may require breaking down into sequential steps. so a child

can learn one step at a time and feel a sense of
accomplishment.

Teaching a retarded child a simple skill should he spread
over a period or time. It should be done one step at a time

or one concept at a time. The learning experience must deal

first with real objects and events. The child should he able

to experiment with the materials which you are using. Also,
the experience should he labeled for him, using simple
appropriate words. There should he lots of time to repeat
the activity until it is mitered. Once it is mastered.
remember to let the child use it again in its original form.
Remember also that you can incorporate several skills using
one material or you can expand one skill by using different

materials.
Most washers have their own teaching styles and favorite

equipment. One teacher developed the program shown

below for teaching children how to use a slide. Another
teacher felt she would have started with a classroom
inclined .plane because it was smaller. In any case, it is
offered here as an example of how one might think about
developing a day-by -stay program which teaches a skill and

is spread over a certain amount of time.
I. Place the child on the slide about one - third, up and

hold him as he slowly slides to the hottion..Let him get up
at the cod. Praise him.

2. Repeat the first exercise it' he is still shaky. in place

him higher up on the slide it' he seems confident.
3. Place him on the slide as in =2 but let him slide by

himself.
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1-et lout ICPC.11 11'01.11V wtt begin to feet comfortable
with the new

5. You Kill still he putting him on the shde as M the
int:loons states. but in,t has:` 3110tilet child demonstrate
how to slow down by pressing against the sides of the slide
with the feet. It he can't min.ne the de014nisti ;Midi 411

Ms* need to spread his legs no him until he gets the hang
Os, _or it. HOn't lingo the ;liaise.

n. Repeat the biaking demonstration if necessai or let
youi pupil practice biaking wild he seems to feel cOm-
pletely comfortable on the slide.

7. and after. Teach jinn to allth the Ude,. hod have
him grip the sides and step up one rung and step down one.
Repeat . moving to rune. .1. then to !ling 3. and so tenth tintii
he gets to the top. Chances are tie won't he alierrating his
feet on the laddei yet. but that's 0.k. When he gets up
three or four limo. you III:* want to climb behind him to
keep him feeling secine with the height. Ultimately he will
get to the top. While he's learning to climb, you will want
to give hint some chances to climb again by putting him on
the slide you:sell. In each session you might put him a little
higher for a longer slide. Finally the big day will come whi)n
he gets to the top. At this point ytou will need to stand right
behind .bini to help him unscramble his feet hi sit down.
This inovcuient Is a little tricky the film few times all

+,
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childien. but by then. the sliding down will he 0.1S- tot him.

III. Encouragement and Itit'ard

All children need encouragement to try new things and
praise when they succeed. Most teachers provide S certain
alt1011111 of this kind of encouragement and praise as a
natural older of business. But because learning is more
difficult tiur the retarded child, he usually will need more
encouragement. Sometimes tetarded children arc worried
about failure. Sometimes they are iimid. Sometimes they
feel they would like to do something but don'tiknow where
to begin. Encouragement always should follow immediately
after a first trial no m3tter how tentative or small that trial
may have been. Both the encouragement and praise should'
be immediate to let the child know what he is being praised
for or encouraged to do, so that he will make a second
attempt.

Praise from you is not the only reward. The fun of the
activity itself is often it own reward. Doing things like
other children is also rewarding. Being independent and
grown up feels good, recognition of new skills by other
children is exciting. Showing minim and seeing her
pleasure is gratifying. Finally. making it possible to grow
and learn In school is what Head Stitt is all about, The
retarded child will sense this too.
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V.- Management of Eniotional 1'rolem4 in the Claw room
4

this chapter deals with the behaviors characteristic of
emotionally disturbed children and how the teacher can try
to meet their needs. In this connection, it is important to

oc
remember that while emotionally handicapped children do
not necessarily have either physical or cognitive disabilities.
many, but not all, physically or cognitively handicapped
children do have emotional problems. These may stem from
the reactions of others and of themselves. to the physical or,
cognitive disability. In some cases. neurological difficulties
associated well the physical disability can also contribute
to the emotional problem.

A. INAPPROPRIATE BODY HABITS ANL)
THE CHILD'S CONCERNS WITH HIS

OWN BODY

It is not unusual for young children to develop certain
kinds of body habits which ace inappropriate for their age.
Some examples arc persistent thUmbsuckih . nail picking.
nose picking, pulling on their owri hair, or and playing
with their sex organs. Such habits may come and go,
showing up only when the child is particularly tense or
tired. But if they occur with great frequncy and. especially
if they seem to interfere with the child's ability to enter
into the regular activities of the classroom, !hey should not
he disregarded.

The most common of these body habits is fingersucking.
Usually just the thumb is sucked, but some children suck
two or three fingers. It is the young child's way of giving
himself some comfort when he is tired, or frightened. Some
children while thumhsucking pull on one of their ears, twist
or pull their hair. or suck on a hit of clothing. Thumbsuck-
ins may also occur along with other body habits, such as

body ,rocking. James. -for example, after being scolded for
knocking down another child's block tower. typically runs
to a ("iner of the room. sits on' the flour, and sucks on his
thump. Ile continues to watch what (With children arc
doing. but for- the time being he has to withdraw. Monica,
on the other hand, in a similar situation, withdraws more
completely, While aiumbsuckine, she hides behind a piece
of furniture and covers her head ivith her dress, thus (Arising
herself off from the rest of the group. Monica's behavior
pattern represents a serious form of 'withdrawal, while
James' is more typical of the young child who is for the

3

moment. troubled -by his own or other children's aggressive
behavior..

Rudy rucking and hair twirling may occur along with, or
independently of. thumb and finger sucking. Tony. for
example, often spends most of the morning sitting cm the
floor rocking back and forth. seeming)), lost hi a world of
his own. When someone approaches hen lie usually just
continues rocking. Sometimes he, acknowledges the pres-
ence of another person. child or adult, by rocking finder.
but at other times, he just continues the rocking as before.
Typically, he neither smiles nor cries while rocking, though
often he kooks worried or frightened, Tony is a very
troubled, insecure little buy.

While none ()I' the three children described above does
anything as part of the withdrawal pattern to hurt his (her)
own body. Janie does hurt herself. Sitting quietly by herself
she frequently pulls out her hair, one hair at a time. A bald
spot is beginning to show up on her head. George. on the
other hand, is more likely to pull out handfuls of his own
hair with one hand and with the other to pluck at his arms
or fax. Children like those who hurt themselves are in
special need of clinical assistancc,as well as of the teacher's
help.

What do these children have in common and how can
the.teacher help them? Most are lonely, frilitened children
who seem to ailicipate :bat others will nut accept them. So
they withdraw from the group, seeking comfort from their
own hodies.'Often they secretively watch what is going on
in the classroom. suggesting that they would like to become
part of the group, but they don't know how to do so. They
need the teacher's help and encouragement. Usually it is
best to approach such a child slow)), and to get down to the
child's level to sit or kneel beside him for a few minutes
without trying to draw him out. With the teacher beside
hint this way, the child can usually begin to relate to her. to
look at her and to respond to the alternative activities she
offers him. These should preferably include either a whet
activity such as sitting beside the teacher or even on the
teacher's lap, while she reads him a story, or playing along-
side two or three children at the water table. Often these
children can join a small group of ehildren.only after first
having an opportunity to be by themselves with the teacher
for a while in a quiet one-to-one relationship and only if the
play of the other children involves neither completion nor
cooperation.
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Attlee mot all withiliawn. chtithen a4ll iestintl in the

`ink` Way to the leachei..altelilln. In help. she ina, need

to tty various allernatIVe Nays Minty the 1.111.1.s

lehletanee to enter into group aeliVIties. A rood rule to
follow in general with those childien is at all one Mlle to
oriel the Child .101 mole 111.11 1%%11 110

haw to choose between mote than two is sees allITIOth tor

young children. 04i the other hand. if the child can tell the
teacher *hat he would like to try . anted' Ole child\ choice

is acceptable to the teacher then this eau he more useful to

the withdrawn child than having the teacher present the

alternatives. h lure withdrawn behavior posists. despite the

teacher's efforts. reknit! ro the clinical team %build he

considered.
Al further wind about thunihsucking. Some parents teat

that thuhthsucking will halm the jaws and teeth.

Di. %pock's view s on this should he leassn This is what

he says: "II' the thumhsucking. is given up by sis yeais of

age as it is ill a plea, Majority of cases there is very

bilk chance of its hutting the permanent teeth."
(ekassionally children will spit at each other or at adults.

Spmetimes It heeoilles an enjoyable game to see who can

spit the WORN, t hough tuns is 1101 ;111 he legaideti as
seriously tuappiopriate heliasii. it should not he Ahmed

to go on. Usually it the jeacher iecommends a mole socially
acceptable game or activity the spitting will stop. On the

other hand. an unstable tense child may posist in thing
spitting as a was or expressing anger and trUSIGIIi011. Susan.

tin examp1. often w ill cCone up close In a-child who is
standing or sitting nearby. and unless stoppdd by the
teacher. .will spit at this child. Susan uses spitting rather

than words to attract attemipn.ftspecially when she is

tense and angry shout something. *

iiredrh-hiding is rare in preschool children after the age

of 4 but it it persists it is usually a sign that the child needs

to he lamed to the clinical team.
in general. hods` habits that ale not physically hurtful to

the child. it' used occasionally and not acimmpanied by
other tiouhlesome behaviors. are likely to he given up with

the friendly assist: Hike ut adu!ts. Ott the who hand.
self.hurting in extremely persistent. mapoptiale hod).

'habits :lead) Away s signity that something is Wilonsly

wrong.
Anis/era wilting and gdiirm timing the day occur in

some preschoolers. Sontehnti:s the child seems MI:Male of

these lapses but they upset *him very much.

Kale. l'or etimple. alter wetting. appeftrs to he very
hughielia appal eni c \Ivo* to he severely- punished lit
her kaw, the w conig seems to lollow either her inability to
have her own %ay of Willing accidental or purposive

hurting it anvl her child.

. to
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Sometimes peisistent wetting -occurs because of a mi.
nary of other type of infection. It is advisable. therefore; to

recommend that a Child who shows these he'havitirs Its Oven

a thorough physical exidination to dem mine whether time
is a physical basis for the difficulty . (hi the other hand, the
wetting. and soiling illay he wined to psychological Gather

than to physical factors. as fill example. fear some

children have of II.* the bathroom. especially in a new

phase. At the beginning tot the school yea'. 11%4101e. mote

children are likely to have roiblems will.,wetting and

soiling than later on. On the tither hand. fear of the toilet

can continue on well past the early weeks and months of
the school year. the toilet. with its loud swish when

!hushed. Cali he hightening to some children. Sometimes.

the tear is tied in with the disappearance of their body

products. when the toilet is thished:.1 he disappeatance may

he experienced as losing all important nail of the self.
Indeed. some children ate tenitiO by tlki possibility that
they themselves may one day he llushekidourt the

intentionally in by accident. Such fears are ciHmuon at the

beginning ''I 11,110 training. Ky the time children met
pteschool most child, en have completed them. yet a feu
children still ale troubled k) them.

mietimes these children need the amlter's peonnwon

to use the strange bathroom. Having the motile' come to
school and reassure the child that it is all tight tot hum to

use the school hathomm can help. Sometimes the child's
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mohlem centers wound the need tfil mote posac while
using the ballnoom. especialls if invideos has been stiessed

'at home. 11as11Ig several 111khell thing title %%1%1 'whitlow
at the smile lime can he hard on such cluldien even w hen
each toilet its own door. If the toilets .1 trot have
(loots. the child ma) ietuse to use them thioughout the
school day unless in smile %say iiitistoVie a door.
Joame. her ex.unple. Ath'ti her need hi !undo by asking
the teacher to he i door for her. Whatevei the reason for
the wetting and soiling. mothers should he asked to leave
extra changes of clothing which can he kept in the child',
cubit).

Young children occasin:ill) make a habil of cattily.
inappropriate suhstaoces such as chips of pamt. pieces of
chalk or even paper. the technic:il name tir thi:. is pica.
While pica is not necessaid) a sign that the child is seriously
disturbed. peisistelil eating of inedible substances can he
Minutia's to the Peisistent eating of flakes ot
Palm. lin example. can Cause lead pttesollillg %nice inalq
paints still contain a lead base. the teacher knows that a
child has. hCe.1 ealmg paint. she should reconnuend that the
Mother should take the to a physician.

Severe forms of pica cill. 1110S1 frequently in neglected
children whose geneial ph) si.al condition is ;roof: I line Is
such a child. lie is thin. rile and veg understred for his
age. ilnoughout the school morning Ise is likely to swallow
a great satiety of inedinle substances chalk. paper.
erayons.-etc.. along with the snack foods (clackers. cookies
and cold ...leak) prosided by the teacher. The neighbor.
hood worker lepilits that lime has shown this gin: of
behavior at least since he W:IS two )CJIS old and that he
moi7Iis frequent digestive upsets. In school. link, is cle.aly
a loner. Without the teacher's help. he does not [mewl
with other children

lion can the teacher and the neighborhood worker help
such child:L.1 canisultatin with the multher is a hist step.
At bolus. as well as in .t %101. pividing the child with
edible suhstitutes such as emu, bald calnhes and cookies,
sometimes helps foi the time being. What they g piwlly
need for the long run IN a inure iavorahle environment lot
growing up. i.e.. one in hitch plOpeiji/Id and adequate
supervision and training are available. It the pica persists.
however. rilefial to the clumal team is advisable. With
severe pica immediate Inocal retool is adsisahle. If a child
11ccasionalls eats inedible 'Hot harmod substances. this
can usually he handled h\ the teacher w ith floc mother's
help.

Se.v pkty which lakes the horn of interest m whit odic'
childien's bodies look like. ['specially the sex organs. is
common at this age and Is t1.11:1111, ail C%11TVsitIll 01 the
child's concern with how and wlq ho),, and Fos ale

ditterem. One way in which this interest expresses twirls
in the socalled "doom games." wliere children take tuyns
in "taking temperatures." thumping on ctiests and who-
wise examining each tidier . Pulling down pants and taking a

look is not unusual at this age. It is likely to he done in
seem, i.e.. the children go into a corner, behind doors. or
Into all empty room, ppal:till) Waiting that they arc
doing smedliteg !adults de not approve of. When a teacher
sees such hehasior cm, help the children. turn to
acceptable activities without making them ft..el guilty about
the sex play. if in a firm. but not angryice.%she says. for
example. "I know you'd li)ke to fihd out more about how
boys and girls are different. sit lees talk about calking
about sex with children can he difficult not only because of
the teacher's own reins:Wee to discuss sudi matters. but
also because of the uncertainly at to what mothers are
willing to haVe then children know. The way to deal with
this latter intim is for teachers to consult with mothers
early in the school year 30 learn how the 'neither% would
like the teacher to handle sex talk. sex play and sex
infOrmation. Children do need to have their questions
answered, but in a way which does not conflict with
{mental and neighborhood values.

It is illIp011:1111 to remember that curiosity about Sell
differences is not Mal in young children, as is also the fear
that something may happen to one's own sex pads. The
little boy may need reassurance that his penis will not fall
of the little gin I that girls do not have a penis, that girls arc
fine without penises because they have other things. Such
reassurances help dispel the boy's fear that he is in danger
of losing a pail of himself. and the girl's fear that since she
has no penis she is damaged. Letting children express these
fem. openly is likely to cut clown on the sex play.

QuestiInts sham where bailie :come from arc common at
this age. but Mete is usually very little interest in a detailed
.iccount of the "facts of life." as the follow.ing incident
demonstrates: Iive year old Johnny came rushing into the
house to ask his mother "where he Cattle from." Thinking
that Johnny was asking how babies arc Made. his 1110111Cr
somewhat reluctantly told him about the birds and the
bees. When she got all through she asked Johnny if he had
any questionsand Johnny said. "Yes. Freddy says he comes
limn Philadelphia. where did I come from?" ('heady.
Johnny Was not asking for the "'facts of life" and most
children 1,1 this age are not ready fol iktailed esplanatin.
(Ills,' WO III avoid giving too much. too little. in the wrong
infoilinalion III allMer to the Child's mils-isms is to ask
Johnny whOle is asking the question, is hy does he want to
knfiw?

A common imsmiderstanding of young uhddlen has to
do with wbclr in the milkers horny the baby glows. Since
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the %lomat% area of the mother Nome% more and more

distended as the pregnancy progresses. it is not surinisini to
find°that children assume that this is where the hallf is
growing. Since even young children associate growing fat

with eating a lot. some children develop fears around eating

when they come in contact with pregnant women. F.xplain .

ing to the child that the baby grows in a little sack separate

from the mother's stomach can he reassuring to the child.
Another fantasy children sometimes have is that babies are

horn through the rectum. the same place where bowel

movements nom. Ikel movements then can take on. a

special meaning for children, that of giving birth, and as

such can he very frightening to a young child. Such fear can

result in the child's withholding his own feces, thus serving

as the 61U1161 km for chronic constipation. Moreover, since

feces are usually regarded as dirty. these children are more
likely to accept the view that sex itself is "dirty." Simple.
straightforward explanations about where babies come from

can help the young child give up troublesome fantasies. For

further suggestions on how to answer children's sex
questions. see. for example, Dr. .Salk's ook. Mat Every
Mid Would Like Ills "'artistic to Know.

Many children, Nell boys and girls. sometimes hold on

to their sex organs when they need to urinate. It is as if

they want to hold in the urine and thus avoid having an

accident. When the teacher sees this behavior it is appro.

priatc for her to say, for example. "Do you need to go to
the bathroom, Johnny?" Sometimes the child does not go
to the bathroom when he needs to because he is involved in

an enjoyable ongoing activity either alone or with other
children. A simple statement by the teacher such as "you
can go on with your game (or whatever) after you go to the

bathroom" will usually help the child interrupt his play

long enough to go the bathroom.
;Sex play in young children sometimes goes beyond the

so.called "doctor games.7 Amy. tor example. tries to peek

under other children's dresses. while Henry often keeps one

hand inside his pants'ai he sits ga/ing out of the window -or

even while walking around thvoont. Sometimes he appears

just to he holding his penis:it other times he takes his penis

out and openly masturbates. Henry may he trying to
reassure himself that his penis is still there or. more likely.
he is worried and tense ahout a lot of things and needs
somehow to cover up his worries. Rubbing the penis can

serve this purpose since it gives him some body pleasure.

How can the teacher help Henry? Many adults would be

tempted to threaten Henry to tell him. for example. that
his penis will fall off if he keeps on playing with it, or that
hell make himself craiy. Such threats will nut help lienry.
First of all, they are not true, and second of all. they are

likely not only to make him worry all the store, but also to

Sri

instill additional fears of anything assciated with sex.
Since excessive handling of the sex organs is usually a sign

that the chili is worried about something,, yet society

disapproves of such behavior. the teacher may say to Henry

in a matter-of-fact way that he should try not to do it
anymore. that most boys and girls want to do it sometime

o, other, they.. can usually stop if they try.411 this

approach does not help. it may he necessary to get at what

the child is worried about. Henry may be able to tell the
teacher about his worries. especiallylf she sits down quietly

heNide him and encourages him to talk. But: sometimes the

worries are too frightening to the child and he cannot really

talk about them. These children should he referred to the
clinical team. Dr. Spock, for example, tells usabout a little

boy who was terrified that his sick mother would die. The

child, unable to concentrate in the classroom, absent-

mindedly began to handle his penis more and more
frequently. Talking out his fears with a member of the
clinical team helped him to give up the habit.

B. THE AGGRESSIVE CHILD'

Young children deal in different ways with wishes to

hurt others and to get what they want, Sometimes we see

children shoving and pushing other children just to show
how big and powerful they arc. In relation to parents and

other grownups. all young children are little and sometimes

they like to try to show by their physical behavior that

they arc not the littlest and least powerful. Occasionally
they behave as they did when very young to show they can

get what they want or to show how angry they arc when

they don't get it. They may ono in a while' bite other
children, more often grab things. or knock over toys other

children are .playing with. When children -consistently
behaC: in one or more of these ways. we arc likely to regard Ca'

them as aggressive.
If the children have reasonably good relationships with

their parents, besides wishing to show how powerful they

arc. young children also very much wish for the approval of
their parents. When they get to know and like their teacher

they also wili want her approval. Expressions of disapproval

for hurting other children, interfering with their play. or
grabbing things will ordinarily lead to a gradual reduction.

of these behaviors. This is especially likely to happen when.

the teacher offers a substitute way oiled important. If she

suggests that lie builds block structure of his own.and
admires it as he builds, he may he distracted from knocking
down another child's blocks. We all know that this may not
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happicn the first time and that the wallet may have to try
many' times to show the child what behaviors she admires
and what behaviors she does not.

Even the child who is progressing normally in the
socialisation of his aggression may have rivalries with his
brothers and sisters at home that make bent on sonic days
less able to cope VI nit shai.ing adult attention and toys in
sclustl.

Preschool teachers know that they will have to cope
with occasional undesirable behaviors in many of their
children. In the classroom itself. situatiims of real frustra-
tion are hound to happen. When there are not enough
magic markers lin everybody, and everybody decides he
wants one, when a heedless child has stepped on a painting
left to dry. the child who doesn't get what is his share. or
the child 'whose product is damaged will experience mime
natural anger. It is then that children whose control of
anger is not very "secure may hit, nip. or kick another child.
until the teacher can step in as one who will decide how to
remedy the situation.

Some children come limn crowded neilhborhoods
where it is difficult for mothers to supervise the children's
play. Often the amount of hitting and grabbing is greater in
these children. As one project mother reported. "There are
so many children playing there that she has learned to grab
her own toys first when she falls and to tend to her hurts
later. Possession \here is nine-tenths of the law." What the
children have to initend with in their other play groups is
something the teacher has to take into account. She may
not agree with the other group's way and she may plan to
have her own class act differently. but she understands
what the neighborhood situation is like and she will know
that it time tOr children to catch onto what she thinks
is the appropriate way fur them to get along with each
ther.

What really worries the teacher is the child who is
not responsive to her expressions Of disapproval or to
her praise: he may seem to aljt ). her praise but over a
period of time not change his behavior very much.
Children vary in how they control their hostility within
the classroom. Sometimes when the teacher has more
than one child in her class with a serious tendency to
hart other children, thce is so much trouble that she
has a hard time to see how it happens. If she and her
assistant can compare notes at the end of the day. after
a while she can usually see some pattern to the
troubles.

. These are sonic of the aggressive patterns we have seen.
..yhere are aka other patterns. Sometimes a child really

hurts another child for a very small thing. Sometimes the
teaches is aware of why the child is angry. but sometimes
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she 4 not. In Ann's case, the reason was nut at all cleat, at
least not in die beginning.

Ann was a pretty. little blonde girl who at first had some
difficulty leaving her mother but very soon wanted to come
to school. When she arrived in the morning, she sometimes
had scratches or bruises on her face that looked as if she
could have been fighting with her older sister or brother
and got hurt. In class she was peaceable and friendly with
other children when she had what she wanted, but if
another child was using something and did not give it to her
at once she bit that child. Sometimes it was not just a
little nip. but a real bite that broke the skin. The teacher
then had to send the bitten child to the clinic since human
bites can result in an infection. Ann was often in angry tears
both because the teacher reprimanded her and because
other children looked at her with disapproval. Sometimes in
addition to biting. Ann would also hit Rd throw things.
After sonic particularly hard times. Ann's mother had to he
asked to keep her at home for a day, partly to give the
teacher and the class some relict', and partly to make it
plain Iv Ann that in school she had to try to control her
biting and hitting. With a great deal of affectionate
attention when she was not hurting other children. both
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from her teachei and flout volunteers whom the teacher
asked to pay se 'oral attention to Ann. the intensity of the
biting diminished. but the ready nip was for a considerable
part of the year her method of trying to get what she
wanted. Liter in the year spells of prolonged crying became
more frequent than the biting. As she grew attached to the

teachers, the sadness that had been covered up by the
aggression came through. The neighborhood worker who
had maintained contact with the family found that mother

herself was depressed and had little energy to put into the

management of her children. In her struggle to maintain

herself° in the family group Arm was frightened and
demanding and used her teeth as a weapon to try to get
things for herself. Because Ann's problems remained so
persistent. a clinical evaluation was recommended.

In addition to the teacher's concern that the aggressive
child not hurt others, there is also the concern that
nunaggressive children will begin to imitate the aggressive

child. It is essential. therefore, that the teacher he able to

set clear limits. Otherwise. several members of the group

may become aggressive. For example. it' the teacher is not
able to limit the use of biting or hair pulling by one child.
others of the group may also try it out. It may start as
"doing it back" to the aggressor but then he used more

generally particularly to plague more helpless group ment-
hes. Grabbing mho children's things and refusing to take
turns also belong in this "contagious" category though they

are not quite so difficult to manage. Children are not too
likely to adopt the clearly bizarre behaviors of a disturbed
child, but the destructive behaviors that were natural to
children at an eat lier age level have a particularly contagious

effect.
The most severe and repetitive aggressive behavior is

often seen in children who have been frightened in their

own families or neighborhoods and arc determined to
reverse the ..ituation. that is, they wish to make other
children afraid of them. This presents the teacher with a

particularly difficult management problem since when such

children become more frightened, they frequently become

more aggressive. Threats of severe punishments usually only

make the difficulty worse; if they are effective for the

moment they are not in the long run. They can add to the

reservoir of fear and anger in the child that will explode
again. What we have seen work with children who are not

too angry or disorganized is a teacher speaking in a firm

voice and temporarily removing a child from an activity.
This works when the teacher is pleasant with the child at
other times, i.e., when the teacher and child do not become

enemies. Children who often have difficulty with managing

their hostility are liable to have temper tantrums. These

usually do not look like sunpls going after another person
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to hurt him but like a general discharge of rage which may

also involve hurting someone. What teachers usually think
of as temper tantrums are times when children throw
everything within reach: kick or flail about without eating
whom they hurt, or lie down on the floor kicking and

screaming: or run about screaming and hitting anyone in

their way.
When the child kicks or hangs objects but does mot hurt

anybody. the situation is easier for the teacher to cope

with. Sometimes if she can' intervene quickly she can

console the child for feeling so miserable, find out what's

the matter, and stay near him until he has calmed down..1t
other times he needs to he removed from the classroom and

have some time out on a one-to-one basis because he is to

disorganized to respond to anybody with anything except

more anger. lie needs time to quiet down.
Sometimes the child in a temper tantrum hurts 'some-

body because he wanted to. But sometimes another child

gets hurt merely because he happened to he in the way.
Thus, when aggression occurs. consideration should he

given to (11 the child himself. (1) the one who has been
hurt, and () the group of other children who may he
frightened by the intensity of the outburst. Since there are

usually only two grownups in the classroom, they usually

will find it helpful to divide then attention ; one tending to

the child who was hurt, and the other to the child in the

tantrum. If the hurt child is not badly hurt, the trachea
who tends him may be able to move him hack into the

group as she consoles him.
The teacher who tends the child in a tam rum would do

well first to try to speak to him. to see if she can calm hint

down. Out often this is not enough. The child needs to he
. physically restrained and moved away from the polio. If a

room is available atIiacent to the classroom (and we wish

one always were) the teacher can take the child there. If

not, she may have to take him to a corner of the classroom.
Reproaches and scoldings usually will not help at this point

since the child is usually too angry and disorganized to

listen. Consolation is the first stage in restoring most
children to their more reasonable selves. "I know it feels

terrible to he so angry; I'm sorry you teel so had." etc. A

little later when the child is calmer. the teacher may or may

not he able to find out what he is so angry ahout and see if

it can he remedied. After the teacher has allowed him to

verbalize his anger she still needs to give him time to
recover before she can safely expect him to rejoin the

group.
One reason for removing the child in the temper

outburst from the rest of the class is that his behavior can

be a threat to the commis of the others. The outburst may

scare the others, who then start acting more babyish titan
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usual if they have to he near him while he cannot control
himself. The class often needs %im simple report from the
teacher about what has happened to Johnny. -Johnn
got too upset when Sue took his truck. We have to help him
not to do that. Sue is OK now. but we're sorry he hit her."

Whein the child who is the victim is in tact hadls hurt.
other things need to he done. Other personnel (teacher in
the next room, cook or bus di ivei l Illay have to he asked to

-help while the teacher either calls the mother or takes the
child to the clinic herself. (like any emergency or accident
in which a child is really hurt, the procedures for getting
physical assistance need to he worked out at the beginning
of the school year.) In the meantime. the rest of the class
needs the presence of an adult and some infoo illation to
indicate that the teacher is taking care of things.

Taking'care of any angry child who may hurt others is a
very; stressful toll, and if the child is angry a great deal of
the time it is hard to like him. A teacher can find herself
being glad for the days he is absent, and dreading the days
when he comes to school in a had mood.

This makes pieventive action in so far as possible of
considerable importance. The teacher's observation of
the circumstances in which the child tends to get angry and
her maintaining an interest in him at those points is
important. If she recognites that transition times like
coming into school. going out to the playground. or waiting
for lunch to be served are particularly troublesome times
for one child. she will attempt to maintain eye contact with
him at those points or ask her aide to do so in order to
intervene before the child gets too upset.

Sonic children have a particular interest in a fight with
one other child in particular. In so tar as possible she can
attempt to interest them in separate activities. Other
children will use an aggressive act to get themselves some

interpersonal contact when they feel left out. For example.
when two children are playing comfortably at the water
table, one may grab the container they are tilling or shove
the other one hard out of the way. It is tempting to label
this behavior as "attentionogettinr and think of it as just
had behavior. But we really know that all children need
attention, and that some do not know very good ways to
get it. If the teacher or her assistant can spend a little time
with the aggressive one, she can sometimes help him to
learn how to get into the play without Inn wig anyone. She
can show him how to build in the block corner a road to go
with the buildme the whets have started or to help find all
the hit: blocks for the giant building she will help them
make. Feeling left out is one of the most painful feelings
for children. and the child who has just begun to learn
social skills can easily become isolated by Ins own aggressive
maneuvers if these are the only ways he knows.

The sources of excessive aggression are outside the
classroom, and the teacher and the neighborhood worker
will naturally discuss what can he done about the things
that are keeping the child angry and upset Nevertheless the
child very much needs the socialitation of the classroom
and the teacher needs to plan especially carefully how to
teach such a child some of the ways to manage himself in
iclat ion to other children.

C. THE HYPERACTIVE CHILD

Children show a wide variety of activity levels within
one classroom. Often in dealing with preschool children, a
teacher may feel as if she plays the part of a traffic
policeman. She stops some activity: she starts another.. She
slows down the runners and hurries up the dawdlers. Such
monitoring of motion Collies naturally to most and it is part
of the daily job. However, often a teacher finds herself on

one child's back constantly because of his restlessness, his
wigglipg, his inability to keep his hands: off other children,
his constant talking. and purposeless running hack and
forth. Children who are constantly restless and who are
active in a purposeless way when they play. sit. watch TV.
ride in a car or rest are often labeled hyperactive. overactive
or hyperkinetic.

Many studies show that 3 to 41 of our nation's children
are labeled hyperactive. Ninety per cent of them arc boys.
We don't know the reason for the high percentage of boys.
We know it is not usually hereditary. It occurs in about the
Sallie numbers among all races. all cultures. and all
socioeconomic groups.

People have asked repeatedly: what causes hyperac-
tivity? As far as anyone knows it is not caused by one
specific thing. Some children react to anxiety by becoming
overly active: others may have some minimal %r mild brain
damage. We know that all children have different develop-
mental patterns. This is true for hyperactive ones as well.

Sonic mothers have reported that their children were
active and excitable from birth. They cried, moved con-
stantly. slept little and had prolonged colic. Other mothers
noticed nothing unusual about their infants until they
began to walk. When they walked they ran. climbed and got
into things. TIK5 turned quiet. organited households into
chaos: ordinarily calm parents became screaming discipli-
narians. Still other more tolerant parents only found that
their children had trouble when they entered kindergarten
or grade school.

Most parents try hard to cope with the situation at home
by trying Po keep calm and hoping the child will outgrow
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this phase. Eventually parents of those who do not outgrow
the problem iecogniie us set iousiless and seek diagnosis and

treatment.
Medication is sometimes . prescribed by the child's

physician and may he useful in helping children become
more calm and better organized. especially when it is used
in conjunction with improved home and school manage

s

ment. Some children have only minor improvement with
medication and others seem to derive no observable
benefits. If a child in your class is taking medication you
should know what the name of the drug is. how much he
takes and how often he takes it. If there is a change in
dosage or frequency given, you should also he alerted so
that you can watch for behavioral changes. Conversely. if
you notice a drastic change in the child's activity level.
appetite loss. clumsiness or slurred speech. you should

report this to the parent. who may ask you to convey the

message directly to the doctor handling the child's medica-

tion.
Deciding whom to consult is often a difficult decision for

families to make. Some people begin with a thorough
history and check-up by their family doctor or pediatrician.
Others want the opinion or a second opinion of a specialist

familiar with the syndrome of hyperactivity either a
pediatric neurologist or a psychiatrist.

Anxiety and stress will always increase hyperactivity.
Often teachers will notice raised activity levels before of
just after medical.exminations. the arrival of new classroom
personnel. or separation from their mothers in the morning.
A problem at home will also reflect itself in a child's school

behavior. If you noti...e an increase in activity or anxiety. it
helps to ask a child if there is something bothering him at

home. It is also a good idea to ask the neighborhood worker

to make a home visit to see if she can help the home

situation.
Children who are hyperactive may have other problems

which affect their classroom functioning. They are
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I. distractibility
2. short attention wait
3. constant repetitious purposeless motions.

twisting
4. inability to sit still
S. problems in following verbal directions
b. constantly touching other children and their things

7. aggressiveness brought about by attempts to con -

strain

e.g.. bait

N. sci /ures
1). accident proneness

10. frequent mood shifts
11. impulsiveness

a

12. clumsiness
13. problems with tine motor coordination
14. inability to wait for things

Not all children who have these additional characteristics

are hyperactive: some of these can occur with immaturity
or transient anxiety.

Classroom Management

Some classrooms adapt themselves very easily to the
hyperactive child. These arc usually classrooms which arc
fairly large. well-organized, do not contain a lot of clutter:
and which have some sort of permanent indoor climbing

equipment. or separate noisy/active room.
What happens if your classroom doesn't fit the above

description? Can -you handle a hyperactive child in your
class and make it a positive experience for him and for the

other children? In most instances reasonable adaptations

can he made which allow you to accommodate an

overactive child without too much disruption.

SPACE
One of the primary needs for a child Mil is extremely

active is space to move about. The space you have may not
seem large at all. but could you use it better? Here are some

ideas that have been found useful for teachers in small

classrooms:
I. Use wall space for storage and tempera painting. This

eliminates the need for easels and sonic book shelves. Wall

storage may often be made cheaply by stacking and glueing

large cardboard tubing or quart bottle soda cases on their

sides.
2. If table space which accommodates everyone simul-

taneously is only needed at lunch time. ..ollapsc folding

tables, or stack non-folding ones top surfaces together. legs

up. ('hairs. too, can be stacked when not in use. Most
children can learn to do this easily.

3. Movable low partitions help delineate small areas
when they are needed, but allow you to open up a large

space quickly. Book shelves are hest for this. They are not

limy and not too easily moved by children.

INTEREST SPAN
4. Always have sonic toys slut available to everyone

and other things put away. This reduces clutter which
confuses hyperactive children. Varying the toys available

creates interest and is one way to extend few materials.

INABILITY TO SIT STILL
S. At the veiny beginning of school make it clear to all

children which exits they may use to go to the playground
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or to other parts of the buntline and when they may leave
the room'. Repeating this carefully and firmly until
children understand it may help you keep hack of
wanderers, and cut down on the amount of chasing. you
need to do.

b. .11 possible. provide for Rum sort of indoor climbing
equipment. Climbing apparatus mas seem hulks and
distracting to you if you haven't been fortunate enough to
have had any in your classroom. However, sonic are bulkier
than others. Some take up relatively little floor spam but
use lots of vertical space. Some kinds of jungle gyms have
attachable slides or side pieces which you can use when you
do have the space. but they do not need to he available
everyday. One piece pf equipment that is collapsible. lakes
up relatively little space. and costs little is a balance beam
with a low sawhorse or two. This makes a seesaw, a small
slide for sliding down or stro7.1ing up. a ramp for cars and
tracks, and a walking hoard. The versatility of this material
makes it appealing to chidren.

7. Make better use of your outside play yard. You may
find that two short outdoor times work hotel for your
class than one. While outside vary the activities. Add some
simple running games and exercises to your repertoire.
Bring a huge ball one day. Another day get mut the
tricycles. Still another day go for a short walk. In the
springtime or early fall, digging and water activities are tine.

IMPULSIVENESS
K. Provide other soothing and absorbing materials.

Equipment that provides a tactile experience usually works
hest, Sand boxes, water tables. salt trays. shaving soap
dispensed by the teacher for finger painting on tahle tops.
bubble blowing, or sink water play are some that most
children like host. Vary these kinds of activities eve's- few
days. so that they keep their appeal.

4. Have some place like a quiet corner where a child can
go to calm down or see what others are doing. Teaching
hyperactive mhildren to take time out to look around and
decide what to do next is a valuabh; way for them to learn
to handle their problem. You will need to suggest and ac-
company them the first few weeks but if it is a useful place.
eventually they can learn to use it if you remind them.

10. On rainy days see if you can use an auditorium
or gymnasium. If neither of these is available, you could
use a hall

each
some running games. Be sure to have a

teacher at each end as a "stop sign." Halls also accommo-
date tricycles and wagons well in a pinch. Jumping games.
follow the leader. and Simon Says will help you utilize this
space in a quieter way should you find that noise is a prOb-
km. Halls lend themselves well to parades. either musical
or dress-up.

LEST COPY AVAILABLE

FOSTERING CONCENTRATION AND
SUSTAINING ATTEN $ !ON

Just having the proper space is only one hurdle.
Teaching active children when and how to use it to control
their behavior is another.

Hyperactive children can and do sit down and concen-
trate on some quiet activities. Of course this should he
encouraged. Their attention spans arc shorter than aveiage.
Because of this they canno t still as long as the average
child. They need the chance to up and move about in a
socially acceptable way when they have dune all they can.

!low do you know when a child has beeninactive for as
long as he can manage it? You won't know what the child's
limits of concentration are the first day or even the first
week. First you must establish how long he can work
without leaving the situation or disrupting the activity.
After a certain amount of clocking. you will begin to
anticipate the hyperactive child's need for change. Just
before you think he needs a break, it is a good idea to move
over to him quietly and suggest that he run off some steam
in some way that is permissible. That way you are telling
him that you understand his problem, that there is an
acceptable solution, and that you care about him and will
try to prevent his getting into trouble.

Hyperactive children can be encouraged to work longer
at quiet activities. Ontiv you have some idea of their
capacities, you can often help them to extend the time and
interest in a favorite toy or activity, by stepping in just
before the child would ordinarily make a transition to
doing something else and helping him stay with the original
item. How do you do this? One's first impulse is to have the
child keep going as he is. But usually it works better to
change the activity just a little hit, by adding something
new to what he is already doing. For instance if the child
were making a collage you might help him continue his
project kluge' by stepping in just before he was about to
get up and leave, and offering him a bit of tin foil for his
picture. If he takes it and glues it. and you admire what he
has done, he has probably stayed with his work a minute or
two longer than he would have without your help. If you
consistently encourage his staying with.somcthing just one
or two minutes longer over three or four weeks, he may be
able to manage that extra time soon by himself. Another
way to keep a child going is by verbal interaction around
what he is doing. You :night praise it. ask a question about
it, show it to another child or sing a song mentioning it. We
are talking about one or two minutes here. That may
seem like a lot ei work for II? teacher to do for very little
improvement. but those small bits of extra learning time
add up over the year. Usually it pays off.

When you first begin making these observations you may.'
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feel that the child gives no warning before he leaves an
activity or disrupts. Actua II% lot most hypoactive chlthen
this is not so. it just seems that way. Usually there are signs
of impending movement. They are subtle, and vary from
child to child. but the most frequently noticed ones are a
fleeting impish grin. a distant lia/y look, a slight crossing of
the eyes. or a glance to a distant part of the room. Once

you have been able to pick up some of these warnings you
can move in and help the child make a transition before it is
too late. Once you have discovered the warning signs don't
keep the information to yourself. Share it with the child.
Often if' this is repeated to him he will begin to understand
these inner physiological tensions which precede his dash-

ing off. Once he can grasp these feelings and reaogniie them

as warnings. sometime he will he able to make an
appropriate transition to a more active kind of lay himself.

Although such observation. and 111J114CMAis not easy
to do and certainly is time consuming, it4ou'Are able to do

it at the beginning of the year. it will cut down sub-
stantially- on the 'amount of policing you need to do.
Helping the child iaanagc his problem in the healthiest way

can is one of your goals. It is time cvnsuming and takes a

certain amount of both dedication and consistency. It is
easier for some teachers than others, just because it tits in
with their natural styles of 'culling. It helps if the teacher
has a fairly high activity level. Teachers who have an ability
to tolerate a fair amount of noise and motion often find
that hyperactive children do well and cause little disruption
in their classes. Teachers whose chief interest is in outdoor
or active play. or teachers who find it possible to run a
program which allows fr several choices of activities. may
like having an overly active child in their classes. Other
teachers may find hyperactive children a difficult drain on
their energy supply. In order to avoid getting tired. and
hence cranky. classroom personnel need to work out
consistent ways of managing the child so that they can help

each other. As one begins to get tired. :maim one steps in
to take over. If one teacher begins to find herself not tired
but angry at the child it is a good idea for someone to step
in as relief for a little while.

Praise has been mentioned frequently throughout this
section because it is one of the most useful tools in the
management of hyperactive children. We 'know that all
human beings like to he praised, but approval and praise
mean more to hyperactive children because usually they
don't feel as good about themselves as others. Why? Most
of these children have been constantly reprimanded for
their disruptive behavior. They begin to feel that there is
nothing that they do that is right. If you as a teacher can
begin to help them learnAo conform to school expectations
in a small way. and allow for the times when they cannot
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behave like others, and give them chances to run off steam
in acceptable ways, eventually they will feel better about

themselves.
When you praise a child give small amounts frequently.

He sure to let the child know that he has done something
well, or managed his behavior well at the time he is doing it.
That way he will know exactly what it is he has done right.

Vast amounts of empty praise do very little.
Almost everyone who has taught hyperactive children

has found it discouraging in the beginning. then a challenge.
and finally very rewarding. Hyperactive children do benefit

enormously from inclusion in a good nursery school
program. It is possible with good management to sec a rfr..."..:
significant improvement in their iyhattfor. .

.
-

D. THE WITHDRAWN CHILD

Jimmy never seemed to have much Inn. You could see it
Irani the look on his face, a little sad, but most of the tin.,

just blank. He didn't want to join the other children, and

even when little Karen gave him -some of her toy cars one
day, he took them, but then wouldn't play with the cars
with her. In fact. Jimmy didn't play much at all. Mostly he
would stand arowid watching the others. If he did try the

crayons. he gave up quickly. He rarely spoke, and for a long

time the teacher wasn't sure that he could speak. Finally,

he began to whisper. "Teacher," once in a while when he
needed help to go to the batlitootn. All in all. Jimmy was a

loner, not in the independent. active sort of way. but
isolated and lonely.

The trouble with the withdrawn child is that he is no
trouble at all to anyone but himself. In a class that is
likely to have its share of noisy, running, grabbing or
pushing youngsters. the teacher may at first sec the

withdrawn child only as a child who doesn't get into
scrapes. or add to the demands the group makes on her. On

closer or longer observation, however, she may begin to

notice other things.
Sometimes children like Jimmy find special ways to

make themselves feel better, less lonely. less (lightened. In

these special ways. they try to give themselves the
comlrting feelings that most children get from being with
others. So. sometimes you may see such a child spending
long periods curled up in the rocking boat, or repeating
over and over some simple activity. like building a tower
and knocking it down, or continually handling himself.

Perhaps he has the habit of putting things like play dough.

paste. or paper into his mouth to suck or chew. Sometimes

the child will slip a special toy into his pocket. not exactly

to take home. but to make sure it's his. All of these
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behaviors have nearly the same meaning: it is the child's
way of trying to comfit, t himself. to make himself feel
good. because he has such a vety hard time being friendly
and outgoing with others.

Another kind of behavior seen in some withdrawn
'children looks less self-comforting and more self-hurting.
Scratching. skin picking or lip biting may persist to the
point of causing sores. The child may pull out his own hair
until a bald patch develops. Such selfharming repetitive
habits are signs of more. scrips 4tYiculty. They show the
teael er that.the child is particularly tense and badly in need

pressitmi of warmth and protection from others.
Why. shit a child behave this way" Umally he is

feeling lonely and frightened not of something specific.
but of what it means to he with other children. Sonic
youngsters have not yet learned by the time they enter
preschool how to feel relaxed and continuable with other
children. They do not really trust others, and because they
can't make friends. they end up always feeling like a

stranger or outsider. Sometimes these feelings amount to
extreme shyness and the child will overcome them more or
less naturally during the year's progress. But other times

'these feelings alright run much deeper; the child may
appear wrapped up in his own little world, may learn only
my slowly to approach perhaps a single person in the room
who seems especially warm n,1 kind. (See section F of this
chapter.)

What can the teacher do? First. she can realize that
although a .hild like Jimmy is not a "troublemaker. "-he
needs her attention every bit as much as the.one who stands
on the table and socams for her. Because withdrawn
children do not make frequent demands, the teacher must
remember to ithe on her own. She may make a point of

f
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smiling and talking gently even though the child shies away.
She can offer herself as the link to help the child join others
in the group. By joining him herself, by giving him materials
to work with or by starting him on some activity with
another youngster. she may be able to case him into
contact with other. children. If he has been rocking in the
boat all morning, she can suggest to another child to join
hint. If he is quietly eating paper. she can otter hint a

'cracker. In these ways the teacher can try to show him that
people can and will provide the caring and companionship
that he is tailing to get on his own.

A word of caution is in order here. It sometimes happens
that as the withdrawn child improves and begins to play
with others, he does it in a sort of backwards way. lk may
start copying the toughest boy in the class, or on his own
he may start knocking things down or throwing things. It's
like saying. If you really like me, you'll play with me
anyway." For a child who previously has been doing next
to nothing in the classroom, this roughness is really an
improdement. This is not to say that the child 'should he
indulged, but the teacher should realize that he is at last
trying to hold his own. This kind of youngster sometimes
geti it into his head that knocking an Wier child's block
tower down is a perfectly tine way of inviting himself to
play. So the teacher has to show the child how to be
friendly, as by saying. "I bet if you showed Tommy your
toy truck, he would help build a garage for it."

In some cases, a teacher's hest efforts over many months
;nay not break the pattern of withdrawal and self-
stimulation. Then it is time far the teacher or neighborhood
worker to make inquiries, to find out about the child's
behavior at home, and possibly to seek outside help. But
despite the possibility that outside assistance may be
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needed, the teacher's careful observations will contribute
much to the planning fin the child like Jimmy.

E. SEPARATION AND THE
DEPENDENTFEARFUL CHILI)

For many children. coining to school is their first
experience away from parents fin any length of time. But
whether or not they've had a chance' to learn that
separations are normally folloWed by reunions, children or
three to four years generally are still concerned about
separation to some degree. They are not quit; sure why
adults leave or ate absent, or what will happen to
them the children in the meantime, or when the adults
are coming hack. These concerns affect many aspects of
school adjustment.

First, naturally the entry into schis.I is involved. Careful
planning can soften the shock of semrating from home and
mother. Meeting with child and mother in advance, the
teacher can assist in trying to make the first days easier.
Hearing what school is like, visiting :he class. knowing
where mother will be during school time, knowing how he
gets home at the end of the school day all this inform.
tion will help to answer most children's questions about
going off on' their own. Some children need more than this
kind of basic preparation. A child may still be tearful or
insist loudly on mther's staying. Or perhaps, the child lets
mother go. easily. only to become upset later on in the
morning. Sonic children don't scream or cry, but just seem
very hesitant or uneasy about joining activities. Any of
these reactions may call for further attention to separation
concerns in the classroom. The teacher can of course begin

by trying to comfort and reassure the child that mother will
return at the end of the morning. Pretending to call home

on a play telephone can help, as may indeed, a real
telephone call home if the mother is known to be there.
Playing hide and seek games. where hidden things arc found
after all, may also he reassuring to a concerned child.

liven after the children have mastered their concerns
about the initial separation from home, certain other
situations may bring out similar feelings of discomfort and
uncertainty. Teacher's absence from the room often does
this. The wild classroom behavior may burst out in front of
an assistant or substitute, or the teacher may return from
her absence to a chaotic classroom. This is often the
children's wary of expressing their concerns about the
teacher's absence. It helps if .the children arc told in simple
language where the teacher is "has a cold," "had to go
visit her family." "is just Out of the room to talk to Mrs.
Smith." These brie( explanations are understandable and
consequent bi reduce the children's fears. Similarly. children
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will want to know why one of their classmates has been
absent.

Other situations that May need the same kind of
discussion and explanation include: before and abler vaca
tions and the end of the school year. In all of these

situations, it is a good idea to tell the children whenever
possible about what is going to happen and where people
will he going. The idea is to give realistic intimation to
offset any frightening imaginings.

Events of these kinds typically affect most children. But
the teacher may become aware of how strongly a pinticular
child is affected. Diane had difficulty optering the room
morning alter morning. She came in clutching her mother's

hand: 11cr eyes were often full of tears. When the teacher
greeted her, she buried her face in her mother's skirt. It was
only after the teacher had chatted for several minutes in a
friendly way and had offered her hand to hold that Diane

allowed her mother to head for the door.
Once in the classrooms this kinci of child may do a good

deal of whining. The whining is so ing, more or less: She

needs teacher's help. Since she is a good girl, why can't she

have what she wants? Will teacher sit next to her and draw

with her? Will teacher scold Teddy for messing up her

painting? Whatever it is, she needs teacher's help in doing it.
Further, there may he all kinds of situations which make
the youngster fearful and clinging: meeting a dog on the way
to the playground. going on a special trip, trying out a new.
game. Any even slightly unfamiliar situations may make the

child as anxious as she was when she first came into the

room.
Another way of saying the same thing, for this child. is

by vague physical complaints. "I don't feel well" or "I'm
tired" or "Something hurts" (usually tummy). While it is
possible that something really is wrong, the teacher, after
many checks and inquiries. may come to feel that the
problem isn't physical at all the child just doesn't feel
very well about being in school. She may, even say she
wants to go home.

The teacher's role with a child like Diane is. yes, to be
warmly accepting of the child's needs, but not too
accepting of her complaints or clinging behavior. This is
tricky because you dimst want the child to feel rejected in
scolded. You do want her to learn that adults believe she
can do a lot on her own, that she can try out new things.
stand up for her own rights with other children.. even
occasionally act a little like the "naughty" kids she
complains about. When Diane is playing with other child-
ren, she can he encouraged. instead of "telling" teacher., to
talk directly to the other children. She can be helped to
And ways of disagreeing, even of being angry, without
having to call on teacher all the time. She can he given the
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cuddle or hug she wants. but then.encouraged to return to
the _poop. The teacher may find that the child's mother
needs to hear these things as well as the child herself.
Mother may need some encouragement to let the child go
into the classroom without the endless godby, to come
home looking less than perfectly neat. to go with the 'thers
on the special trip.

The teacher's continuing message to Diane might he
something like. "You can do it, your'rc a big girl now."
Very often, the child is getting exactly the opposite
message at home. Maybe a new baby has arrived and the
older child has concluded that it's really hest for her to act
like a baby too. Maybe the mother just has a hard time
letting her child take the grown-up step of going off to
school. Maybe the family have special worries about the
possibilities of certain bad things happening or of people,
feeling upset or angry. Perhaps some extreme difficulty has
in fact occurred in the past, like an illness or an accident.
that has made the entire family fearful of what could
happen next. A family atmosphere of worry or fear can
make the child feel that 'something really terrible is going to
happen. either to herself or her family. if they're not all
together every second. Whatever the case. With the child
and the family may do well to hear the teacher's-O.K." for
Diane to act and he treated like t Whig girl she really is.

Sometimes much more encouragement towards inde-
pendence is needed. Diane may he so insistent on staying
home, for example. that her motile-becomes reluctant to
send her to school at all. here it is important to try to
understand the child's feelings. 1(a new baby has just come
home from the hospital or if an accident has just happened.
it may he wise to support a brief (day or two) absence for
the child. But. most of the time, with no particular reason
evident. the teacher will want to do all she can to support
the mother in getting the child to school. Perhaps mother
herself can come in for a while and stay in the classroom
with the child. Eventually, the child may gain enough
confidence to stay on alone, especially if she has a clear
picture of mother's activities during the school morning. If
long-term absences continue, the teacher should nut simply
forget about the child or assume that there is nothing she
can do. At this point. consultation and planning with social
service staff and community experts may help to assess the
family's needs and reveal how head Start can he fitted into
the picture.

F. THE CHILD WHOSE SENSE OF REALITY
IS SERIOUSLY IMPAIRED

There are a few children whose behavior is so strange
and unusual that their severe emotional disturbance is

obvious to everyone. One of the particularly striking.
characteristics of these children is their inability to relate
well to people. Such. a severely disturbed child is likely to
react to people as if they were inanimate objects. humping
into them. needlessly pushing Sthers aside. etc. hi general.
the behavior of these children is poorly suited to the
circumstances. On the other hand, when a young child only
occasionally shows such behavior following on a particu-
larly !lightening experience he is usually not thought of as
being as severely 'disturbed as those for whom it is q usual
pattern. Yet even occasional behavior of this sort is likely
to mean that the child is in trouble. When a child
frequently reacts to even moderate stress in these ways, it is
clear that he is emotionally very Witt+ children need the
help of a child guidance clinic. If these children are to

'profit from the Head Start experience, the teacher will need
to work closely with the clinic, trying out prioits manage-
ment techniques under their guidance. Some examples of
the types of behaviors common to children who fall into
this category are given below.

ManSt of these children alternate periods of underactivity
with periods of overactivity. During periods of ,under -
activity such children may sit for a while, completely
occupied with a piece of straw, a crayon or a toy. If
someone interrupts this activity, the child may either show
no emotion or become exjessively angry. During periods of
overactivity these children are likely . to wander about
vaguely, pace, jump up and down seemingly lost in fantasy*.
rock hack and forth. Facial grimacing and bizarre. rhythmic
hand movements are common.

Danny is an example of a child whose sense of reality
became temporarily disturbed following some very frighten-
ing experiences around death. When Danny's dog died, he
came to school with an -angry vacant look on his face.
During the morning he didn't pay much attention to what
oilier children were doing. Finally he ran out of the
classroom and began to bark and to crawl on all fours
through the corridors. When adults with whom he was
usually friendly tried to talk to him, he didn't seem to
recognize them. When they tried to take hold of him h it
at them. Only after a long period of being held d he

it
return to his usual self. Ile wanted then to control adults
and order them to get him things. But he knew who he was
and who they were. Twi days followed in which Danny
was irritable and controlling and, for different periods of
time, was out of contact with those around hien before this
severe difficulty subsided. Shortly before this Danny had
bad some very frightening experiences. Ills beloved grand-
father had died. and his father had been very seriously ill.
Danny had been scared that he himself might also die.
When the dog he loved died, Danny acted as if his worst
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fear had come true. that he was like the dead dog. His
teacher needed another person to be with Danny for most
or three days. If someone else had nut been able to help
out, the teacher would have had to call his mother and send
him home. She didn't want to do this because his mother
was not well and was herself depressed. With assistance the
teacher was able to help Danny to weather the storm in
school. Fortunately. both Danny and his Tither were being
seen 9ta clinic for help with Danny's fears. Collaboration
between the teacher and the clinic enabled Danny to give
up being so afraid.

Unlike [hinny. Meg's sense of reality is very often
impaired. tier typical way of relating to Miter children is
either to ignore them or to bite and spit. As she walks
around the room, site often acts as if she does not even see
anyone. She humps into others, breaking down their block
structures, stepping on their paintings. etc., not because she
is necessarily angry with them but as if they are not there.
At other times site stands and rocks from one foot to the
other seemingly lost in a world of her own. The rocking
sometimes is accompanied by animallike growling or
grunting sounds. When someone approai:hes her, she either
doesn't respond at all, or she runs away.

When Meg first came into ! lead Start the neighborhood
\worker reported that the child had been badly neglected in
her own home and other living arrangemente.were being
'made. One way in which Meg reacted to the neglect was to
ignore other people. In the course of the school year.
however, with the teacher's help, she did make some
progress. One of the most useful things the teacher did for
Meg was to hold her firmly when she began either to bite or
spit. This was useful in part because it prevented other
children from regarding Meg as an enemy.

Some children like Meg often spend a lot of time making
peculiar movements of the face, especially of the mouth.
Sometimes they do this in front of a mirror, trying out
number of diligent grimaces. Such behavior can be very
frightening to the other children and should not he
disregarded by the teacher.

If the teacher can encourage others to play with such a
child and to share their activities and play materials. this
can be very helpful, but usually the teacher will need to
stay close by and direct the sharing. In one instance, the
teacher was able to get a grimacing child accepted by others
for a short time. at least. by suggesting to two little girls
who were playing house that Sarah could Iv a very good
cook. Since even temporary acceptance is very reassuring to
Sarah the teacher would do well to look fur further
opportunities to help Sarah feel useful and wanted.

The autistic child also falls into this general category.
These children often seem even more out of touch with
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reality, even more withdraWn and unable to communicate
with other people than the Danny's and the Mcgs. They
therefore present a very special problem in the classroom.
They tend neither to relate to people nor to react to play
material. Their general lack of responsiveness to external
stimulation sometimes raises questions as to whether vision
and hearing are seriously impaired. But usually this is not
the case. These children may have multiple psoblems
contributing to their severe isolation. Such children may he
retarded (they certainly are retarded in language develop-
ment); some may have suffered from severe emotional
deprivation:, and some"may have some'neurological impair-
ment. It is important to remember that all children who do
not speak are not so severely disturbed. Some are just afraid
to talk. Such a child is readily seen to be different from the
severely impaired child by his ability to use play material
and to relate through it to other Children.

Sometimes when an autistic child is in a group he will
occupy himself with one simple 'bctivity. repeittini it over
and over again. 'like spinning a cover, watching sand drip'
through his fingers. or whirling his own body. Sometimes
he is afraid of noise and is very se clove tea the normal noise
level of the class. When the net gets too much for him he
may cry orscream and hold his liands over his ears.

A general characteristic of the 'autistic child is his
tendency not to look at other people's faces. li ie. does
make eye contact. he usually does not sustain it.



Sometimes such children have erdkatic speech; that Is.
they will repeat exactly what Ile mother or teacher may
say to them but not he able to answer. they usually have
not kariled the pronoun "I." and in the snip amount of
talking they do. do nut seem to he able to tell the
difference between themselves and someone else. Sono-

- times they indicate by their actions that they undetstand
much more than they counnunicate in speech. At other
times they seem blank. unaware of what is being said to
them.

The teacher can only tend to the needs of the autistic
Mid if she has enough adult assistance. Ile may need his
mother in the classroom with him at the beginning and will
probably need an adult who can spend time with him
individually through the year: A shortened school day at
least for the first part of the year will probably he
necessary, and getting comfortable being near other chit-
dren, and sometimes engaging in games like "Ring around
the Rosy" with the teacher helping him. may he a

reasonable goal. .
In so far as she is able, the teacher can encourage the

autistic child to speak by naming the things she gives him to
play with and things she gives him to eat. but she should
know that speech from him to her will he slow in coming.
Her pleasure at any of his attempts will he his hest help.

Since all of the children we haw, described in this section
typical :s. geed a great deal of one-to.one attention from the
Head Start teacher, it is important to limit sharply the
number of such children admitted to any one classroom.
Yet, if there are enough teacher aides available and if most
of the other members of the class do not also have severe
problems. it may be highly desirable to bring the severely
disturbed child into the dead Start program. Such children
can sometimes profit from the opportunity to learn that it
is safe to relate to other children and adults.

G. THE NEGLECTED CHILD
The term neglected child refers to the child whose

physical needs have been grossly ignored by his adult
caretakers. Characteristically. these children are wriusly
undernourished and little or no attention has been paid to
their day-to-day needs. Minor. and often even major,
illnesses have been allowed to go untreated. Lucy. for
example. suffers from frequent colds. But despite a runny
nose. teary eyes, a hacking cough and a generally feverish
appearance. she is sent to school. Lucy is clearly under-
nourished and at snack time is likely to try to cram an
entire platter of crackers into her mouth at once. The
clothing of a neglected child like Lucy is uswilly
dirty and torn. The smell of urine is strong when she arrives

in the morning. Her hair is uncombed and dirty. If cut
short. the hair looks chopped off. If left, long, it is a matted.
stringy mess. Rashes. obviously itchy. cover the face, arms.
and legs. and Lucy's cOnstant scratching increases the

likelihood of. further infections. Lucy's plight is very
teams. Neither the neighborhood worker nor the teacher
hak been able to interest the mother in Lucy's general
situation, though together they did succeed in arousing.
some concern about one of the child's illnesses, diseased
tonsils.

In Lucy's case, the mother's neglect seems mite based
on rejection, in part unconscious. in part conscious. She did
not want. Lucy in the first.placv and has never been able to
express any warmth toward the child. In this attitude she
differs from Daniel's mother although the latter also
neglects her child. Daniel's mother does not actively dislike
Daniel; it is just that she cannot be bothered with the care
of any child. Having never really grown up. she yearns to be
taken care of by others, tattier than to be a caretaker
14 .elf. On the other hand.' the basis for the neglect in
Emily's case is of a still different order. Emily's mother has
a Itmg history of severe depression and is unable to mobilize
her energies sufficiently to meet Lien the simplest needs of
the family. To get the children dressed and fed ir. the
morning is beyond her. They must fend for themNlves. All
these mothers need professional help. So do the children.

As in the case of the physically abused child, the
neglected child may need both medical attention and
temporary or evenepermanent foster care. How can this he
accomplished? Can the neighborhood worker or the teacher
or both together bring such a filad to the attention of the
appropriate authorities if the Ifh nts are unable to remedy
the situation by themselves? Most states now have laws
which protect the reporting person from legal action for
slander or libel. AU states protect reporting doctors; others
extend the protection to school officials and social workers.
though not necessarily to individual teachers.

H. THE BATTERED CHILD

The term battered child refers to the child who has
suffered severe physical abuse. The term is well .chosen
since the injuries to the child typically are quite evident.
The injuries seen most frequently are painful burns in areas
where one would not expect the child to burn himself',
broken hones and multiple bruises. In some e.ases, the
injuries are accidental. but in others an angry parent or
parent-substitute has inflicted some physical punishment.
when the' child's behavior at home became extremely,
annoying. Excessive crying or excessive stuhhornness can,
of course, he very irritating to an adult, especially if the
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adult has been all or is in general having a hard tituc meeting
the needs of the family. In such circumstances most adults:
will resort to WM toms of p11111$11111C/11. Rut only in rare
cases does the punishment become violent enough to
constitute battering.

In cases of intentional battering evidence of previous
assolts on the child can usually he found. Anne. In
exaniple. came to school one day with multiple bruises on
her face and arms. On examining the child. the teacher
observed a numho of patches of scar tissue left over from
previous burns. Anne's general condition had keg notice-
ably ptor for weeks. suggesJinj that she was not being well
cared rot- Unlike Trn. who into the classroom
boasting of how he had broken his arm over the weekend.

Anne hangs hark when questioned about her bruises. She is
.a joyless child. Ames situatk is serious. lier first need i%
4 medical month:it But she also needs to be protected
against further assaults. If Anne has not already received
medical attention. it is appropriate for the ' teacher to
communicate with the mother and urge her to take the
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child to a doctor. If the mother is unabli or unwilling to
seek medical help for the child. or if 11. is evidence of
continued battering, the teacher should report the situation
to the appropriate head Start administrative officer.

Laws have now been passdd in all states making it man
datory for doctors to report battered chi!d cases to an
appropriate agency. the police. the Society for the Preven-
tion of Cruelty to Children or thg Ikpartnient of Public
Welfare. Many states require other persons in authority to
make similaureports.

Followup.hy a member of the clinical team is advisable
in there cases'. Where only one child in the family is the
object of parental assault, it is important to study both the
child's behasior in the home and the parent's. Is there
something about' this child which the parent cannot
tolerate? What are the chances'that the parent will be able
to stop assaulting the child? Should foster placement. be
redommended? These arc questions to be pursued by the
clinical team rather than fly the teacher.
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Medical Information tbout
Handicaps and Health Impairments

What follows in this section is medical information
about mune of the physical handicaps you may encounter.
accompanied by suggestions about how to Manage medical
aspects of the handicap in the classroom. This section does
not include all of the handicapping eonditions you may
crummier: it is intended to include representative ex.
ampks. You will find suggestions about classroom Manage-
ment of educational and psychological aspects of physical
handiceptin Chapters III, IV. and V.

Some medical conditions such as asthma are.not strictly
speakihg handicapping conditions covered by the law.
However. children with chronic asthma may present prob.
lenis in the classroom acrd -nay thus require special services:
therefore informatk about these and other hatlth impair-
ing conditions is included. The inclusion of a condition in.
this manual does not. necessarily mean that it is to he
counted in compliance with the 10C;luindicapped require.
meet. Nor does the absence of a antdition from this
manual signify that it is not a valid. handWap. Decisions
about whether an individual child is handicapped under the
Congressional mandate arc Ito he made by professionals
!king OCD guidelines.

Voti will. or course. not encounter in your classroom
most of the handicapping conditions described in this
section. some of which, like hemophilia. are relatively rare.
If you do have a child with a physical handicap in your
ails, reading that section will provide you with useful
information.

It is important to remember 11131 not all medical
problems are equally handicappioi for the child. Some, like
asthma. may involve occasions/when breathing is difficult:
yet for long periods between attacks the child may he
perfectly normal. Other problems, such as heart disease and
deafness. affect the child's condition at all times. The same
problem can alsi) vary in severity from child to child. One
child With cerebral palsy may he restricted. to a wheel chair:
another may walk and grasp clumsily, but require no special
equipment at all.

Children With Multiple Handicaps. .

Some children may have more than one handicap. A
child with cerebral palsy may have a severe vision problem

or may he slow in mental development. A mentally
retarded child may also ne overaggressive in the classroom
or quite passive and lacking in initiative. Children who are
subject to seizures or who have chronic asthma may.
understandably. be frightened of separating from their
mothers and remaining in the classroom. It As a good idea to
keep in mind generally dial children with physical handi-
caps may develop emotional reactions to their handicap:
some may be frightened at separating front their home and
parents. some may feel ashamed of their differences from
other children, some may feel more helpless and impaired
than they actually arc. while others may not recognize the
limitations their handicap imposes. and may get themselves
into dangerous situations. If you have a child with multiple
handicaps. you will need to refer to mote than one section
of the manual. In that case. the table of contents and the
index should assist you. A preliminary leading of the entire
manual will also help you to locate information you might
require Aka later date.

The books and pamphlets listed in Appendix 2 offer
more detailed information. Additional, often essential,
information can he obtained from the referring %tice.
Parents too are a most important source of valuable
information about an individual child. They can and will
tell you what you need to know about any special
equipment such as braces and hearing aids, and can also
alert you to any potential crises that may arise and tell you
how to deal with them. For example they can tell you what
to do it a child gets an asthmatic attack in the classroom.

A. CHRONIC ASTHMA

Most of us are related to. or acquainted with. or have
heard of. someone who is known to have asthma. In a
general way we may have some idea of sy.hat an asthma
attack is like, but this vague knowledge is poor preparation
for the actual experience of seeing a small child in the
throes of a severe onslaught. The Odd may have to st).tesle
and gasp for every breath, may exhibit fear to the point of
panic and may give the appearance of a person about to
drown or smother. Since asthma is widespread at every age
level, an asthmatic child is likely to appear on the roll of
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any 'lead Start classroom, and teachers should he aware of
time basic facts about the Condition and the problems that
may be encountered.

Asthma. like many other medical conditions. vatic% in
severity from child to child. Chronic asthma. with its
frequent and severe attacks. alters the child's ability to
Participate in the program. Children %nil chronic asthma
are more likely to develop respiratory infections and he
absent from schbol more often than other children. The
Staff may require instruction from a physician or parent on
the procedure to follow if a child has an asthmatic attack.

Asthma is an allergic condition of the lungs. Sonic
authorities contend that asthma has a genetic or psychologi-
cal component for both). lint such explanations arc in
dispute. The characteristic symptoms show themselves in
recurrent attacks of labored breathing. accompanied by
wheeting and coughing. The symptoms result from Nock-

iage of the small branching air tubes (bronchioles) in the
lungs. This blockage impedes the air Clow. Excess produc-
tion of mucus is an accompanying symptom. Since reduc-
tion of the air flow in an attack interferes with the normal
cleaning mechanisms of the lungs, multiplication of bacteria
is favored, and infection becomes a common complication.
When the infection occur:.. in the air passages. we call it
bronchitis or bronchiolitis.'.. If the microscopic air sacs
(alveoli) at the ends of the 'bronchioles arc infected, the
resulting disease is pneumonia:

The first step in treating astlin4i prevent the aitacks'is
to discover what substances (allergens) the child is allergic
to. The investigation Is carried tin systematically- by
eliminating one suspect substance aim another. When the
child's special sensitivities are isolated. an Mint is made to
remove all the offending. substances from his environ-
ment whether house dust, pets. upholstery stuffing of
animal hair or
long. and the
entrance into a
ebssromii.
course, with the

If the astlin
' physician, lie
,there may be a

fo;arlllrR or certain foods. The list can be
strictions may complicate the child's
'ferent environment. as in the Mead Start
;;;; niliterc that must he discussed, of

hill's parents and their doctor.
tic child has been under the care oh' a
ay he receiving medication regularly or
rescribed procedure to follow in the case

tif an attack. no medicine often is given to block the
effects of an inhaled allergen on the air passageways. Other
medications relieve muscle spasms in the air tubes, and
cough medicines help to loosen excess mucus. Them ale':
are injections to desensiti/e the asthmatic. Here again
consultation with the parents.and doctor is in order so that
the teacher can know what to do in the case of an attack.
Many parents of asthmatic Children have had to learn a
great 'deal about the condition and can give reliable
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information on how to deal with an attack. A plan for such
a contingency should be worked out at the time an
asthmatic child is enrolled in Bead Start.

In general. asthmatic children should be encouraged to
join in the normal play of the class. indoors or on the
playground. Though they may tire easily. there is no
medical reason to restrict their activity.

C

B. BLEEDING DISORDERS

As medical problems go. bleeding disorders are not very
common. but now and then a child with one of the three
major types can he expected to appear in a Ilead'Start
classroom.

Prolonged. excessive or unexpected bleeding out of
proportion to the seeming severity of an injury is the
characteristic common to these disorders. After a minor fall
a joint swells with blood. Brushing the teeth causes the
gums to bleed. The socket of a pulled tooth oozes blood
hours later. Large bruises discolor the skin after even a mild
jump. The three major groups of blood disorders are;

1. The hentophilias. which arc abnormality of the
amounts or kinds of blood proteins responsible for
blood clotting.

2. A reduction in the number of blood cells (platelets)
which help to stop bleeding when a blood vessel is
injured.

3. Pon kfliebrand's Disease, which involves abnormali-
ties of both platelets and clotting proteins.

The hemophilias are the bleeding disorders most likely
to he seen by a Mead Start teacher. In some types of
hemophilia the mother passes the disorder to her male
offspring only. The world knows this hemophilia as the
royal disease. transmitted by Queen Victoria of England to
a number of the crown heads of Europe before World War
I. There are also other hemophilias, however, that develop
spontaneously.

Platelets. the blood cells which help to stop bleeding.
may he reduced in number because of a reaction to a
medicine or because of an infection. More often, the cause
of reduced platelets is unknown, and the resulting illness is
called "idiopathic thromborytopemic purpura." This is the
medical term for a condition of unknown origin chatacter-
ited by easy bruising due to a deficiency of platelets.

In recent years there has been major progress in the
treatment of all the bleeding disorders with transfusions.
injection of proteins. use of cortisone and other methods.
and there is no longer need for the excessive precautions
once taken with affected children. Overprotection may
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spare a child some bleeding episodes and a few trips to the
doctor. but the psychologicil puce paid may outweigh the
benefits. The !lead Start teacher who has a child with
hemophilia in her classroom should not he afraid that he is
in danger of bleeding to death at the slightest injury.

The principles of first aid for a bleeder are simple. Treat
s any cut or skin scrape as you would for a normal child. The
best way to stop bleeding is to apply presswe directly on
the wound with a clean gauze or other dressing. ('all the
doctor only if you cannot stop the bleeding in what seems
to be a,reasonable length of time.

If a child %Atli hemophilia injures a joint, an ankle.
elbow or knee. put him in a position of test. Wrap the joint
to immobilize it. The elbow can he immobilized in a sling.
Fill a plastic hag with ice cubes. wrap it in a towel and
apply it to the injured joint. Then call the child's parents or
physician..

One word ut caution should he emphasized. The one
location where bleeding can he immediately dangerous is in
the neck or throat. A large Lollection of blood thew can
obstruct the airway. In this fortunately rare event the child
will complain ut pars or swelling and show obvious signs of
difficulty in breathing. This is an emergency, and a doctor
should see the child at once.

After a child with hemophilia has had medical treatment
for an injured joint he may he on crutches or have an arm
in a sling for a few days. At these times he will need your
support and often your reminders that he should not try to
run withOut his crutches.

Certain common drugs such as aspirin. phenergan (an
anti-histainii which is widely used in cough medicines).
stymy, gua:-..solate la common expectorant in cough meth.
eines) and tranquilizers can aggravate bleeding tendencies.
Accordingly, it is unwise to give a child with a bleeding
disorder any medication without a prescription from the
physician. In general. it is unwise for any medicine, even an
aspirin, to he administered to any child except by knowl-
edgeable personnel. Medicine should never he administered
to .a child with a specific medical.- condition without a
written order from a physician. .

The development of personality can take several courses
in a hemophiliac child. Some may he able to accept the tact
of the disease and cope with the limitations. Others may
become so fealful of injury that they sink into a passive
existence. Still others may turn into hemophiliac date -
devils. seeming to go out of their way to expose themselves
to danger. Whatever course the personality is taking. a
pattern will already be apparent by the time the child
.reaches school The teacher will not find it easy to keep the
child on a mid- course between overprotection and minis.
siveness. but she will profit stunt consultation with the
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parents. As in the case of other kinds of handicaps, the
teacher will find. out that the parents have had to acquire
sound ideas Abut the child's condition and the require-
ments for safety.

C. CEREBRAL PALSY

Cerebral palsy is a disorder of movement (muscle action)
or posture caused by a nonworsening disorder of the brain.
The disorder of mimic action is a permanent disability but
can change over time in quality and intensity. While
intelligence may he affected in cerebral palsy, often it is
normal. Until a thorough assessment has been made. the
Head Start teacher should never assume that the Intel-
ligence of a child with cerebral palsy in her classroom is
defective or that she will have to cope with learning
phlems.

There are many known causes of the kind of brain
damage that leads to cerebral palsy; excessive jaundice in
the newborn-deprivation of oxygen at birth, head injury,
infections of the brain and spinal cord and lead poisoning
are among them. The brain damage cannot he corrected,
but this is not to say that improvement in the spastic's
performance is impossible.

Cerebral palsy ranges in severity from Neely noticeable
clumsiness (ataxia) to the obvious crippling that requires
braces and wheel chair. At birth a baby with cerebral palsy
may have a weak or .paralyzed arm or leg. Liter on the
muscles of the affected limb may become tense (spastic).
bending the ai in at the elbow or pulling the thigh up toward
the abdomen with the lower leg flexed and the foot
extended downward. Some children with cerebral palsy
have movements they cannot control (athetosis). Grimacing
and a peculiar posture are frequently seen. The muscles
used in talking may be impaired, resulting in indistinct,
halting speech.

A physical complication of constant muscle spasm is
shortening (contracture) of the tendons which are the
sinewy blinds attaching muscles to bones near a joint. For
example. the heel cord (Achilles' Tendon) nay be short-
ened, because of constant spasm of the calf muscles and
downward positioning of the foot. The foot may then not
he able to move into any other position. Contractures of
tendons seriously interfere with function. Even with braces.
a child with a foot lucked in a downward position will not
be able to walk.

Minimizing contractures is a major objective of medical
treatment. This goal is accomplished by moving the joints
through a full range of their motion. thus stretching the
tendons and keeping them supple. These excicises are
taught by a physical therapist to the parent who carries
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them out each day. Other exercises which actively involve
the child are designed to stiengthen weakened muscles.
Surgery may be needed to lengthen contracted tendons and
to shift spastic muscles to new locations. Braces are used to
add needed support to weakened legs and thereby permit
walking.

The Head Start teacher of a child with cerebral palsy will
need to know how to remove and put on braces and how to
adjust diem. She can get this instruction from the child's
parents.iwad she will also find the father and mother a good
source of inhumation about the child's abilities as well as
the child s problems. A physical therapist may instruct the
teacher in exercises that can be performed in the classroom.
The effort required *6 help the child with severe cerebtal
palsy use his body to its maximum effectiveness is often
rewarded by developmental -rogress.

D. CLEFT PALATE

Children with cleft lip (harelip) and cleft palate will
arrive in Mead Start after a long history of disability and
traumatic experiences that will have influenced their
personalities in different ways. Cleft lip is a frequent
general anomaly that develops in the baby before birth. It
on be a small indentation of the lip or it can he a more
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serious defect, with a fissure extending to the nostril, giving
to the face a characteristic appearance. A cleft palate can
also range from mild to severe and can occur with or
without cleft lip. The infant with cleft lip alone usually
presents no feeding problems. Surgical repair can he done
early in the child's life, usually within the first two months.
The child with cleft palate, on the other hand,presents a
more complicated picture. During early infancy he can have
difficulty sucking, and may have to be fed with a dropper.
But very rapidly he masters the situation. At a remarkably
young age he insists on holding his bottle and doing his own
feedings. Usually by eighteen months surgical repair can be
carried out, but very Often several operations shill be
necessary in order to obtain full correction. Imagine how
traumatic it might he fin a child this age to go through all
those procedures. This certainly makes an impact on future
behavior. Babies with cleft palates tend also to accumulate
fluid in the ear and to develop repeated ear infections. Not
only is it a very painful experience, but it can also be the
cause of impaired hearing, an additional factor that
contributes to communication difficulties. Speech develop-
ment is usually delayed. A child with cleft palate will often
have articulation errors and a nasal quality to his voice
which will make him very difficult to understand. One can
observe the hurt and the relative social isolation of a child
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who talks but is often not understood and who not only
looks, but sounds different from other children.

E. CYSTIC FIBROSIS

Although cystic fibrosis is one of the most common of
the serious chronic diseases of childhood, for some un-
known reason ft occurs less frequently in Black children
than in Caucasian children. Cystic fibrosis is a disorder
characterized by abnormal production of mucus in several
organs. The Cause is, not known, but it is believed that
children born with the disease lack some key substance or
substances essential to the normal functioning of a number
of organs.

The lining membranes of organs secrete mucus which in
cystic fibrosii is much thicker, more viscous than normal
mucus, almost like glue in fact. This abnormally thick
mucus clogs the bronchial passages, impeding breathing and
predisposing the child to pneumonia. It also blocks ducts
that deliver enzymes to the pancreas and thus interferes
with normal processes in the small intestine. The child has
difficulty digesting his food. Cystic fibrosis is not con
tagious.

Cystic fibrosis affects the functioning of the lungs, sweat
glands and digestive system. Whereas normal mucus is a
lubricant in the lungs enabling a person to clear the lungs
by coughing up accumulations of mucus, the thick mucus
of cystic fibrosis clings and clogs, becoming a fertile
medium for the growth of bacteria.

The child with cystic fibrosis is likely to do a great deal
of coughing in the classroom. The teacher should make a
point of accepting his cough in a matter-offact way, and
the other 6:arken will follow her lead. The teacher should
encourage him to take part in physical games since the
exertion will tend to make him bring up mucus. Participat-
ing in games will have a beneficial effect because often the
child with cystic fibrosis lacks the stamina to compete on
equal terms. Ile needs the teacher's encouragement and also
her watchful eye to see when he is pushing himself to the
point of exhaustion.

The involvement of the lungs in cystic fibrosis soe-
times arouses fear of contagion. On the contrary. the child
with cystic fibrosis is not a spreader of contagion but an
easy victim. To him any pulmonary contagion is a very real
menace. and the appearance of flu in the school is a signal
to keep hint at home. Nevertheless. the cystic fibrosis child
often has a better-than-average attendance record.

Obstruction of the pancreatic ducts in cystic fibrosis
leads to difficulty in the digestion of fats. carbohydrates
and proteins. since digestive juices secreted in the pancreas
do not reach the small intestine. As a result the child with
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cystic fibrosis may eat not just more but agree deal more
than normal children. He may take capsules of pancreatic
enzymes to aid digestion. With or without these capsules
the child with cystic fibrosis may have increased bowel
movements. If the teacher is aware of this possibility she
can treat the occurrence as a matter of course and avoid
problems.

Excessive sweating is another characteristic of cystic
fibrosis. From infancy on, the skin of a child with this
disorder has a salty taste. To compensate for salt losses in
sweating, the child may layer his food with salt and in hot
weather may need to take salt tablets as a supple-
ment but only on prescription from his doctor, of course.

A child with cystic fibrosis needs acceptance by his
peers. Because his lack of stamina restricts his playground
activities, he sometimes feels left out. At home his
condition has made him the object of special attention
since babyhood, and he may have difficulty adjusting to
group situations in which he must share the spotlight. The
teacher's assistance in making that adjustment easier is most
important.

F. DIABETES
Diabetes is a disease occurring at all ages which affects

some 3 million people in the United States. Of these, about
4% have onset in childhood. Its exact cause and prevention
are not yet known. Many diabetic children have a family
history of diabetes. Sometimes diabetes in an older family
member develops after the onset in the child. It is generally
thought that a hereditary contribution from both parents is
necessary to produce an affected child.

This is what happens diabetes. Normally. sugar moves
smoothly from the blood into fat and muscle cells as
needed for energy and the level of sugar in the blood
remains fairly constant. As the cells need more sugar,
insulin, a hormone made in the pancreas, is released, Insulin
is needed to help sugar pass from blood in cells. As the
cells' fuel needs are met, insulin output is reduced.

The problem in diabetes is a lack of adequate insulin to
permit passage of sugar into hungry cells. If sugar cannot
get into the cells more is passed into the bloodstream in an
effort to overcome the blockage. The blood sugar level rises
and eventually the kidneys pass the excess sugar into the
urine. The sugar spilled in the urine draws along with it a
great deal of water, resulting in frequent urination and
excessive thirst. (One common symptom of diabetes is bed
wetting in an otherwise dry child.) The starvation of body
cells deprived of sugar stimulates the breakdown of body
fat into building blocks known as fatty acids which, in the
absence of sugar, are used for energy. The mobilization of
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fat leads to weight loss and increased appetite, both
characteristic signs of diabetes. In the process of using the
fatty acids, the blood becomes acid, leading to quickened
deep breathing. The fatty acids are processed into acetone
which appears in the urine along with the sugar. Without
treatment, the course of childhood diabetes is progressively
downhill with weight loss, dehydration. coma. and death.

This group of symptoms and signs (syndrome) of
untreated diabetes is known as diahtii kehPacidosis. It is
usually the presenting picture in new diabetics. Diabetics
who are under treatment can experience the syndrome
when their diabetes is out of control. Most newly detected
children with diabetes are hospitalind for treatment cif
their first episode of ketoacidosis.

Treatment of diabetes consists of increasing blood
insulin by daily injections in order to help the sugar get into
cells, well balanced diet without concentrated sugars,
normaLamounts of exercise, and education of parents and
child' about management of the disorder. Pills to lower
blood sugar have no place in treating juvenile diabetics. The
family and the patient must become familiar with the
testing of urine for sugar and acetone, the administration of
insulin by hypodermic needle, and how to adjust insulin
dosage to keep the urine spillage of sugar and the blood
sugar level within acceptable ranges. They learn how
infection, exercise, and diet can change the insulin require-
ment. As the child grows older he must assume increasing
responsibility for his own care. Fur some children, attend-
ance at a summer camp for diabetic children may aid in this
maturation.

The diabetic child can do everything the normal child
does. There should be no restrictions of activity. With
regard to food, with the exception of sweets, the diabetic
child in most cases should he able to cat the same foods as
the other children. It is a good practice. howeverjo ask the
child's parent or physician what special features there may
be in the child's diet.

Sometimes too much insulin can he administered and
results in the lowering of blood sugar below normal. also
called hypoglycemia. Hypoglycemia causes symptoms such
as fussiness, headache, hunger, drowsiness and inattention,
sweating. and coolness of the skin. liach child shows
symptoms characteristic for himself. Ask the parent to
describe her child's pattern so that you will .know what to
look for. If a teacher notices these symptoms in a diabetic
child, the most immediate treatment is to give sugar-

. containing foods like orange juice, or a piece of candy
followed by a glass of milk and several cookies in graham
crackers. If alter five minutes the child doesn't improve.
contact the doctor or follow whatever plait has been made
for such a situatiim. If the child is not awake. give nothiug

by mouth, lest he choke. Severe and prolonged depression
of the blood sugar causes unconsciousness .and ar+ t. An
injection of glucagon, a hormone which raises blood sugar,
or a dose of sugar by veins will bi ing the blood sugar hack

to not /nal.
The hypoglycemia associated with administered insulin

is known as an insulin reatlion or insulin xlu If it occurs
frequently it may be necessary to adjust his insulin and/qr
diet.

If a diabetic child develops an illness, such as a cold
treat him as you would any other child. The teacher may
want to learn the easy steps for checking the urine for sugar
and acetone, as this may provide useful information for the
parent or physician.

With rare exceptions, once children develop diabetes
they have it permanently. The overall outlook for survival
and for a comfortable life is problematic. The first
generation of treated childhood diabetics is only now in the
adult age group. Many adults with childhood onset of
diabetes which has persisted for as long as IS to 20 years
have developed complications which include kidney disease,
high blood pressure, arteriosclerosis, changes in the blood
vessels of the retina, and cataracts in the lenses of the eyes
(both eye complications interfering with vision).

G. EPILEPSY
An estimated 1.500.000 Americans have epilepsy. While

this figure may not indicate a high probability of encoun-
tering a child with epilepsy in any given Head Start
classroom, it suggests at least that the possibility does exist
and that Head Start staff should know how to deal with an
epileptic seizure.

The first important fact to know about epilepsy is that it
has nothing whatever to do with insanity. Most epileptics
are in other respects normal and healthy. of average or
betterthan-average intelligence. Many great musicians.

writers and thinkers have had epilepsy, but the handicap
did not prevent them from leading richly productive lives.
Persons with epilipsy differ from the rest of us mainly in
their tendency to have sekures. which range in sever ity
from momentary spells of clouded consciousness to the
startling convulsive episodes known asgrand mal. It is grand

mal, in which the person falls unconscious, froths at the
mouth and may turn blue, that aroused superstitious dread
in ancient times and even today may frighten onlookers.
quite unnecvssatily.

In most cases the cause of epilepsy is never known.
except in a general way. It is assumed usually that a brain
injury is to blame. Such an injury may occur in the womb
or at birth. it may come front a had fall or severc blow or it



may he a result of certain infectious diseases. such as
meningitis. to mention one. 111 :my event. it is believed that
a seizure follows when a group of the affected brain cells
for some unknown reason hecomes overactive. 014 a
particular region of the brain 111:1 he involved. of the
overactivity may stall in one region and spread to others or
over the online Nam. Mlle seventy not the senure may
depend on the location 1.r on the extent of the legions
affected.

it is not likely that a plead Start teacher will he the one
to discover epilepsy in a child given to grand ma! seizures.
but it is conceivable that a teacher might he the first to
notice something amiss in a child whose epilepsy so far has
been manifested only in petit .mal or psychowror wizure.
The former is a simple -absence" without any of the
frightening convulsions characteristic of grand mar. While
the person in petit ai seizure does lose consciousness for a
few seconds, he does not fall to the ground or thresh about.
To the onlooker. the only visible sign may he a rhythmic
fluttering of the eyelids. On regaining full consciousness.
the person in petit mal usually resumes doing whatever he
was doing betOre the attack. The episode is so fleeting and

unnoliceah to others that an unaware or unobservant
teacher could mistake it for daydreaming. In psyhomotor
seizure the epiiepnt tends to repeat over and over.some
complex physical movement . chewing or swallowing or
fingering some object or he wanders aimlessly about the
room. These physical actions arc performed in a vacant
manner suggestive of sleepwalking. The attack lasts a
minute or so and is followed by a petiod of confusion
lasting another minute or so. The person hears no call or
command during the attack and has no memory of the
episode. Here again the circumstances are such that an
unhricfed or unobservant teacher could mistake the attack
for classroom mishehavior. It' a teacher does observe
symptoms suggesting Petit ma! or psychomolm seizure but
has no InfOrMation to link the child with epilepsy. she
should. of course, report the incident to the child's parents
and to the appropriate specialist in the Head Start program.

If a child goes into grand mar in the classroom. theme will
he no mistaking the attack for daydreaming cot misbehavior.
The child may Vase brief warning or the impending seitore
but may not. Ile will lose consciousness and fall. toppling

A off a chair if seated. Ile will tighten all his muscles
violently, this muscular rigidity then usually giving way to
convulsive jerking of the arms and lees. The eyes will roll up
and froth appears around the mouth. lie Ilia\ turn very
pale. even blue. Ile may wet or soil himself. There is a
possibility that he will bite his tongue or the inside of his
check.

The grand mal :enure usually lasts only a few minutes.
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Afterward the child will appear to he confused and may
cOmplain of headache. He is likely to seem exhausted and
may fall into deep sleep. Ile will have no memory of the
attack, but in a general way he may give the,appemance of
being embarrassed and deeply disturbed.

Although educated persons Jong since discarded the
ancient superstitions about "fits" and "spells 7. the first
encounter with epileptic seizure does seem to affect most
lay persons with a feeling of helplessness, at least. A
knowledge of several simple facts will ease that feeling and
enable the onlooker to he useful:

I. The Seit.Ure will not last long.
2. The person in seizure is not suffering any pain.
3. Though unconscious and frothing at the mouth, the

person is not going to die and is unlikely to suffer
any serious injury.

4. The onlooker is not going to he hurt unless. in a
mistaken notion of how to be helpful, he puts his
finger in'the person's mouth and is bitten.

The teacher should he aware also that many epileptics
experience the %smiling called aura preceding an attack. A
child may not he able to find words to describe the
sensations. but the aura apparently includes peculiar led-
ings in the stomach region, spots before the eyes. odd
sensations of taste or smell, flashing memories 01 old
events. unusual tensions and anxiety. In the chissioom the
aura may give the teacher time to carry the el ad to a safe
place to lie down during the attack.

Since the epileptic in grand mal is almost sine to fall, the
first step is to try to prevent him from hitting a sbarp edge
or corner and thereby suffering injury. The safest place for
an epileptic in grand mal is on a mattress, soft rug. 01 pile
of blankets or clothing on the floor.

Loosen light clothing, especially at the neck. Wipe away
any froth or saliva around the mouth and nose to aid
[wattling. Old first aid manuals recommend insertion of a
hard object or your ringer between the teeth to keep the
epileptic from biting his tongue, but don't do it. The
violent muscle contractions could damage the child's teeth
against a hard object, and by the same token his teeth could
seriously lacerate your own finger. Don't try to hold the
person down. Restraint will only cause more violent
reaction and lead possibly to wrenched or strained muscles.
If the child is in a safe place, and preferably on a soft
surface. leave him alone until he recovers front the attack.
Placing him on his stomach, with his head tinned toward
the side might he helpful.

The teacher should try to observe closely and to
remember what happens in the early stages of the attack.
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This information will he useful to the specialist in charge of
the case.

As the foregoing descriptions suggest. epileptic seizures
ordinarily do not constitute emergencies in th: medical
sense. There is. however, a rare exception called status
crikliticus that calls tin hospitalization at once. This is a
series of convulsions. one atter anothel. each occurting
before' the victim has fully recovered from the previous
convulsion. The duration and severity of the symptoms will
he unmistakable.

In dealing with a child after a seizure. your attitude and
ma Jet- will be important. The child is likely to he confused
and embarrassed, and the hest comfort you can give is to
assure him quietly that all is well. You should do your best
to'rema*.t calm and to give an appearance of confidence. for
the benefit of the other children as well as the one who has
had the seizure. Your main wish should he to avoid
alarming the children. Assure them that the episode was not
serious and that the child will soon he alt right. this is the
first attack for the child in your classroom. you should have
the parents notified as quickly as possible. They may wish
to call a doctor.

Epilepsy is treated with anticonvulsant drugs, and the
schedules for this medication are fairly rigorous. The
teacher who has an epileptic child under her care should
make doubly sure whether any dosage or dosages arc to be
administered to the child in school !gluts. Since the
doctor's prescriptions may vary with changes in the child's
condition, it would he wise to double check from time to
time to make. sure that you understand what is expected in

.respect to medication.
A child with epilepsy should take a full part in the

normal life of the classroom. The possibility pf a seizure'
should not he an occasion to alter the curriefilum for the
child or to restrain his activities. Subject to contrary
instructions from his physician. the child should he allowed
to participate in most playground sports and games. When a
child is subject to seizares. crossing busy streets and such
activities as, bicycle riding and swimming perhaps do pose
special risks. but 01111111011 SOW will provide sufficient
precautions in avoid accident. The teacher should make an
effort to find out from the child's parents or doctor how
often seizures can he expected to occur. -

The effects of the seizures on a child's classmates will
depend on the attitude and influence of the teacher. As in
dealing with other Handicaps. the teacher's care of a
convulsing child can provide a practical and vivid lesson in
first aid and human relations from which the other children
may benefit.

Children with seizure disorders 'are prone to certain
behavior prohlems. Their attention spans may he short. and
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they may he given to some destructiveness. This sort of
behavior will he more noticeable in younger children. The
anticonvulsant medicines prescribed for children with
seizure disorder! may depress the mental function.
especially if the dosage is heavy. and the teacher should be
aware of this condition. The children may develop severe
anxieties about then condition, and these anxieties may he
accentuated if parents make an elaborate show of conceal-
ing the facts. for this reason, the. --impanionship and
respect of their peers are important to children with
epilepsy, and Mad Start therefore has much to offer them
beyond a foundation for further schooling.

H. HEARING IMPAIRMENT

The child with a severe hearing impairment is handi-
capped in many ways. Speech and language acquisition arc
hindered although with special 'rehabilitation they can
improve. Emotional and behavioral changes arise from the
frustration and loneliness of living in a "dear world.
Regular educational programs depend primarily on verbal
communication so the child with a severe hearing loss
requires special educational efforts. Many deaf children
have normal 1()'s and are bright children. Their ability to
learn is high and this potential capability must be under-
stood if each and every deaf child is to achieve a more
meaningful life.

Hearing tests can he done at any age including birth. By
six to nine months of age reliable tests for each car can
usually be obtained. By three years of age the kind of
hearing loss can he determined. There are two basic kinds
of hearing loss: conductive (due to the ear canal or middle
ear) or sensorineural (due to inner car or auditory nerve).
In conductive hearing losses, a blocking or reduction of
sound reaching the inner cal occurs. Conductive hearing
losses may he due to an absent ear canal (an obvious
deformity), fluid in the middle ear (which can he detected
on an car examination with an otoscopa or to misshapen

or malpositioned hones in the middle car (which can he
detected by an ear operation). Fluid in the middle ear, so
very common in young children, usually gives a milder
hearing loss manifested by "not wanting to hear." the T.V.
tuned loudly. inattentiveness at school. or minor speech
problems. Only rawly does middle ear fluid give a severe

joss but if it does. surgical correction is easily achieved. The
middle ear hone deformities are often associated with
misshapen or prominent outer cars cleft lip and palate, or
other deformities of the head and neck.

In censorincural hearing losses, the most common
reason lin a severe hearing impairment, the auditory nerve
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transmitting sound impulses to the brains; is defective. These
losses may he hereditary or acquned. Hereditary losses may
occur alone or may he associated with other problems such
as white patches of hair in the midforehead area, visual
changes. or thyroid disease. Acquired losses may occur
during pregnancy (from German measles or other viruses).
at the time of delivery glom severe yellow jaundice,
prematurity, or not enough oxygen). or at any time after
birth (from mumps or other viruses, head trauma, or
meningitis). Only some of the time can a precise cause he
determined: more often the reason goes undetected.

heatment for children with severe scnsorineural losses,.
must be flexible so as to provide appropriate stimuli for
each child to respond. hearing aids can be started by nine
months of age often the earlier the hearing aid, the better
the speech patterns. Speech therapy may also utilize lip
reading. sign language. finger spelling, and tactile or visual
stimuli. Parents arc integrated into these programs so they
can reinforce educational programs at home.

Treatment for children with severe conductive loses is
surrical. Fluid can he corrected at any age: middle ear
reconstruction is usually performed between five and ten
years of age. Prior to surgery. a hearing aid and other
educational techniques enumerated above should he used to
provide adequate Waring.

One must be patient and understanding. with deaf
children. Although they cannot speak well, they are not
dumb. Instead. they are often bright, sensitive. and inquisi-
tive children. Talk slowly and loudly. making certain that
They can see your lips while you talk. Seek guidance not
only from pediatricians. ear specialists, audiologists and
speech therapists but also from psychiatrists. social workers
and psychologists.

I. HEART DISEASE
Anodic' handicapping condition that teachers in Head

Start are likely to meet is the child with heart disease. Tlw
description of each one of the conditions that can produce
cardiac disability is beyond the scope of this work. but a
few general words are in order. The heart is a four-
chambered' pump with four valves controlling the flow into
each chamber. Its function is' to pump blood through the
body. The heart can suffer damage in various stages of
development of the individual. Before birth. during preg-
nancy. the development of the heart can suffer alterations
that will ailed its function. For instance, abnormal
immmunications can pet sist between the chambers or the
valves can develop in such a way that complete closing or
opening is prevented. The beau an also he affected after
birth. The most common iiccurrence will he rheumatic

I.
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fever. In this disease the valves are affected after an
infection with a specific micro-organism (streptococcus)
which occurs in a distant part Of the body (for instance, the
throat). As a consequence. one or more-valves can broom;
permakently scarred. The advances in modern surgery have
made possible the correction of many of these defects.

Children with heart disease can behave in different
fashions. A child with mild abnormality and almost no
disability will he indistinguishable from his normal peers.
Other children can have marked diminution in their
tolerance to physical exercise, due to more severe involve-
ment. Another group constitutes the children with a mild
disease but who will be so anxious that they will behave as
if their disability is great; More often than not this is a
direct influence from home and reflects the way parents
*daps themselves to the situation. A child with a heart
disease generally knows his limits. It is not necessary to
restrain him from everyday exercises. Those children whose
tolerance is markedly diminished will need help adjusting to
the situation. They are different from other children, and
cannot participate in all the classroom activities. With your
help, he will he able to recognize his limitations, but at the
same time be able to gain confidence by developing the
skills at which he or she is at his best. By developing his full
potential the child with heart disease, as well as any other
handicapped child, will have a better adjustment to life.

J. MENTAL RETARDATION
Mental retardation means impairment of intellectual

functkm so that a child cannot mental tasks such
as thinking. understanding. and ...onimunicating at his age
level. Ills mental functioning is more like that of a younger
child. The retarded child appears "dull" or "slow." Mental
retardation stems from a poorly functioning brain. In
contrast, a child may have delayed development (for
example in the area of spetch) because of poor hearing.
Although at first glance his speech may be just as behind as
that of a mentally retarded child, this child is not said to be
retarded. Often. but not always. retarded children show
delays in motor development. being slow to stand, walk,
climb. toilet train, etc.

Any injury which can damage the brain can lead to
permanent impairment of brain function and mental
retardation. One cause of injury is an iiifection tit the nidr.
Such an infection can occur prior to the baby's birth (in
Uteri)). as with 47erman measles (Rubella) virus. The ability
of this virus to harm a fetus is the major reason for the
program of immunization against German measles. After
birth, infection of the brain and spinal cord (encephalitis
and meningitis) can cause permanent damage. This danger

Si)
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of brain daniage accounts for the intense concerti which
doctors have about the eails identilleation and treatment
of these infections. Anodic' C.011111k/11 cause of Imam
damage is injury to the brain, as can occur when a child is
hit by a car or is inside a ear involved in a collision.
(Automobile accidents ate a leading cause of death and
disability in children aftel the period of mimics making
%intent the necessity I'm using seat restraints while traveling
in motor vehicles.) Prematurity of birth. which can he
accompanied by a temporarily lowced oxygen supply to
the brain, can he associated with mental retardation and is
of increasing importance in this regard now that modem
techniques permit the saving of many. prematurely horn
babies who would never have survived in years past. Lead
poisoning (a complete') preventable disease which is still
tragically. a problem in the United States) can permanently
damage the brain. genetic defects involving abnormal
chromosomes can result hi the birth of multiply handi-
capped children with disorders such as Down's Syndrome
(previously called Mongolism). In these children the brain is
malformed. winch is reflected in a,general retardation of
development. Chemical disorders like Phenylketonuria
(PKU) can. if untreated. damage the brain. For this reason
all newborns receive blood tests for If the i:ondition is
present, a special diet is begun to prevent the accumulation
of the chemical in the blood responsible for the brain
damage. Probably the leading worldwide cause of mental
retardation is malnutrition. In this country lack of a proper
diet in infancy and childhood undoubtedly plays a role in
children from impverished families. In most children with
mental retardation, no cause can he identified and. accord-
ingly. no preventive measures are asadable. Furthei research
is needed.

In general. there is no correction for the abnormality in
the brain which has caused retardation. Whether a child will
progress depend. on the severity of the brain defect and the
supportiveness of his environment. The rejected chilj will
have little motivation to develop to the maximum of his
capacity. l'he retarded child has the same basic need for
love and understanding as the nut nal child. It is not helpful
to label the child as retarded and then write him off as
someone who is a lust cause. It is milkmant to understand
him as an individual with strengths and weaknesses and a
personality that make him unique. Mining him develop to
his fullest capacity as a person is me overriding goal.

K. SICKLE-CELL ANEMIA
Sickle-cell alle11113 is not genes all) considered a handi-

capping condition. !however. when the anemia is severe. the
child 1113y regime hospitalization. and children with sickle-

cell anemia may ore easily and tend to get infections
frequently. Therefore, it is helpful for the teacher to he
await of some of these factors affecting the child's
adaptation to the program.

Sickle-cell anemia is an inherited disease. primarily
allecting Blacks, in which the red Mood cells flatten out in
the shape of a halt' moon (sickle). These red blood MIS do
not survive in the body as long as do normal cells. (120
days) and form small dots which lead to attacks of pain
and impaired functioning of parts of thebody.. In general.
the production of new red cells cannot keep pace with the
constant removal of the sickled cells, and this imbalanix
accounts for the anemia, which means too few red blood
cells. Sometimes the rate of red blood cell destruction is
markedly increased. At other times the production of new
red cells is temporarily stalled. Both situations increase the
severity of the anemia.

Children with sickle-cell anemia are chronically ill but as
in all diseases, the intensity of symptoms varies from one
child to another and in the same child from one time to
another. Often the child will look normal except for gangly
arms and legs and a yellowish tint (jaundice) to the eyes.
When the child is sick, you may notice easy tiring. paleness
(seen hest in Black children in the nail-beds and inner parts
of the eyelid), susceptibility to infection, attacks of pain
(commonly In the abdpmen and extremities). When the
anemia is severe the child develops shortness of breath and
fatigue, which may require hospitalization. At present there
is no cure for the disease itself, although severe anemia and
painful attacks can be treated.

When the anemia is not severe, children with sickle-cell
anemia require no special precautions by the teacher. They
can he fully active. Treat these children just as you would
normal children.

To have sicklecell 3nemia, the child must inherit the
tendency from both his father and mother. His parents are
said to he carriers of the tendency (trait). H' only one is a
carrier, the child cannot have the disease but may be a
carrier. A carrier does not have symptoms except under
extraordinary circumstances. but a carrier's red blood cells
can be made to sickle under proper lal;$ratory conditions.
Knowing that one is a earner is important information in
terms ()I' having children. One 'night avoid marrying another
carrier and thus avoid the possibility of having affected
children. When two carriers marry. there is a one in four
chance that any given baby will have sickle-cell anemia, a
two in four (one in two) chance of having a child who is a
cartier, and a one in four chance of a child who is neither a
carrier nor sick with the disease.

There is little practical point in knowing whether a child
is a carrier befire the t'productive years except perhaps to
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encourage the parents to have themselves checked. A good
time to check children is in high school. Cal liers are not ill
or at' risk for developing any L.omplications. 1 he informa-

.

tion about the carrier state is useful primarily to guide
decisions about reproduction. There is a danget that pe;ople
may think that thine is something wrong with a child who
is a calmer because ihey do not midel %Lind the dare, mice
between being a Cal iier id having the disease.

L. VISION IMPAIRMENT
Approximately one' child flan'. ten enters schpol with

some sort of visual impairment which in many cases
interferes with his adaptation to and performance in school.
The most. common cause of .correctable decreased vision in
childhood is significant refractive problems. Refractive
problems are those which can be corrected by glasses. The
three types of refractive problems are faisightedness,
nearsightedness. and astigmatism. Sometimes the amount or
defect is greater in one eye than the other. Each can he
corrected with spectacles following ap accurate measure-
ment of the detect. This testing is called a refraction and in
children often requires premedication with eye drops.

Children with excessive farsightedness (hyperopia) have
more difficulty with near than distant vision. Their only
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symptoms may he early fatigue and relative inattention to
near tasks such as writing, reading. workbooks. etc.
Frequently such children become cross-eyed between the
ages of three and five years. This deviation may be very
variable and intermittent. Visual testing may show only a
mild loss of distance vision greater on one side than the
other.
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The nearsighted child may have very blurred distance
vision and see things well that are near. No amount of
effort :xi.-ept narrowing of the lids (squinting) can bring
distant objects into clearer focus. Reading material is held
close. When glasses arc prescribed for significant near
sightedness, children wear them eagerly and often a
noticeable increase in interest in activities can he observed.

Astigmatism is caused by a defect in curvature of the
front of the eye. A small amount of astigmatism may be
present with farsightedness and nearsightedness, or when
excessive it may be the principal problem. It usually causes
mild to moderate degrees of visual impairment causing
symptoms of visual fatigue. Correction is readily achieved
with spectacles.

Another cause of visual impairment in growing children
is strabismus, also known as crossing of the eyes or lazy
eye." This results from imbalance of the .muscles which
move the eyeballs, or from visual defects such as farsighted-
ness in one or both eyes. When crossing occurs, for
whatever reason, unpleasant double vision results. To
prevent this uncomfortable sensation, the child stops using
one eye by suppressing vision in it.'Only one eye is used in
seeing. The act of suppressing vision is familiar to anyone
who has tried to look with one eye through a telescope.
Constantly suppressing vision in an eye is dangerous in that
with time the eye will lose its capacity to see, to the point
of permanent blindness in that eye. Therefore, early
identification and treatment of crossed eyes is of urgent
importance.

Treatment involves correction of the underlying cause of
the crossing, through glasses or through surgery to realign
imhalanced muscles, and reversal of loss of sight in the
suppressed eye by placing a patch on the good eye (the one
doing all the work). Then the child is forced to use the
impaired eye. If treatment is begun early enough, its vision
should improve.

In some children with visual defects, their vision is still
quite defective even after correction. However, these
children arc still able to read print. Children with this type
of problem arc referred to as visually impaired. Visual
impairment way be caused by injury to the unborn child.
or by disease or accident occurring later.

Children with visual impairments may have slower
language development: however, their intelligence and
educational capacity arc substantially the same as other
children's. The major classroom adaptation to be made for
such children is to add training experiences so that the
remaining vision is used, and to help the child use touch
and hearing to supplement his impaired vision. Such
classroom adaptations arc described in the section on ''The
Blind Child.-
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I. Concluding Section

In any Head Start program it may happen that certain
childreu have problems that lead the staff kb &site
additional services beyond what is offered in the classroom.
While all handicap children may experience significant
gains in the Head Star rogram, the classroom intetvention
alone cannot always fu deal with the entire problem. In
such cases it is helpful to know what specialists in speech,
behavior problems or physical problems are availtle in
your community. It is realistic to recognite that a specialist
may provide services that can support the child's classroom
experience in crucial ways.

Deciding when to .refer a child for special services, and
finding out where to turn for help are the first steps in the
process pf obtaining additional assistance. The next step is a
discussion of the stairs observations and suggestions with
the child's parents. In many cases parental cooperation is
what ultimately decides whether or not the child gets the
help he needs. Because the parents' cooperation is essential.
it is relevant here to consider generally thidevelopment of
good relations between staff and parents. It is these good
relations which form the foundation for assisting the child.
In this chapter you will And some suggestions about the
different steps in the process of providing for the child
special assistance beyond the classroom.

A. TALKING WITH PARENTS

Bead Start is only one part of the child's day. Being in
preschool affects the child's family life and his pietal
growth and adjustment. Similarly. what goes on outside a
class. at home. and in tit: ncighho .hood also affects the
child's behavior in Head Start. Thus. for both parent and
teacher even a small aloft toward keeping each other in
formed will always he helpful. And where problems appear.
consultation between teacher and parent becomes crucial.
Within the social service department. tite neighborhood
worker has an important function in preserving a Ilow of
information between parents and teachers.

WHY TALKING TOGETHER IS IMPORTANT
On the teacher's part. simple friendliness can go a long

way to establish good feelings toward Head Start in general.
The child is not the only one who feels that the teacher is
an unknown. slightly threatening authority: parents often
feel that way. too. When a teacher shows she is willing to
hear a parent out. or makes a point of speaking in a friendly
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way. she makes the parent ,feel less outfide of the program.
mote apart of it.

But, of course, it is not just a matter of making patents
feel inure comfortable. Specific information is often
needed. The teacher's daily job is made easier when she is
told about things that are important to the child: 4., that
the parents are going out of town next weekend: that this

. child's newborn brother tc coming home Tuesday: that
Tommy's dog has been lost for two weeks. The child
himself may tell you these things, or he may not. Hut the
teacher can show parents that she's interested in general
fimily news. In the long run, this pays off by helping the
teacher better understand and anticipate the child's reac-
tions. Similarly. things will go more smoothly if the teicher
infinms the parents about things such as the planning of a
special trip, appropriate clothing needs. about the child's
special interests, or problems with which she needs parental
cooperation.

LISTENING TO THE PARENT
There are many different ways in whith parents and

staff may talk together. Regularly planned home visits are
perhaps the most typical way. Here, parents are informed
of the child's general progress in the course of the year. and
the informal atmosphere gives parents the chance to see
teachers as more "human" figures. But other times and
places fin talking together necessarily occur. When parents
deliver and pick up their children, there is a daily
opportunity for some talk. This can be extremely useful.
Thus. especially at the start of the {ram year. it is well
for the teacher to tell parents. -You kniSw. I'd always like
to hear front you if something goes on that you think is im-
portant to Jimmy. It helps me understand him better." Of
course there can he drawbacks if convsrsaiions take. place
in the morning as the program is about to start. Some
patents may want to tell you too much and keep you too
long. You can excuse yourself politely, or if you feel the
parent really needs to talk, suggest another time.* Some
parents will be saying things in front of the child that yo.,
would rather the child didn't hear. You can handle this
situation either by directing the child into some activity or
by asking the parent to wait to talk at another time.- list
despite the occasional drawbacks. much good comes from
letting the parent know his comments arc valued by the
teacher.
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TALKING TO THE PARENT
Sometimes the teacher will find that she wants to know

more allout why a child acts in such and such a way. Or the
teacher will want to tell a parent'about Susie's behavior in
school. Both may be difficult to accomplish, especially if
the child is in trouble. While it is relatively easy to suggest
to a mother that she leave Susie's good coat at home and
dress her in play clothes initead, it is less easy to tell a
mother that Susie is constantly running into the street, or
that James is taking too much satisfaction hurting other
children. Both teacher and parent may have uncomfortable
feelings about discussing such things. The teacher may be
afraid of hurting the mother's feelings or sht may be
reluctant to show, her own uncertainty and distress. The
parent may feel that she is being blamed, or is being called a
bad mother for something her child has done. Such feelings
may nuke a teacher put off talking to a parent. But delay

'doesn't particularly help. k does help if you have managed
to 'create all along the idea that ft is the most natural thing
in the world for parents and teacbets to talk together.

WHEN REFERRAL IS NECESSARY
When really serious problems need to be discussed.

Casual contacts at the classroom door are no longer
sufficient or effective ways to communicate with a parent.
Within the social service department the neighborhood
worker or community aide will need to be informed in
some detail of why the teacher is concerned. In our
experience ordinarily the neighborhood worker or com
munity aide will visit the parents to discuss the child's
problem. In some situations in which there is agreement
that the mother has related more constructively to the
teacher than to the neighborhood worker, the teacher may
be asked to try to persuade mother to consult a health or
child guidance clink about her child's needs.

Usually, though not always. it is easier for the mother to
follow through on recommendations for referral from the
neighborhood worker or teacher when the problem is a
physical rather than a behavioral one. What is usually
needed is an account of the teacher's observations of the
child's physical problem and information about an appro-
priate resource for help. One needs to be sure the mother
knows how to get to the clinic that is recommended and
how to make an appointment if one is necessary. Usually a
followUp visit or phone call is helpful, both to know
whether mother succeeded in getting the child seen at the
clinic. and whether the clinic recommendations included
anything that should he done for the child while he is at
!lead Start.

111 Sollle exceptional instances when a mother is so

frightened that she denies her child's signs of illness or
when the issue of general neglect is involved, then it may be
difficult for the mother to follow the staff reimmenda-
lions. But if facilities are genuinely seadabk for the child
and their cost is not too much. of a burden, parents will
usually be able to follow through on a child's physical
problem.

When the child's problem is an emotional or behavioral
one, the process of referral may be . more difficult;
nevertheless, there arc certain situations when ad Start
staff will need to consider referral and to deci together
how to try to get the parents tit accept it. have listed
below sonic of the kinds of behaviors tha 01 usually alert
teachers and the social service staff to the need for referral
for. evaluation at a child guidance clinic or hospital.

WHEN TO CONSIDER REFERRAL FOR EMOTIONAL
OR BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS

I. When any of the following behaviors have been
evident repeatedly over an extended period of time (2.3
months). Most of these behaviors have been discussed in
more detail in chapters indicated.

11 Markedly withdrawn, nonsocial attitude (Chapter
V)

O Lack of speech (Chapter III)
O Rep.lated aggressive or destructive behavior (Chapter

V)
O Markedly immature behavior: i.e.. crawling, crying,

clinging (Chapter V)
O Self hurting behavior (Chapter V)
O Running away from center, into streets (Chapter II)
O Noticeable confusion in thinking (Chapter III)
O Strange. unusual behavior (Chapter V)
O Suspected retardation (Chapter IV)
O Suspected child abuse (Chapter V)
O Severe preccptual.motor difficulties (Chapter III)

2. Single dramatic behaviors warrant communication
with the family and may warrant referral:

O Seitures, fainting (Chapter VI)
O Running away from center, dangerously in front of

cars (Chapter V)
O Child's saying he is planning to run away. do

something dangerous (Chapter V)
O Severely aggressive or destructive behavior to others

or self (Chapter V)

SUGGESTIONS ABOUT THE PROCESS OF REFERRAL
Naturally, before speaking to parents you need to have

clearly in mind why you feel referral is advisable, and where
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you feel parents should turn. (See local resources listing.)
Then, in communicating this iiiiimatkin to parents. hear
in mind that this may be extremely frightening or upsetting
news. Parents will tend to .ltefr only one thing: "You're
saying he's had and we're bad:TThis kind of feeling may hi
tanned if:

I. Staff takes the time to lead up gradually to the
business of referral. If possible, do not introduce referral at
your first discussion of the child's behavior. This is not only
to avoid hurt feelings. A parent Who feels too shocked or
guilty will be less able to follow through on your advice.
Giving the parent time to get used to the idea of a problem
will help the parentactually carry out your suggestions.

2. Describe exactly wbahas been observed in (lead
Start and explain why staff I concerned. BE SPECIFIC.
Ask if parents have seen the same thing at home. Encourage
them to talk friely about it.

3. Say That you know the parents feel upset about this
but empkasize that it is -a question of help. not of
anybody's having done anything wrong..

4. Make youi suggestions very clear. Write out any
information you have to give about agencies.

S. Before ending the discussion, plan for another time
to talk, even briefly. about what is being done.

Not every parent will take the suggestions about referral
at the time they are given. Parents of young children
naturally would like to think the child will "grow out of
it." When the problem is a very severe one, the lkad Start
staff will be especially concerned in repeated contacts with
the parents to emphasize the value of early intervention.

B. WHERE TO TURN FOR HELP

When the teacher and the social service worker have
decided that a child has n& responded well to the usual
classroom procedures, it is advisable to seek help from an
appropriate social service agency, hospital, or health facility
in your community.. The person to turn to first is your
Head Start Social Service Coordinator at the grantee level.
He (or she) is familiar with the local resources and can
direct yoil to the proper agency or clinic. This person can
also help you make the initial contact. Here are some
examples of the types of resources to which you may be
referred. In a small town rural area a possible resource for
referral of handicapped children is the State Welfare
Departthent. In a large town or city the United Community
Services will usually be able to refer you to the resources
you need.

One or more of the following services, if available in you
area, is likely to he able to provide actual evaluation,
diagposis. and /or treatment. as needed:
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GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES
Community I lospital
WellBaby Clinics
Public.ilealth Clinics
Child Development Clinics
Neighborhood health Clinics

SPECIALIZED CLINICS
Eye Clinics
Speich and Dearing Clinics
Orthopedic Clinics
Rehabilitation Centers

MENTAL HEALTH CENTERS
Community MentalHealth Centers
Child Guidance Clinics

COMMUNITY CENTER SERVICES
Community Action Agencies
Community Welfare Councils
Welfare Offices
Neighborhood Centers

J

If specialized resources are not available locally. you
may need to turn to national organizations. Many of these
have local chapters, so .check your phone book before
contacting the national office.

.
GENERAL RESOURCES (Agencies that will act as general

referral resources for the evaluation, diagnosis, and
treatment of the special child)

Organization

American Academy of Pcdiatiics
1081.1linman Avenue
Evanston, Illinois 60204

Child Welfare League of America. Inc.
67 Irving Place
New York, New York
212 2547410

("riser Look
Box 1492
Washington. D.C. 20012

(Closer Look acts as a good resource. It will send you
L....information about services in your area that provide care

for the special child.)
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.ThiCouncil for Exceptional Children
1411 S. Jeffetson Davis Ilighway
Arlington, Virginia 22201
7,03 521.8820

National Association of State Directoks of Special .Edu-.cfion ..

c/o- 13r. Elwood Pace
Division of Special Education
State Dbpartment of Education
Sabi Lake City, Utah 84111

.Office of Education
Bateau of Education for the Handicapped

Seventh and D Streets, S.W.
Washington. D.C. 20202

BLINDNESS AND VISUAL PROBLEMS

American Foundation for the Blind
15 West 16th Street
New York, New York 10011.

American Printing House for the Blind
1839 Frankfort Avenue
Louisville, Kentucky 40206
502 895.2405

American Association of Workers for the Blind. Inc.
1511 K Street, N.W.
Suite 637
Washington. D.C. 20005
202 347.1559

(Publishes braille books for blind and partially see-
ing Braille music. talking books, educational ma-
terials Write to them for a listing of materials)

Library of Congress
Division for the Blind and Physically Handicapped

1291 Taylor Street. N.W.
Washington. U.C. 20542
202 882.5500

(National reference and referral service)

CEREBRAL PALSY

American Academy for Cerebral Pillsy
University Hospital School
Iowa City. Iowa 52240
319 3534825

United Cerebral Pally Association, Inc.
66 East 34th Street
New YorIb. Jew York 10016
212 889.665

CYSTIC FIBR

Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.
202 East 44th Street
New York. New York 10017

DEAFNESS, HARD OF HEARINd. LANGUAGE DIF-
FICULTIES

Alexander Graham Bell Association for the Leaf, Inc.
317 Volta Place
Washington, D.C. 20007
202 337.5220

The American Speech and Hearing Association
9030 Old Georgetown Road
Washingtont D.C. 20014
301 530.3400

National Association of the Deaf
814 Thayer Avenue
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
301 587-1788

Council of Organizations Serving Deaf
4201 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20014
202 360.5611

National Association of Hearing and Speech Agencies
919 18th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20014
202 295.3844

EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS. LEARNING DISABILITIES,
MENTAL RETARDATION

The American Association of Psychiatric Services
for Children

1701 18th Street. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009
202 .432-7071

American Ilumane Association, Children's Division
P.O. Box 1266
Denver. Colorado 80201

(A national organization that will icier you to local
aftdiated services.)
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American Psychiatric Association
1700 18th Street N.W.
Washington. D.C. 2000
202 232.7878

Association for Children with Learning Disabilities
2200 Brownsville Road
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15210
412 882.5201

Family Service Association of America (Mental Health
Problems)

44 East 23rd Street
New York, New York 10010
212 674-6100

League for Emotionally Disturbed Children
171 Madison Avenue
New York. New York 10017

.f

The National Association kr Mental Health, Inc.
Box 610
Lawrence, Kansas
913 842-1909

The National Association of Coordinators of State Pro-
grams for the Mentally Retarded

Suite 802
Crystal City Plaza #1
2001 Jefferson Davis Highway
Arlington, Virginia 22202
703 920-0700

National Society for Autistic Children
621 Central Avenue
Albany. New York 12206

President's Committee on Mental Retardation
Washington, D.C. 20201
202 963.5819

'EPILEPSY

Epilepsy Foundation of America
1828 L Street. N.W.
Suite 406
Washington. D.C. 20036

National Epilepsy League, Inc.
222 North Michigan Avenue
Fifth Floor
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C` leas°, Illinois 60612
312 332.6888

United Epilepsy Association, Inc.
111 West 57th Street
New York. New York 10019

PHYSICAL DISABILITIES

American Physical Therapy Association
1156 15th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
202 466-2070

Association for the Aid of Crippled Children
345 East 46th Street
New York, New York 10017
212 697.3150

Library of Congress
Division for the mind and Physically Handicapped

1291 Taylor Street, NAV.
Washington, D.C. 20542
202 882-5500

(National reference and referral service)

Muscular Dystrophy Association of America, Inc.
1790 Broadway
New York, New York 10019
212 586-0808

The National Easter Seal Society for Crippled Children and
Adults

2023 West Ogden Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60612
312 243.8400

The National Foundation March of Dimes
P.O. Box 2000
White Plains, New York 10602
914 428.7100

National Multiple Sclerosis Society
257 Park Avenue South
New York. New York 10010
212 674.4100

National Paraplegia Foundation
333 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60601
312 346-4779
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Appendix I

MATERIALS AND IDEAS

Every year when Head Start teachers set up their
classrooms and plan their programs, the task of ordering
and collecting supplies must be undertaken. But before you
draw up lists and submit orders, there are some important
questions to be answered:

I. How many children wilt you have in yourdass?.
2. What supplies now in stock are in good working

condition?
3. What can be restored to usefulness with new paint or

simple repairs?
4. What useful material can you get free?
5. What children with special needs will be in your

class?

6. Will these children require special spatial or me-
chanical accommodations?

7. What area in your classroom needs the most rethink-
ing and refurbishing?

8. Is there some entirely new concept or plan you'd like
to try in the arrangement of your classroom?

9. Is there a new aspect of your progiam you'd like to
develop?

In order to plan realistically you will have to know how
much money is set aside in your budget for equipment and
supplies. Ask your supervisor or progiam director to show
you a copy of your budget. Budgetsiare generally broken
down into two ,categories: equipment and supplies. The
item "equipment" usually covers standrd permanent furni-
ture and toys. Tricycles, easels and dolls are some things
that might go under that category the item "supplies"
includes expendable materials which need to be ordered
every year: magic markers, paper and logo games.

Your wants and needs are likely to exceed the amount
you have to spend. You will have to decide what you need
most. Look for materials that are versatile and durable, and
can be put to uses that will have beneficial results for the
development of the whole child.

The Tollowing is a list of materials which are beneficial
for all children, including children with special needs. You
will see that many of them will already be fOund in your
classrooms. Some can he scrounged. some can b6 improvised
or homemade and others will have to be boug,ht. The list
has been broken down into curriculum areas. with specific

sugtestions for skill-building and concept-formation with
handicapped children.

I. Gross Motor Aitivitiek - for children who have
trouble with lar0 muscle acti ities, coordination and
body awareness./

I. Irish Mail / Ride-on toy operated by arm lever;
good for a child who can't pedal, but wants to
ride around. This toy teaches the difference
between' pushing and pulling and develops arm
muscles.

2. Platforms on wheels - Lying tummy down and
moving with arms.

3. Inchworms* - Good for developing leg move-
ment for a child who may have moderate impair-
ment.

4. Kray Car, Wiklrider Hand-operated cars;
good for the child who can't operate foot pedals.

5. Scooter ear - Tot bikes (these are like tricyles
but they have no pedals), velocipedes; good as a
trainer for tricycle riding. Children do not need
reciprocal motion to ride these.

6. Rig Wheels* - Children prefer these to tricycles
because of their style and color. They have a
broad base, are practically indestructible.

7. Metal ride -in cars Like fire engines, trucks. etc.
; Good exercise for developing leg muscles; high
sides help children with balance problems.

8. Rocking horse Good for the. unsteady child or
the child who can't walk; develops arm and leg
muscles.

9. Rocking boat Two or more children kwe to
rock back and forth in these boats; can be tipped
over and used as stairs.

.10. Sticks with horse heads These horses are fun to
ride; a child can walk, trot. or run with them.

I I. Rubber belt swings These swings are easier to
keep your balance on than the flat metal swings.

12. Oiair swings Good for a child who doesn't have
as much gross motor control as his peers. Even if

*denotes commercial name.
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he can't pump'. he can be pushed and swing like
the rest of his classmates. Because of the bar
across the front and the high back, children with
balance problems cannot fall out.
Double swing Operated by two people with
hands and feet; good exercise for pushing and
pulling; a nice lesson in cooperation.
Jumbo awdboard or wooden blocks For carry-
ing around and building.

15. large eanlboard tubes Good for crawling
through. rolling on. and sliding.

lb. Old large wire spools These are for rolling and
rolling on. You can get these from electrical
wiring companies and telephone companies.

17. Tires - Good for climbing on. jumping on and
throwing things into: sometimes children use
them for trucks or gas station play. Can be used
as a swing.

18. Blow-up knockdown toys - Can be fixed with
tire patching kit; fun to roll on. roll and knock
down because they keep popping back "p (e.g..
Hobos. Bozos)

lg. Sandbox Kids who can't walk or who are
unsteady can play just like any other child when
they're in the sandbox. There arc so many things
to do with sand: digging, sifting, pouring. malting
roads and castles.

20. Child-size snow shovels Good for developing
arm muscles, encouraging dramatic play and

gardening.
21. Large beach balls For rolling, throwing and

catching.
Clutch balls Balls with ridges for grabbing;
easier to hold than hard balls: soft . cozy. fun to
throw, safe in a classroom.

23. Neff Balls* Easy to hold and throw; they're
lightweight and spongy.

24. Bean bags Good for throwing at a target.
25. Walking board and sawhorse Keep it adjusted

either flat or very low; fun to walk on; helps child
improve balance and gross motor coordination.

26. Stepping stones Place cardboard squares on
floor to teach balance, gross motor coordination.

27. large appliance cartons For crawling around in
and building with.

2$. Carriages. wttgons, grocery ants Filled with
some type of weights; for a child who is unsteady
or needs crutches, pushing a wagon is fun.

29 Carpet sweeper. wheelbarrow If your classroom
isn't big enough. use outside.

30. Large trucks Can be ridden or manipulated by
hand while lying or sitting on the floor.

31. Rove toys Cardboard blocks, trucks, rubber or
plastic or wooden dolls, rocking boat, interlock-
ing wooden trains, hardwood unit blocks, step-
ping stones, balance beam, tumbling mats, water
play trough; allow children gross motor activity
within the classroom; help them to bakince
themselves and coordinate gross motor move-
ments.

II. Fine Motor Problems, Perceptual Motor Problems

1. Lego Jumbo*brieks Simple, large construction
toys with easy interlock; Jumbo Legos are easy to
manipulate. The child who has problems with
manual dexterity will be able to build structures
that he couldn't build with smaller blocks.

2. Large nuts and screws It's fun to be just like
adults who work with tools. And. these large nuts
and screws develop hand movements such as

ing and grasping; they also help with size and
shape discrimination and matching. Can get real
ones at hardware store or plastic ones .designed
especially for children.

3. Magnets - Can be used for many different things.
Spread out all kinds of Items on the table and see
what magnets can and can't pick up. Magnets are
a fun introduction to science.

4. Play Plaxt play rings Colorful almost inde-
structible building toy good for fine motor and
perceptual motor practice.

5. Shapers* More pliable and different shapes;
these are good in a manner similar to Legos.

6. Small Lego* Children enjoy building with any
of these materials. In order to use them, the child
has to figure out how the pieces interlock. His
coordination and creativity In building different
structures come into play with this activity.

7. Large pegboards At least 10* by 10" with 2*

pegs; good for manual dexterity, counting pat-
terns, construction; large beads or elastics are fun
to put over the pegs.

8. One or two piece puzzles For beginning shape
discrimination.

9. Puzzles with knobs These are toys for a child
who has fine motor problems. They develop small
hand, forearm, and finger muscles.

10. Large dominoes designed for children.
11: Snap together beads (large pop-it beads) Fun to
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make: children enjoy wearing these heads as
bracelets and necklaces.

12. Stacking toys These toys lit one inside the
other; they teach the concept of size as well as
improving manual dexterity and balance.

13. Lame tops Fun to spin, they teach rotary
motion and develop arm muscles.

14. Cbthes pins For dropping into milk bottle;
teaches aim, counting, taking turns; good rainy
day activity.

15. Threading block* A wooden block with holes
in it and an attached lace. Good for improving
manual coordination and learning in, out, around
and through.

lb. Busy box A simple manipulation toy with
various gadgets which are moved by hand. Very
young children, retarded children and children
with control problems seem particularly attracted
to it.

17. Button board Helps a child with fine motor or
perceptual motor problems develop self-help
skills. Good for retarded children too.

18. Jumbo gear board -- These toys can be either wall
or lap boards in order to allow the child who has
motor problems access to them. They help
strengthen fine motor skills and teach a continu-
ous turning motion.

19. Wall or table geoboards String or rubber bands
around the nails to make design or shapes.

20. Iiirterpla items Straws, bubble pipes. short
ends of hose. cups (not metal): squeeze bottles.
things that float, toy boats, bathtub toys. rubber
dolls. plastic dishes from housekeeping corner.
doll clothes. sponges. Waterplay can range from
floating a lightweight toy on water to washing
plastic dishes. Children learn about weight and
mass. Also simple manual skills like squeezing and
grasping are developed. Needs some supervision
but it is a worthwhile activity.

21. Corn meal In small dishpans: a good tactile
experience. Can be used for shifting, measuring,
pouring, spooning. stirring.
Salt Same uses as.corn meal.

23. Jack-in-the-box. The child is rewarded for turn-
ing the crank because jack pops up.

24. Pounding benches Helps the child develop man-
ual skills. For aggressive children it's a good outlet
for frustration. Teaches top from bottom and
concept of turning over.

25. Tracing Helps the child develop eye-hand co-
ordination.

11.

26. Stencils Not c) h..: considered as an aft media
but good for perceptual motor training and
learning to direct a pencil.

17. Stickers Pictures with gummed backs for past-
ing; can he used on a plain piece of paper for
perceptual motor training, or task may be nude
-more difficult by having child stick sticker in
outline.

28. Large beads and strings .with shoelace ends
These heads should be bright and colorful to be
attractive. They're easy to string for most child-
ren and just perfect for helping to improve the
dexterity of those children with fine motor
problems. It introduces names of colors. Children
love to wear the beads as necklaces and bracelets.

III. Art Activities

1. Crayon and stick For .children who can't grasp
at all. Attach crayon to stick and stick to child's
hand. This enables the child to express his
creativity as well as participate in the same
activity as the rest of the class.

2. Sponge paint Cut the sponge into small, handy
pieces. Easier to.grasp than potato prints or paint
brushes, sponge painting is a good creative experi-
ence for a child.

3. Brush painting Use 54" to It" stiff brushes for
children with manual dexterity problems.

4. Painting with feet Good tactile experience for
children who cannot grasp.

5. Finger painting For the child who has fine
motor problems..finger painting is special fun. It's
all right to make a mess and every creation is a
unique painting.

6. Shaving cream Can be used d directly on the
table for finger painting.

7. Large chalk, magic markers and crayons Easy
to grasp; for a child whose fine motor coordina-
tion needs improving, these laige art tools are
very helpful.

8. Tearing collage - Children use different pictures
to make a picture of their own. The child works
on tearing, glucing and placing his materials to
design a picture. Tearing is easier than cutting and
a good exercise.

9, Owing Teaches motor skill. It is a perceptual
motor task involving aim, directionality, and
continual motion.

10. Glaring Almost anything is fun to glue to-
gether. We have included a sample "Beautiful
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Junk" list which one might send to parents in
order to obtain Owing materials. (See section
VII of Appendix 1.)

11. Glueing large objects, 3 -D sculpture Large ob-
jects are more easily manipulated than smaller
items. Using large objects in art for children with
fine motor problems allows them both to he
creative and improve manual skills such as grasp-
ing. placing objects, and glucing.

12. Rigatoni Large macaroni; can he strung on
shoelace-end strings and/or glued to a piece of
paper to make a collage. This medium can he used
to develop fine motor dexterity. Rigatoni can also
he used for work with numbers.

13. Qay (modeling clay, grey potter's clay) Even

for children with severe tine motor problems. this
is a very good expressive medium. All children
enjoy and are able to pound. squeeze, and roll the
clay. It's good for helping children release ten-
si.. There is never any failure involved; each
child creates something on his own level.

14. Pky dough Recipe: .3 cups flour
1 cup sal
water to mix

I S. Paper bag puppets The child enjoys using pup-
pets he makes. The child learns body awareness
by having to properly order facial arrangement.
kLinual skills of cutting, pasting, and/or drawing
are also developed through this medium. A great
way of getting a child to verbalize and act out his
feelings. Puppets can he made from paper plates
too.

IV.. Language .Activities For language-deprived children
and children with expressive problems.
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1. Field trips I) Prepare child before the trip. 2)
discuss afterwards (use experience charts). Field
trips take lots of thought and planning. Discussing
where you are going and what you will see always
helps to prepare children. Transportation to and
from the trip should be mentioned too, he it
walking or driving. Follow-up with the children
helps to, reinforce what they did and saw.
Experience charts, make everyone feel that their
impressions of the trip arc important. Constitutes
a reading readiness activity. This is a good way to
involve parents in your program. Bring them
along to help you supervise.

2. Aeighborhood walks With folloss -up language
activity. Then walks encourage children to oh-

V

serve their immediate. environment and then talk
about what they saw.

3. Smelling bags Put perfume. coffee, lemon peel
orange rind, cotton soaked with vanilla or almond
extract, for example. in a small container and let
the children discuss the differences between
aromas.

4. reeling boxes Shoe boxes filled with many
different objects; old pieces of cotton, velvet, fur
or corduroy, piece of sandpaper. button, foam
rubbcr, rocks, feathers. Let children discuss the
differences between textures.

S. Doctor's kit Used by children, a doctor's kit
teaches about health and promotes peer interac-
tion. It lessens the fear of going for a check-up
and reinforces the concept of community
helpers. For a child who is being hospitalized or
was recently hospitalized. it reduces the anxiety
he feels, and gives him a chance to express his
experiences through dramatic play.

6. Nonsense rhymes and simple rhyming games
Rhyming promotes auditory discrimination and
the basis for a later enjoyment of literature.

7. Category games Q: going to the zoo, what
would I see? A: Market. beach, playground. farm.
Reinforce field trip experiences, increase vocabu-
lary, and develop the concept of-classification.

8. Impromptu characterizatkm of children's stories
e.g. Three Bears, Caps for Sale, Billy Goats

Gruff. Children have a chance to act out stories
they've already heard. This dramatization is a
combination of .:verbalization. listening, self-

expression and social awareness.
Dress -up clothes Children enjoy tole-play as
grownups or other children. This reinforces
concepts of family and community constellations

(i.e.. fireman, policeman, doctor. mailman). Pro-

motes socialization.
10. Housekeeping corner Broom, carpetsweeper,

child-size table and chair. plastic dishes, pots and
pans. doll bed. dress-up clothes, mirror, toy
appliances (nice kr you can afford them: hut don't
forget they can he homemade too. Save empty
food tiartons and cans so kids can cook and serve
with them), kitchen utensils. This corner is good
for dressup and other kinds of dramatic play. It
encourages verbal interaction between childi en.

11. Guessing games Enhance creative ideas. proh-
leth-solving and verbal-interaction.

I 2. Tekplou.s. toy or real Check with your phone
company and see what they will lend or donate.

9.
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Develops conversational skills. social skills, and
number identification.

13. name/ boards When working on their own.
children enjoy using flannel boards to make up
stories. When working with the teacher, various
concepts can he introduced or reinforced (i.e..
family, nutrition, numbers and science).

14. Picture file Magazine pictures andior teaching
pictures; gives children a chance to make up their
own stories thereby developing their imaginative

, and verbal abilities.
IS. Loth, Teaches the child -to match visually.

visually associate, and identify objCcts.
16. Show and Tell Gives each child a chance to tell

something important about himself. This activity
is an ituroduction to speaking in front of a group.

17. Puppets It you don't have puppets you can
draw a face with a pen on a child's thumb. Start a
conversation. Children often find it easier to
express themselves through the puppet than
speaking directly to you.

18. Doll houses Children like to play make-believe
with their friends. Dolls and doll house activities
help the child express his emotions through
imaginative play and reinforce the child's familiar
concept.

141. Records I ) game records (e.g.. Going to the
Zoo) Children pretend they are different
characters.

21 story records Children listen and are atten-
tive to these stories.

3) music teaches rhythm. songs: enhances audi-
tory discrimination and word bidding.

20. Photographs of the children Reinforces the
child's self-concept; promotes verbalization.

21. looks Assist in developing attention span,
teach children new concepts. Being positive while
reading to the class helps make children want to
he able to read by themselves. Here are a few
suggestions for reading to preschool children:

Children like hooks with lots of pictures
and few words. Hold the hook at an angle
that Alows all children to see the pictures.
Read the hook by yourself first so you
know the story. Let the children tell you
Mot they see in the pictures and what they
think is going to happen next.

27..eGuessing common noises Children close Own
eyes while teacher of another child turns on
radio. rings hell. sneezes, snores. makes train

noises, animal noises. Helps develop auditory
discrimination and :.-entification of sounds.

23. ithisper games Children learn to differentiate
voice pitches and interpret what they hear.

24. rerhal sequence I) Someone starts a story,
stops and the next child continues the story. 2)
Experience chart which sequences field trip activi-
ties. 3) I must go downtown 4) Song: Aichen
Drum.Pld MacDonald Had a Farm, Farmer in the
Dell, B-I-N-G-0. Ten Little Indians, Where is
Thumbkin?, Head Shoulders Knees and Toes,
honey Weency Spider, I'm a Little Teapot. Help
children organize thoughts and verbalize them in
proper sequence.

V. Activities Which Promote Intellectual Development

I . Matching Dominoes, simple' concentration,
Lotto, fit a space, Candyland, Winnie the Pooh,
match-mates (alphabetized and numerical puzzle
cards). parquetry design cards and blocks. 1"
cubes and 1" cube design cards.

2. Sorting Beans, peas, macaroni, etc.; colored
beads, shape blocks; baseball' cards; pictures;
graded, cylinder blocks; poker chips; mailboxes;
sorting hoards; flannel boards; magnetic hoards;
colorforms; picture Lotto; geometric sorting
board. Develops 2bility to classify objects and
recognize similarities and differences, and begin
to learn number concepts.

3. Position in spare Simon Says, Follow the Lead-
er. Go In and Out the Window. Giant Steps.
Help the child develop body awareness, directions
(e.g., up, down. left. right), his relationship to
environment while participating in a peer group
act ivity.'

4. Sequence activities Visual discrimination. Car-,
mon strip puzzles (put in order), follow the dots
(1-5), cuisenaire rods (in order from smallest to
largest). stack rings. Kitty in The keg, sequence
cards, colorforms, counter cards, geometric
puzzles, form puzzles, Montessori inserts. static
toys, shape inserts. These reading readiness activi-
ties help the child learn to discriminate differ-
ences of attributes, social awareness of proper
sequences.

5.- Shape sorting box or Playskool mail box.
6. Counting activities Counting. ordering, number

names, and one-16-one correspondence.

VI. Cooking These simple cooking activities are fun and
easy. They allow the children in your class a chance to
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learn about what they eat, how different foods arc.
made, and what's good tot them. Conking also helps
improve language skills, fine motor coordination and
various number concepts.

1. Sandwiches Spreading and cutting arc good
developmental skills. Children love making sand-
wiches.

Chombite milk Pouring, measuring and stirring
are all skills that can he developed through
making this.

3. Jell Helps understanding of transformation.
Changes from warm liquid to solid right before
your vet)/ eyes. Making it involves careful pouring
which helps coordination.

4. .Pudding Quick and easy. Stirring the pudding
over a low flame brings about a gradual change in
its consistency.

5. Frozen Mires Needs t1 be shaken and children
like doing it.

6. Alprorn - Easy to make and children like the
popping noise of jibe- kernels. The kernels are
changed from small, yellow, dried seeds to large.
white popped corn.

7. Lemonade Squeezing lemons to make lemon
juice helps to develop manual strength and
coordinat ion .

8. Fruit salad Children enjoy cutting up all kinds
of fruit and mixing them together. This activity
helps your class learn the names of different
goods as well as how to cut various fruits.

9. Sutter Heavy cream in a jar with lid and shake.
10. nipped cream Just shake heavy cream in a jar

or use an egg beater with some heavy cream and
add a little sugar, maybe some vanilla and you
have a great topping for cakes. jell°, practically
anything. Shaking involves grasping, wrist and/or
arm movements. Egg beaters also require wrist
movements and grasping.

I I . Applesauce Peel and core apples, cut them up
and cover them with water. Your class will enjoy
cutting the ap: les, stirring the sauce and eating
the end result of their work. Through this activity
they will also improve their manual skills.

I Tuna fish salad An easy. fast cold dish. It
involves cutting up vegetables (i.e., cvlery), mea
suring and mixing.

13. /lard - boiled ens Easy, to make. Children enjoy
learning the difference between liquid and solid
eggs. Peeling these eggs also helps enhance the

child's manual coordination.

14. Vegetable soup Beer or chicken broth with'.
cut-up vegetables; children learn the names of
vegetables that they eat. It's fun to intro:,
new foods through class cooking projects.

I S. Scrambkvi eggs Children like cracking the eggs.
pouring. stirring and eating them.

16, Complex aklking activities The following ate a
little more complex than the others. Because of
this, these activitiel require the teacher to take a
more active role and provide more equipment.
These recipes involve meastwint pouring, mixing.
kneading (bread), cookie cutters (Christmas
cookies), and decorating.
Birthday cakes
Jimmies (sprinkles, shots) - for decorating cakes

and cookies
Cookie dough
Bread dough
Christmas cookies
French toast
Pancakes

VII. Beautiful Junk Most of these items can be tound
around the house and are useful in your Head Start
classroom for collage, storing equipment. and adding
to ihe housekeeping corner. Circulating a list helps
parents take a more active part in Head Start and
increases your classroom supplies.
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empty boxes shoe boxes any type
paper towel or tissue
old ribbons
cookiebox paper and trays
egg boxes
plastic spools from cameras
containers that slide and move
wrapping paper
cereal boxes
milk or juice containers
cloth
soup cans and other cans
nails.and wood scraps
bottle tops
plastic bottles
sponges

hair rollers
baby food jars and tops
cotton
plastic or paper straws
pupsicie sticks



plastic containers
thread spook
old socks
paper bags 4

dried beans or peas

food coloring
alutn:lum foil
cardboard

'magazines
newspaper

cigarette packages
margarine containers
wallpaper scraps
buttons
string
toothpicks
fruit or meat trays
clothes hangers
corks

old sheels, table cloths
artificial flowers
old clothes
pine cones
birch bark
clothes pins
old telephones
egg beaters
beads, sequins
shells, pebbles
broken crayons
wheels
keys
plastic spoons and forks
sandpaper
wallpaper paste
tonic, beer crates
carpet scraps

funnels. measuring cups
squeeze or squirt bottles
pill containers
floor tiles
pieces of screen
tongue depressors
yarn
candles
zippers
sand

pieces of rope
picture frames
old pocket balls
old clocks
old jewelry
seeds

burlap
shoelaces

VIII. Children's Books The following books, designed to
be read to preschool children, deal with differences
between children, problems which occur during the
course of normal development, birth of a new sibling.
hospital visits. These are an enjoyable and subtle way
to open discussions about particular problems that
arise during the Head Start year.

A. Rooks that deal with normal problems and stumbl-
ing blocks of development

Berger, Terry. l Have Feelings. New York: Be-
havior al Publications. 1974.

Seventeen different feelings, each depicted by a
specific situation. am explained by the author.

Fischer. Hans. Pitschi. New York: Harcourt. Brace
and World, Inc.. 1953.

Pitschi, a curious kitten who kings to he
something else besides a kitten, learns that lie
does enjoy being a kitten after all.

Switter. Dr. Robert. Dr. J. Cotter Hirschberg. and
Jane Werner Watson. The Golden Press Read To-
gether Rooks for Parents and Children. New York:
Golden Press.

1. Friend the Doctor
2. My Friend the Dentist
3. My Body Ilow it Works

4. My Friend the Babysitter
5. took At Me Now
6. Sometimes I'm Jealous
7. Sometimes I'm Afraid
8. Sometimes I'm Angry

These books are designed to help parents and
preschool children understand and overcome
normal derklopmental problems and emotions
encountered by most children. The series,
although intended for parents and children, can
be quite useful for classroom reading and
discussion as well.

B. Books about differences between children

Beim. Jerold. The Smallest Boy in the Class.
William Morrow & CO., 1951.

The smallest boy in the class learns that other
things beside site are important.

Ericcson. Mary K. About Glasses for Gladys.
Melmont 1962.

Children make fun of the way Gladys reads and
writes until one day she gets glasses.

Ginsburg. Mirra (illustrated by Jose and Ariane
Aruego). The Chick and the Duckling. New York:
the Macmillan ('o.. 1972.
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Newly hatched, a chick and a duckling explore
the world. they soon find out that what one
can do is not necessarily what the other can do
too.

Green. Mary. is It Hard? Is It ittny New Yi,rk:
William R. Scott, Inc., 1960.

A boy and girl discover that different things are
hard and easy.

Krasilovsky, Phyllis (illustrated by Ninon). The
Very Little &v. Doubleday and Co.. 1962.

The very little boy finds that although he is
little he can be accepted.

Krasilovsky, Phyllis (illustrated by ("tie). The Very
Tall i;irl. Garden City. New York: Doubleday and
Co.. 1969.

The author gives a charming account of a little
girl who is taller than her friends.

Kraus, Robert. Leo the late Bloomer. New York:
Windmill Books. 1971.

Leo the lion takes longer than his friends to do
things until one day he catches up to their
faster pace.

Ronnei. Eleanor C. and Joan Porter. TY »t and Ills
Hearing Aid. Washington: Alexander Graham Bell
Association. S I.00

A picture hook for children wl ) wear hearing
aids.

C. hooks that deal with the birth of a new sibling

Hoban. Russell. A. Baby Sister for Prances. New
York: Harper & Row. 1964.

Frances. a raccoon. is jealous of the new baby
sister but learns to like her.

Langstaff. Nancy. A Tiny Baby For You. New
York: Harcourt. Brace and World. Inc.. 1955.

Real photographs and text show what a new
baby is like.

Schick. Eleanor. Pegge's New Brother. New York:
Macmillan and Co., 1970.

Although Peggy really wanted a dog, not a new
brother, she conies to realize that her new
brother will be somebody to share things with.

Schlein, Miriam. Laurie's New &other. Abelard,
1961.

Laurie learns to accept a baby as a new member
of her family.

D. &mks that help prepare children for hospital
resits

;.; 9 u' 9

Chase. Francine. A Visit to the Hospital (illus-
trated by James llama). Preparedlogder the super-
vision of Lester L. Coleman, M.D. New York:
Grosse! and Dunlap, 1971.

Stevie goes to the hospital to have his tonsils
out. The book helps prepare children for a
hospital visit by acquainting them with what a
hospital is like, and the roles of doctors and
nurses in their visit.

Shay. Arthur. Mot Happens When You Go to the
Hospital. Chicago: Reilly and Lee, 1969.

Karen's progress from the doctor's office to the
hospital and home again after her tonsillectomy
is described in an interesting narrative and vivid
photographs of the whole process.

Rey, N. Curious George Goes to the Hospital.
Boston: Houghton ind Mifflin Co.. 1966.

A child's fears about going to the hospital will-
be relieved as he reads about Curious George.
the monkey. and his exploits in the hospital.



Appendix 2

BIBLIOGRAPHY

In order to guide head Start staff tosv.:d materials that
will he useful in supplementing understanding of growth
and development of children as well as particular special
needs, we have compiW the following bibliography. This
bibliography has been u :itled into five sections.

Section 1

Child Dereknnent: Books and articles in this section d
with physical, emotional and intellectual growth of chi
dren. Through these books the reader can develop an
understanding of how children in general grow and learn.

Section 11

Quirk Reference: A collection of books and articles which
will help the reader obtain some helpful, easy curriculum
ideas and classroom activities: and materials that offer a
simple discussion of special needs. This section provides
materials that can be used quickly and easily to answer
staffs questions.

Section III

Further Information: This section provides more extensive
reading in the areas mentioned above. These references arc
particularly helpful if the reader wants to broaden his/her
knowledge in a certain field.

Section IV

Films: These films give a realistic portrayal of children with
special needs in their daily home and school life. Rental
varies from between 510 and $35 for each film.

Section V

Publishing Houses and Directories of Serskes: Lists the
major publishing houses for most of the materials listed as
well as other writings in the 'areas of child development.
education and children with special needs. This section also
provides directories of services that have beer compiled by
specified organizations in the above fields.

I. CHILI) DEVELOPMENT

Buxhaum. Edith. Your Child Makes .Sense: Guide-
hook 14 Parents. New York: International Universi-
ties Press. 194.

This book focuses on the physical, emotional and
intellectual development of young children in
very practical terms. Questions such as why
children suck their thumbs, why they sometimes
disobey, bedwetting, sex play and many more are
discussed.

Fraiberg, S. The Magic. Years: Understanding and
handling the Problems of Early Childhood. New
York: Charles Scribner's Sonar1959.

A practical book which discusses developmental
problems of children from birth to six years.

Gesell. Arnold. et al. The First Five Years of Life. New
York: Harper and Row, 1940.

This book is useful as a guide to what children in
general are like at different ages. However, it is
useful to remember when reading it that there
are great differences to be expected among
children at all ages, and that all children vary in
their rate of growth.

Hartley. Ruth 11. Lawrence K. Frank, and Robert M.
Golderson. Understanding Children! Play. New
York: Crowell, Collier and Macmillan. Inc.. 1957.

A general guide to understanding the develop-
mental significance of different forms of child-
ren's play.

Hymes, James. The Child Under Six. Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall. 1963.

A simplified version of the development of the
child from birth to six years.

Murphy. Lois. and Ethel Leeper. Caring for Children
Series. -U.S. Department of Ikalth. E.ducation. grid
Welfare. Office of Child Development, Bureau of
Child Development Services. Washington. IV: U.S.
Government Printing Office.

" `) Ato. . I

Umber One: The Ways Children Learn DIIEW
Publication No. (0('D) 73-1026
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A practical, easy-to-read pamphlet which tells
how children learn. what they "lied to know
and how the teacher can help them learii.

Number Ti:v More Than a Tardier MEW
Publication No. (OCD) 73.1027

A pamphlet which tells how day care workers
contribute to the child's development by
giving him or her love and understanding as
well as teaching.

Number Three: Preparing for Change MEW
Publication No. ((XV) 73.1028

Practical advice on how to help a child
prepare for new and sometimes disturbing
situations in his life.

Number Pour: Away From Bedlam MEW-
Publication No. (OCD) 73.1029

Practical advice on finding the causes of and
privention of bedlam in the child care center.

Aumbei Rye: The rubserabk Mk! MEW
Publication No. (0('D) 73.1030

This booklet describes some of the physical
and einotiinal handicaps that make a child
vulnerable, and talks about everglay lea.. and
stress common to children.

Number Six. A Setting pr Growth IMIEW
Publication No. (0(D) 74.1031

The booklet tells in detail how to make a
- child care center into a homelike. cheerful

place reflecting warmth and security as a good
home does.

Number ,Set' n: The Individual Child I)IIEW
Publication No. (0('D) 74.1032

Describes the uniqueness of each child making
clear that every child is different in appear
anr. temperament, abilities, and attitudes.

Number Eight: From "I" to "We" DHEW
Publication No. (0('1)) 74-1033

A guide for child center personnel to teach
the child in grow up physically. mentally and
socially and to grow out of his "I" selfish
confines of his ego world and become a
socially responsive citizen of a -We" world.

Number Now: °millions pr Latrning DIIEW

e

Publication No. (0C1)) 74.1034
This booklet loOks into ways a child care
center ea wide the conditions that lead to
learning. It phasizes that a healthy baby
wants to Lear d will learn if the conditions
around him are ri t. for learning.

Number Te4ailanguage Is For 'Communiea-
tam -- DUE blication No. (OCD) 74'1035

Brings out the .importance of a good knowl-
edge of language which opens the door to
communication, thus helping the child to
grow socially and to increase his friendships.

Salk. Lee. What /:Very Child Would like MS Parents to
Know. New York: David McKay, 1972.

Parents and teachers will find this book very ,
helpful for understanding why children behave as
they do. Dr. Salk has very sound advice for
dealing with both the questions young children
ask and so -called "problem" behaviors.

Stone. Joseph and Jose Church. Childhood and
Adoleseenee: A Psychob if the Growing Person.
New York: Random House, 1968.

This book is a survey of htiman growth and
development from birth through adolescence. Of-
particular interest to Head Start staff is the
discussion of the preschool (3 in 5 year old)
child. Stone and Church also present material on
-Disturbances in Development" including'a sec-
tion on to ddlerhood and the preschool years.
The authors make their material extremely
readable while presenting core facts about de-
velopment'.

Spock. Benjamin, M.D. Baby and Child Ore. New

York: Pocket Books, Simon and Schuster, April
I 973.

Dr. Spock*s classic book addresses parents' ques-
tions about their children. Of particular interest
to the preschool teacher and parent is the
section on children aged three to six. For the
integration of children with special needs into
I lead Start. Dr. Spock has a section on Special
Problems including a chapter on the handi-
capped child.

Woodward. O. M. The Earliest Years: Growth and
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Development of Children Under Pitt'. New York:
Postillion Piess, 1966.

Deals with patterns of normal development
during the first five years of life with special
consideration given to habit-training in areas such
as feeding and toilet-training. The values of play
and suitability of play materials are also covered.

11. QUICK REFERENCES

4.

Children.With Special Needs

The Exceptional Parent Magwine: Practical Guidance
for the Parents of Exceptional Children. Boston:
PsyEd Corporation.

_

A new magazine that will he of interest to anyone
concerned with special children. If deals with special
problems from the parents point of view, provides
technical information stripped of professional jar-
son and practical advice on day -today care. Pub-
lished 6 times a year; subscriptions are $2.00 a
copy. SI 2.00 a year. Write the Psy-Ed Corporation,
264 Beacom Street, Boston. Massachusetts 021 I

Cranato, Sam and Elizabeth Krone. Day Care 8:
Serving Children with Special Needs. U.S. Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of
Child Development, 1972.

An excellent discusskin of staff, parents, curricula,
'Ind materials needed in day care prhgrams for
thildren with special needs.

Klcih, Dr. Jenoy. "When Ibndkapped Children Join
Regular Classroonis." ERIC /E('E Newsletter, Vol. 7,
No. 1, June, 1973.

Dri Klein provides helpful ideas to teachers who are
integrating handicapped children into their classes.
The article focuses on teachers, parents and children
involved in this process.

Spock, Benjamin and Marion Lerrigo. Caring for Your
Disabled Child. New York: The Macmillan Co.,
1%S.
(Also in paperback. ('ollierMaciiiillan Publishers)

A reference book for parents on caring for their
disabled children: suggestions about medical care.
education, home management .

Curriculum Ideas, Classroom Activities

liraky. William T., M. Ed., Geraldine Konick. and
Catherine Leedy. Daily Sensorimotrw 7Y:rifting Ac-
tivities: A Handbook Jr i Teachers and Parents of
Preschool C7.ildrrn. Educational Activities, Inc.,
Freeport, Lung Island, New York, 1968.

This daily activity guide gives the teacher a compre-
hensive curriculum aimed at improving the child's
sensorinwtor skills. This manual is great for all
children, but especially for the child who has not
yet been able to effectively integrate his sensors-
motor skills.

Brown, Carolyn. For Beginning-to-be Teachers of
Beginning-to-be Students. Nashville, Tennessee:
Demonstration and Research College for Early
Education, George Peabody College for Teachers,
1971. $1.50

A simple and practical guide for teachers just
starting to teach preschool children. It includes
materials about child development, curriculum and
working with parents. r

Engel, Rose C., William R. Ried, and Donald P.
Rucker. language Development aperiences for Velum

Children. Department of Exceptional Children,
School of Education, University of Southerp Cali-
fornia, 1966.

This hook provides help to the teacher in a twofold
manner:

1) it explains what the pattern of normal lap-
guage development is.

2) it provides many classroom experiences that
foster language learning.

Kircher, Clara J. Behavior Patterns in Children's Rooks:
A Bibliography. Washington, D.C.: The Catholic
University of America Press, 1966.

Children's books arc divided according to various
areas of special concern (e.g., physical handicaps,
differences between children). These children's
hooks are useful in opening discussions in th:se
various areas.

School Refire Six A Diagnostic Approach. Depart-
ment of Human Development and Family Studies,
Cornell University. Ithaca, New York 14850. $5.00
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A complete preschool curriculum. Pages and pages
of good ideas.

Teaching h'xceptional ikiren. The Council for Excep-
tional Children. 1920 Association Drive. Reston.
Virginia. 22091. 57.50/year. 4 issues.

This magazine provi :s many creative curriculum
ideas for children with special needs from preschool
through adolescence.

Tucker. Dorothy. Barbara-Jeanne Seabury. and Norma
.

Canner. Foundations fior Learning with oratire Art
and Creatire Morentent. Massachusetts. Divison of
Mental Health. Department of Mental health,
1967.

This hook. originally developed for Massachusetts
Ileaa Start, is an excellent source of ideas for
creative art and movement in the preschool class-
room. time authors focus on various areas of
development: language and communication skills:
urge and. small motor development: sensory image:
body image.' The book also provides curriculum
ideas for activities in each 0E these areas.

Warner. Dianne and Jeanne Quill. Beautiful Junk.
DIILW Publication No.' tOCD, 73. 1036)9.
Department of klealth*. Educatjon. and Welfare.
Office of Child Development, Project head Start.
Washington. DC,: U.S. Government Printing Office.

A list of sources of tree hr inexpensive materials for
early childhood programs and suggestions about
how to use them.

Blind slid Visually- Impaired Children

Krebs, Mrs. Gordon. The Blind Child in Kindergarten.
New York: Commission for the Blind. New York
State Department of Social Welfare. 270 Broadway:
Booklet No. 201

;. kindergarten teacher tells of her experience with
two blind children in her regular classroom. Dis-
cusses cooperation. acceptance by other children.
adaptations of the program

Moor: Pauline M. .4 NW Too. Can Go to
Xursery School. New York: American Foundation
for the Blind. Preschool Series No. 1. 1962.2S0

An excellent pamphlet describing the integration of

404

blind children into regular nursery school programs.
It discusses the questions raised by nursery school
teachers about enrolling blind children: how to
introduce the child to the school: what to expect of
a blind child in terms of participation in activities
'and performance; how to prepare the other children
ftir a blind child in the class.

Moor. Pauline M. "Toilet Habits: Suggestimpi for
Training a Blind Child." American Foundation for
the Blind, 15 West Street, New York. New York.

This pamphlet offers a concrete program, for toilet
training the young blind child.

Moor. Pauline M. "What T eachers.are Sating About
the Young Blind Child." The Journal of Nurses
Eduattion. Vol. XV, No. 2. Winter, 1960.

Ms -Moor discusses various aspects of the preschool
experience for the blind child in a class with sighted
children. Concerns and needs of teachers and
parents are all considered in paving the way for a
blind child to enter a regular preschool.

Pfeiffer. Elsbeth, Study of Joe A Blind Child in a
Sighted Group. New York: Bank Street College of
Education..69 Bank Street 10014. 145%.

An excellent pamphlet written by a teacher about
Joe, a blind child who catered her regular nursery
school program. Describes in detail the daily activi-
ties Joe could join inand how staff were able to
adapt their program to meet his needs.

Children With Cerebral Palsy

F ionic Nancic. handling the lining Cerebral Palsied
Child at Home. New York: E. P. Dutton and to..
1968.

An excellent guide for parents. nurses, therapists
and others involved in caring for young cerebral
palsied children. Hints on carrying. hathing. toilet
training, dressing, feeding, playing:Contains a list of
addresses of suppliers of accessories and equipment,
chairs. feeding and drinking utensils. strollers. toys.
etc.

Children With Cystic Fibrosis

National Cystic Fibrosis Research Foundation. "A CIF
Child Is In Your ('lass: A Teacher's Guide to Cystic
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Fibrosis." 3374 Peachtree Road, N.E. Atlanta.
Georgia 3032b.
Pamphlet available from Alive address or your local
chapter.

Especially geared for teachers. this pamphlet ex-
plains what cystic fibrosis is and how you can
accommodate the child who has OF in your
classroom.

National Cystic Fibrosis Research Foundation. Your
Child and Cystic Fibrosis." (see address above)

This pamphlet explains to parents who have a child
with cystic fibrosis the origins of the problen-s and
what parents and doctors can do for this Alto. This
explanation.of cystic fibrosis would also be very
helpful to a leacher who has a child with cystic
fibrosis in her class.

Children With Epilepsy

Brirrows. Dr., Howard S. and Di. Eli S. Goldensohn.
"Handbook for Parents." Ayers* Laboratories. Inc.
Distributed for no charge compliments of your local
Epilepsy Association chapter.

This pamphlet explains in a straightforward manner
what epilepsy .is. how it is trcated. and how it
affects the child who has it. It is a good first
exposure to understand epilepsy:

Children With Hearing and Speech ProbIrms

Adler. Irving and Ruth: Your /tars. New York The
John Day ('um'pany. $2.(04.

Easy-to -read intimation on the ear and hear*.

You Rare Deaf Child: A Collection of helpful
Hints to Mothers of Deaf Children. Urbana. Illinois:
University of Illinois Press. S1.00.

Myklebust. Helmer R. Your Deaf Child: Guide bir
Parents. Springfield. Illinois: Charles C Thomas Co..
1950.

This hook describes the kinds of problems confront -

Mg parents in caring for Ow deaf child and ays to
meet the child's neakels.

Palmer. Charles C. Speckle and Rearing Problems : :I
Guide liPr Teachers and Parents. Springfield. Illinois:
('harks C Thomas Co.. MI .

4
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-An excellent -boqk In question and answer format
divided into two parts: the first Oats with speech
problems, the second with hearing problems. Sug-
gestions of what to do and where to go4pr help.

Project Head Start Rainbow. Series.. Speech, Language,
and lhwring Program. Booklet No. 13. MEW
Publication No..(0CD) 73-1025 U.S. Department
of Health. Education, and Welfare, Office of Child
Development, Washington: D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office.

This pamphlet provides a good readable explanation
of the Head Start language program, normal
guage development and developmental problenis.

Taylor, Martha L. Understanding Aphasia. Patient
Publication No. 2. The Institute of Physical Medicine
and Rehabilitation New YOrk University, Bellevue
Medical Center, New York. 1U58.

Practical suggestions are provided for understanding
and working with the aphasic child and his family.

Mentally Retarded Children

Bensherg, Gerald. Teaching the Mentally Retarded -. A
Handbook for Ward Personnel. Atlanta. Georgid:\
Southern Regional Education Board, 130 Sixth
Street, N.W. 30313 $3.00.

An excellent manual for parent and teachers as well
as ward personnel. It presents principles and
methods for /caching the mentally retarded the
various skills and information required for them to
he as independent as possible language develop-
ment. self-care. etc.

Klebanolf Harriet. Dr. 'Lewis B. Klehanoll and
Dorothy G. Tucker. Home Stimulation fir the
Young Developmentally Disabled Child. Media Re.
soince Center, 633 Tupelo Road, Waltham. Massa.
chusi,iss. I973.

This manual is currently being reprinted and should
he available in the immediate future at a price not
yet specified. Alibi. gli this book is designed foi
parents of very young mentally retarded children,
Head Start stall will find that the information can
he extended into dealing with these children at the
Head Start level. The narrative combined with many
photographs of children and parents presents the
material in an interesting and readable format

6



Levinson, Abraham. M.U. The Mentally Retarded
Child: litho Day Co., New York, 1965.

Dr.!.evinson discussed various aspects of mental
retardation including pirental reactions to a child's
retardation as well ar.educational implications for
the child. A helpful questioin and answer section
speaks to many common questions about the
retarded child.

.8 Children With Learning Disabilities

Mowers, Ann M. Helping the.Orild With a Learning
[Mollify: Suggestions lie Parents. Danville. Illi-
nois: Interstate 'Printers and Publishers. Inc.. 1969.

Written for parents of ,children with learning die-
abilities, this booklekprovkles information on the
nature of learning and suggests activities parents

may use to help children become more aware of
wt.,: environment :Ind io stimulate their learning.

(;click, *maim A Parma Guide to Learning Prob-
lems. Montreal. Quebec: Quebec Association for
Children With Learning Disabilities, 1970.

Useful.for both. parents and teachers. this guide
discusses how to help the child with learning
problems assume responsibility. The learning

process is described and learning activities are
suggested which can be carried out in the kitchen
and elsewhere in the home.

Guide for Parents of Learning Disabled Children. San

Rafael. California. I go.

'Written for parents of children with learning dis-
abilities, this text offers practical hints for the
solution of recurring educational, physical and

problems.

!fart. Hoe. and Beverly Jones. Where's Hannah? A
handbook fin. Parents and Teachers Of Children
with Learning Disorders. New York: Hart Publishing

Company. l%$.

Hannah's parents help, her learn thro: .1 breaking

down and simplifying tasks.

Children With Social and Emotional Problems

Minde. K. Parent's Guide to. Ilperactivit in
Children. Slii areal. Quebec: Quebec Association for

Ciiikircri -Wulf Learning Disabilities. 171.

tit i

Discusses the causes and effects of hyperactivity in
children, how parents can help the hyperactive
child, different methods of management and pos-
sible problems arising during a day with a hyper-
active child.

Ill. FURTHER INFORMATION

Children With Special Needs

Calovini, Gloria. The Principal Looks at Classes for the
Physically lkndicapped. Washington. D.C.: The
Council for Lxceptional Children, NEA, 1201 Six-
teenth Street. N.W.. 1969. S1.75.

Feeding the Child With a Handicap. Public Health

Service, Health Services Administration, Bureau of

Community Health Services. Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office.

This pamphlet provides many helpful suggestions to
the parents of a handicapped child who has bleeding
problems.

Kough. Jack and Robert De Haan. Identifying Children
With .Spec i*.: Needs. Science Research Associates,

Inc.

A hook to help identify children in the classroom
w!th potential special needs. Lists observable charac-
teristics of children with hearing and visual prob-

lems, physical disabilities. speech problems, learning
and emotional problems.

Richmond. Julius B., M.D. "The Family and the
Handicapped Child." Clinical Proceedings. Child-

ren's Hospital National Medical Center. Vol. XXIX.
No. 7, July. 1973, pp. 156-164.

The psychological adaptive processes that a family
undergoes upon learning of their child's handicap
are described by Dr. Richmond.

The Volta Review. Washington. DX.: Editorial Office.
1537 35th Street. N.W.

A monthly magazine which contains articles for
both professional workers and parents. Membership
fee is $3.00.

Curriculum Ideas. Classroom Activities

lichrmaim. Polly and Joan Millman. Excel: Experience
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for Cliik ben in learning. Cambridge. Mass.: Educa-
tors Publishing Service. Inc.. 19M.

A good collection of simple activities to promote
oral expression. visual discrimination, auditory dis-
erimination, and motor coordination in preschool
children. It empliasit.es family-oriented activities.
but is also useful in the classroom.

Durward, Barbara. Teaching Aids and Ti iys Jr Nandi
cupped Children. Washington. D.C.: The Council for
Exceptional Children, 1960. 51.75.

Describes how to make and use a number of
teaching aids and toys for cerebral palsied children
of nursery school and kindergarten age. The toys
have also been used with brain-injured. mentally
retarded and multiple-handicapped children.

Frant/en. June. Thys. the Tools of Children. Chicago:
National Society for Crippled Children and Adults.'
2123 Ogden Avenue 60612. 1957. S5.00

Analysis of toys and their use with normal children.
and in the training and treatment of the physically
disabled. Useful as a selection guide for parents.
teachers, therapists. physicians and others *In
cerned with children's growth and development.

Gordon. Ronnie. The Design of a Preschool "Learning
Laboratory" in a Rehabilitation Ginter. Rehabilita-
tion. Monograph No. 39. New York: Institute of
Rehabilitation Medicine. New York University Med-
ical ('enter. 19.

Focusing on the "Learning Laboratory" at the
Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine, this booklet
provides helpful suggestions for integrating physic-
ally handicapped children into preschool class-
rooms.

Gordon. Ronnie. The Design of a Preschool Thera-
peutic Playground: An Outdoor "Learning Labora-
tory." Rehabilitation Monograph No. 47. New
York: Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine. New
York University Medical Center. 1972.

This himiklet offers poetical suggestions for play-.
pounds for the physically handicapped preschool
child.

Karnes. Merle B. Iklping Young Children Dollop
Language Skills: hook irj ies. Arlington.

Virginia: The Council for Exceptional Children,
l%8. $3.50

A hook of activities for teachers to help all
preschool children develop skills related to all
aspects of language development.

Vatette. R. E. illodifYing Children's Ikhavior: A Guide
for Pardons and Professionals. Palo Alto, California:
Faaron Publishers 1969.

PreSents information for parents on behavior and
behavior modification for use in self-instruction,
pareM counseling, parent education or teacher
inserviec training.

Weihart. Rogers and Adcock. The Cognitively Oriented
Cloriculum: A Framework for Preschool Teachers.
Publications Department. National Association for
the Education of Young Children, 1834 Connecti-
cut Avenue, N.W., Washington. D.C. 20009. $3.50

A useful approach to learning in the preschool.

Blind and Visually-Impaired Children

Burlingham. Dorothy. Psychoanalytic Studies of the
Sighted and the Blind. International University
Press, 1972.

Divided into two sections. one dealing with sighted
children, the other dealing with blind children; the
author offers a comparison of their development.
From both an educational and psychoanalytic view-
point the author discusses special problems the
blind child encounters in routines and experiences
that have been designed for the sighted child.

Fraiberg. Selma. Marguerite Smith. and Edna Adel-
son. "An Education Program for Blind Infants."
The Journal of Special Education. Vol. 3. No. 2.
Summer, 1'6.

This program focuses on the establishment of a love
bond between the non-sighted child and his parents
as the basis of the child's developmental success.

('aroi. The risually-hnpaired Child.' Growth,
Learning. Derelpent. Infancy to School Age.
Louisville, Kentucky: American Printing House for
the Blind, 1971. S3.25

An excellent practical manual fur parents and
teachers on the care. training and instruction of the
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tit

visually - impaired child from birth until entry into a
formal school program. It describes the basic needs
a visually-impaired child shares with all children and

presents in outline form how all children normally
develop. It lists and describes educational materials
and practical techniques to help the visually-

impaired child at each stage of development.

Pe lone. Anthony. Helping the Visually handicapped
Child in a Regular Class. New York: Teachers
College Press. Teachers College. Columbia Uni-
versity. 1957. S2.25

Describes the needs of children with visual problems
in regular classrooms: the roles of various school
personnel (nurse. teacher, counselor, psychologist) in
meeting these needs; curriculum adaptations for the
regular classroom setting. It deals with school age
children On!, .

Smith. Marguerite A., Morton Chetnik. and Edna

Adelson. "Differential Assessment of 'Blindism*."
American Journal of Orthopsyeklart. October.

1969, Vol. 39, No. 5, pp. 807.818.

'Blindisms'. repetitive behaviors which range from
simple to complete ritualistic actions arc often
exhibited by blind people. This longitudinal study
discusses some reasons for the formation of these
behavior patterns through documented case his.
tones.

Toys Early Development of the Young Blind

Child: A Guide pr Parents. Springfield. Illinois: The

Orrice of the Superintendent of Public Instruction,

1971.

A list of toys to help the blind child in his early
development. Toys are categorized according to
purpose and age of the child from infancy to age

three.

Children With Cerebral Palsy

Cooper. John M. and Laurence li. Morehouse Assisting

the Cerebral Palsied Child Lifting and Carrying.

Booklet I: In the Home: Booklet II: Outside the

Home. United Cerebral Palsy Associaticnis, 321 W.

44 Street. New York. New York. 1959.

These booklets arc designed to help parents and

school personnel to transport the child with cerebral

palsy in the least strenuous ways possible.

Helsel, Elsie. Sherwood Messner and L. Leon Reid.
Opening New Doors to the Cerebral Palsied Through
Day Cbre and Development Centers. New York:
United Cerebral Palsy Association. Inc.

A booklet discussing the administration, program.
`staff and parent services in day me programs for

cerebra; palsied children.

Please Help Us Help Ourselves. United Cerebral Palsy
Association of Central Indiana, Inc., 615 Alabama
Street, Indianapolis, Indiana, 46204. $2.00

This manual contains directions for constructing
easily made, inexpensive adaptive equipment for the

physically disabled child cardboard tables and
chairs, styrofoam sit-up table boxes, handles for

utensils and pmes, bicycle pedals, etc.

Children With Hearing and Speech Problems

Greenberg, Joanne. In This Sign. New York: Holt.
Rinehart and Winston. 1970.

This is a novel providing an extremely sensitive and
informative picture of the difficulties of deaf people
in learning to communicate, and the different ways

these difficulties are overcome.

Ilarris. Grace M. For Parents of Very Young Deaf
Children. Washington, D.C.: Alexander Graham Bell

Association for the Deaf. 60It

Lissman. Grace Harris. Language for the Preschool
Day' Child. New York: Grune and Stratton. Jnc..
1950. $7.45.

A teacher of the deaf- discusses fundamental con-

cepts, activities and training techniques; also in-

cludes a design for nursery school and parent
education and selected case histories.

Learning to Talk. Information Office. National Insti-
tute.of Neurological Diseases and Stroke, National
Institute of Health. Bethesda, Maryland. 20014.
1969.45t

This pamphlet discusses speech. hearing and lan-

guage problems in the preschool child. It also

describes normal language development in children

from 3"monthf to S years.

1-dgar L. and Marguerite Stoner. Pkty It 13.
Ear. 1,0% Angeles. I-ducational %laterials Depart-



ment, John Tracy Clinic. g0(1 West Adams Bum le- -
vard 90007. $3.50

Auditory training games for young deaf and hard-
of-hearing children.

Newton. Mary Griffith. Books for Dear Children.
Washington. D.C. : Alexander Graham Bell Associa
tion.

Suggestions of books for nursery school through
grade 9.

Utlelf Jean. What's Its Name?* Guide to Speech and
Hearing Development. Urbana. Illinois: University
of Illinois Press. 1968. --

A workbook designed for parents and teachers of
hearing-impaired children.

Mentally'Retarded Children

r t

Carlon, Laura L. Play Activities fir the Retarded
New York: Abington Press. 1961. S4.00

Ideas for parents and teachers to help the mentally
retarded grow and learn though music. games.
handicrafts and other play activities.

Dittmann, Laura L. The Mentally Retarded Child at
Home . Manual Jim. Parents. Children's Bureau
Publication No. 374. U.S. Department of Health.
Education, and Welfare. Washington. D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office. 1959.

This parent manual has many suggestions day care
staff will also find helpful. It discusses toilet
training. dressing. cleanliness, speech. play, etc..
from infancy to adolescence.

Ginglend. D. R. and E. Winifred. Music Activities for
Retarded Children A handbook pr Teachers and
Parents. Nashville. Tennessee: Abington Press. 1965.
S3.50

Neglected and Abused Children

Kempe. C. II.. MD.. and R. Helfer. M.D. (eds.)
Helping the Battered Child and His homily. Philadel-
phia: Lippincott. 102.

Provides .a practical approach to dealing with the
battered child and Ins family. The approach is an

IV.

ittterdisciplitrary compilatibn of what can be d,ne
isle blistered children and their patents.. .

-Rosenberg. Arthur Harris. Liget Issues inChild Protec-
tive Ithrk. Boston: Children's Advocates, In,c., 1973

FILMS

The Aggressive Child. McGrim Films. 1221 Avenue of
the Americas. New York, New York 10020. Black
and white.

An aggressive child is shown in the various settings
which are influencing the child's development: the
nursery school, play therapy and home.

Ore of the Young Retarded Child. International Film
Bureau. 332 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago.
Illinois 60603. Color.

This film, geared especially for parents. but useful
to teachers, deals with care of a retarded infant. The
development 'of this infant is compared with the
development of a normal child. Suggested in the
film are ways to care for.retarded children.

Janet Is a Little Girl. Extension Media Center, Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley, California. Black
and white.

Janet. a Down's Syndrome child who has been placed
in an institution, is taught elementary language and
reading skills. Although the age range, kindergarten
through second grade. is slightly older than the
Head Start range. this film will help staff gain a

better understanding of retarded children.

Nursery fiv. mind Ihildren. New York University Film
Library. 26 Washington Place, New York. New York
10003. Black and white.

This movie. filmed in England. stresses the.impor-
lance of teaching blind children not to he afraid.
The children engage in physical activities, such as

climbing, and enjoy them as other preschool aged
children do.

Special Me: Council of Voluntary Organizations for the
Handicapped, 615 North Alabama. Indianapolis,
Indiana.

Retarded children, partially sightedblind children,
physically handicapped and deaf children arc shown
i. this film. Their developmental successes and
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failures are portrayed realistically. The film gives
viewers a good'understanding of what working with
children with these special needs can be like.

Tyne jOr thwgia. Anociated Film Consultants. 50I
Madison Avenue. New York. New York 10022.
Black and white.

aeorgia, an autistic child, is shown in a nursery
school for emotionally disturbed children.

Where Do the Children Play. Jamieson Films, Dallas.
Texas. Color.

CoMmunity-based day care' for profoundly retarded
preschoolers stresses that these children can grow
and develop outside of institutional settings.

V. PUBLISHING HOUSES AND DIRECTORIES
OF SERVICES

60

American Association of Psychiatric Services for Chil-

dren. 1973 Memory of Member Services. I 701 I lath

Street. N.W., Washington. D.C. 20009

A directory of member services of the AAPSC.. that

can he used to find a resource or treatment service

at the local level,
e.

Association for Childhood Educat km International.
3615 Wisconsin Avenue. N.W., Washington. D.C.

20016

Publishes material related to theory, curriculum and
methods in early childhood education. Write for a
listing.

Bank Street College of Education Publications, 69

Bank Street, New York, New York.

Publishes material related to most aspects of early
childhood education. Write for a listing.

'CF.(' Information Center on Exceptional Children, A
Selected Guide to Public Agencies Concernedwith
Exceptional Children. Special Education IMC)12MC
Network, 1411 South Jefferson Davis highway,
Suite 92M, Arlington, Virginia 22202. May, 1972.

An annotated listing of agencies that serve excep-
tional children and their families.
4

Directory of Services for the Detif ih the United &ate&
Aniefican Annals of the Deaf, Gallaudet College,
Washington, DS. 20016'

A comprehensive listing of schools, clinics, instruc-
tional materials, conferences, agencies and organiza-
tions for the deaf.

Education Development Center, 55 Chapel Street,
Newton, Massachusetts.

Publications on making equipment from free or
inexpensive materials and on curriculum. Write for
listing.

National Association for thc Education of Young
Children. Publications Office, IK34 Connecticut
Avenue. N.W.. Washington. D.C. 20009

this organisation publishes honks and local news-
letters dealing with normal and special child de-
velopment.
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Appendix 3

READER EVALUATION FORM

rV
We hope that the information and suggestions provided

in this manual will help you to meet the needs of
handicapped children in your classroom. To increase the
usefulness of this manual. a revision already has been
undertaken and a new edition will be issued in a few
months. The modifications in the new edition will reflect
actual (lead Start ilassroom experience with the present
manual and will incorporate suggestions front Head Start
teachers and consultants associated with Head Start pro-
grams.

In order to revise the existing manual to increase its
usefulness to you and provide answers to questions that
have arisen in your own classrooms, we need information as
to where this first edition has served or failed to serve your
needs.

We would like to know, for instance. how often you
referred to the manual, and on what occasions. Did you

, find it helpful when you referred to it? If so. in what ways

r.

was it helpful? Was there anything about the manual that
was unhelpful? If so, what? Where did it fail? Is there
information that you looked for in the manual but were
unable to find?

We have prepared the following evaluation form, which
we hope will help you to formulate and record your reac-
tions to the manual. Please fill it out within two months of
receiving the manual. Space is provided at the end of the
form for you to record any rtactions, comments or sugges-

' tions that the preceding list of questions may not have
covered.

After filling it out, please return to:

Head Start Project
Judge Baker Guidance Center
295 Longwood Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02115

) 0
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Date the manual was received

Date this form is filled out

1. Location of your program

2. Your staff position

Reader Evaluation Form

(city & state)

Volunteers -.

flow many other staff members are in your room?

Teachers Aides

3. How many social service workers are available for your classroom? .

Do you have any consultants? 0 yes 0 no

If yes, what kind and for how long?

4. Number of children in your class

S. Number of classrooms in your center

6. That kind of handicaps have you encountered in your class? Please list the handicaps and give some idea of their

severity.

Kb



1

7. Have you used any materials besides this manual in order to teach the handicapped children in your class?

0 yes 0 no

If yes, what were these materials?

Were they helpful? 0 yes Ono

8. Was this mutual interesting and easy to read?

('an you tell us why? .

'1. Did you ever find the manual helpful?

Can you tell us when and how?

, yes no

0 yes no

10. Is there any mato ial you feel is missing from this manual?

If yes, what type of material?

yes 0 'no

11. Is there any material in this manual that you feel should not have been included?

It yes. what and why?

C19092

n yes n no

b7



12. About how many times. and on what occasions. have you referred to this manual?

13. Could desired information be found quickly? yes no

If no. why not?

14. Can you suggest any changes in the organization of the manual that would make it more useful?

15. Any other comments?

Thank you for your time and help. Your answers will help us to provide you with a better manual.

88,
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A
Abduction block. 14
Abused child. see Battered child
Aggressive chid. 38-41

aggressive patterns. 39.40
anger. 39

as a result of inability to share. 39
control of. 39

common characteristics
biting. 38
grabbing. 38
interfering with other children's

38.39
knocking over toys. 38-39

desire for approval from
parents, 38

deacher, 38
example of, 3940
peer relations. 4041
dblinsi rivalry. 39
social service staff. 41
teacher management of:

setting limits. 40
speaking firmly. 40

temper tantrums. 40.41
Anger. aggressive child. 39
Appetite

increase. diabetic. SS
loss, hyperactive. 42

Articulation defects. 16. 25
Asthma

allergies. 52
ir3nchlotitis. 52
Lronchitis. 52
chronic asthma. 51.52
classroom participation. 52
common characteristics

, coughing. 52
gaspihg for breath. Si
labored breathing. 52
wheezing. 52

definition of. 2
medical treatment for. 52
parents as sources of information. 52
physicians as sources of infoimation

J r
Astigmatism. 61
Ataxia. S3
Athetosis. 53
Audiologist. 58
Aura. S7
Autistic child. 48.49

Play.

Index

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

B
Babyish behavior. relation to

dependentfearful child. 4647
speech problems. 26

Babyish speeds. 25. 26
Battered child

common characteristics
painfid burns. 49
broken bones. 49
multiple bruises, 49

definition of. 49
follow-up by cinkal team. SO
medical attention for. 49-50
reporting to legal authorities. 50

Bedwetting, diabetes. S
Behavioral problems, she Emotional prob-

ems and Seriously disturbed behavior
Bilingualism, 19-20

not a handicapping condition, 19-20
suggestions for teaching, 20

Biting, aggressive child. 38
Bleeding disorders, 52.53

causes of, 52
definition of. 52
development of pe. in. 53
effects of common drugs on. 53
first aid for. 53
hemophilia. 52.53
idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura. 52

. von Willebrand's Disease. 52
Bleeding, excessive. S2
Blind child, 21.24

classroom adaptations for. 22
consultants for. 22-23
curricular adaptations. 22-24
developmental differences between blind

and sighted children, 22.23
parental reaction to, 22
peer relationships, 22-23
play. 23
program ideas and concerns. 23-24
readiness for school experience:

language development. 22
previous social experiences. 21-22

referral organizations, 65
.34saoom. 22

'teacher concerns. 22.23
toilet ins. 24

Body rocking. 35
Braces, 13
Brain damage. relation to speech disorders.

I9
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Breathing, labored. 52
Broken bones (battered child). 49
Bronchiolitis, see Bronchitis
Bronchitis. 52
Bruises. multiple (battered child). 49
Building adaptations for the handicapped.

6-7
Burns (battered child). 49

C
Center adaptations for the handicapped. 6-7
Cerebral palsy, 53-54

causes of, 53
constant muscle spasm in, 53
definition of, 53
effect of on intelligence, 53
medical tree tment of, 5344-
parents as sources of information. 54
referral organizatiMIS. 65
related speech problems, S3
types of cerebral palsy:

ataxia. 53
athetods, 53
spastidty. 53

Chewing inedible substances, we Pica
Child abuse, see Battered child
Child neglect. see Neglected child
Child whose sense of reality is seriously

impaired, 47-49
(see also Seriously disturbed behavior)

Classroom identification of the handi-
capped. 8-9
dental examination. 9
developmental history. 9'
diagnosis, 9
medical examination. 9
planning for the child with a handicap. 9

Classroom placement of mentally retarded
child. 31

('left palate, 54-S5
hearing. 54
personality development. 54
physical appearance. S4
speech development. 54. 55
surgical repair of. 54

Clinical team, see condition in quistion
Clinics. see Referrals
Clumsiness

hyperactive child. 42
speech defects, 16

Cognitive development, variations in. 25 -29

I49



a

c.
1'

Cognitive development Con uof
concentration, we Problei solving and

concentration
intellectual development

foster* intelleetualdevelopment. 29
attitudes atTecting achievement. 29
general suggestions to the teacher,

29 ,

individualised programs. 29
observing children. 29
planning lessons. 29

intellectual testing. 28-29
definition of. 28
emotional probiems, relation to. 28

learning disabilities, 211-29
perceptual-motor coordination.

language development, see Speech de-
velopment

learning disabilities, 28
definition pr. 28
elementary school level. 28
intelligence. 214
language abilities, 28
perceptualm otor skills, 28

motor development. 26.27
rtne" motor :

aids to development. 27
definition of. 26. 27

gross motor:
aids to development. 27
definition of. 27

perceptual development. 26
ability to distinguish:

alike vs. different. 26
colots/26
distances. 26
shapes. 26
sizes. 26

problem solving and concentration
definition of. 27
k.ocouragetnent of. 27.28
self-confidence, relation to. 27 -28

"well development. 2
environmental effects on. 25
evaluation of. 25-26
fiottering development of:

i3Invergiat ion. 26
listening to children. 26
naming items, 26
storyt kite. 26

nerves and muscles controlling speech.
25

obsersatuins by teacher. 25-26
problems with

articulation. 16. 25
babyish speech. 25
infrequent speech. 25

related behavior concern%
babyish. 26
withdrawn. 26

socidt development. 25

90

BEST COPY AVAIUKE

speech therapist, 25. 26
Coma. diabetic, 36
Concvntration. we Problem solving and con-

centration
Concerns about inclusion of handicapped

children into program. 1
Conductiite hearing loss, 58
('onsultants. Iv (see also condition in

lion, or Referrals)
Convulsions, see Fpilepsy
Coughing. 52
Crutches. 13

rubber tips fog. 13
Cystic fibrosis. SS

appetite. SS
civitattion. S5
common characteristics. SS
definition of. SS
referral organizations. 65
sps.bcial ttention required. SS

Deafness, see hearing impairment
Denial of child's handicap. by parent, 11
Dental examination. 9
Dependentfearful child. 4647
Devekipmental history, 9
Diabetes. S5 -56

checking of urine. 56
coma. 56
common characteristics

bedwetting. 55
increased appetite. 55
weight loss. 55

definition of. SS
diabetic keit) acidosis. 56
first aid for. 56
hypoglycemia. 56
insulin. role of. SS
insulin reaction. 56
insulin shock. 56
medical treatment of. 56
parents as sources of information. 56
specialised diet. SC
unconsicousfiete: 56

Diabetic keto acidosis. 56
Diagnosis. 9
Diapers for the child with motor ditticulties.

14

Diet. tOr diabetic. 56
Disqactibihts (hyperactive child), 42
Doctor. see specific medical condition in

question. or we Referrals
Down's Syndrome. 30. 60

E
I mbarra.sment felt by parent as result of

child's handicap. I I
I motkmal problems (see also Seriously dis

oohed behavior)

0009:4

mentally retarded child. 30-31
referral organizations, 6546

Epilepsy. 56.58
aura in. Si
behavior problems in. 511
causes of, 56.57
classroom participation, 58
first uid for. 57.58
hospitalization. 58
insanity, 56
intelligence, d6
medical treatment. 58
parents as sources of information. 58
physicians as sources of information, 58
peer relations. 58
referral organizations, 66
repetition of some simple activity. 57
seizures

descriptions of ..57
grand mal, 56-57
petit mal. 57
psychomotor seizure. 57
series or convulsions, 58
severity of, 57
status epllepticus. 58

Eye glasses. 61
11.! patc4I
1:ye problems, see Blind child or Vision

impairment

F
Farsightedness, 61
Fingersuclang. 35
First aid. for

bleeding disorders. 52-53
diabetes. SO
epilepsy. 57.58

1.our-whftled cart. 14

Gasping for breath, 52
Grand mal. 56-57
Guilt felt by parent as a result of child's

handicap, II

H
(lair pulling

withdrawn child, 43
Nair twirling. 35
Hand movements

rhythmic, relation to psychotic child, 47
Harelip. see ('left palate
I learing

aid, 59
cleft palate. 54
impairment. I 7, 58.59

causes of, 511.59

consultants for:
audinkipis". 59
ear specialists. 59



Ikaring Continued
impairment (ioubogrei

ssinsultants for Continued
pediatricians. S9
psschiatrists. S9
sticial workers. 59
speech therapists. 59

emotional devekmment Sit
intelligenm 58. 59
referral organizations. 6S
speech development. 58
surgical correction of. 58
tees for 58
treatment or

hearing aids. 59
speech therapy. 59

types of bombe logs
,cmduetise. 58
sensorineural. 58-59

Heart disease
causes of 59
limitations of activities, 59
helping the child accept liMitAtiOt.. 59

Helmet: for the child with motor difficul-
ties, 14

Hemophilia. 32. A.
Hume visits. 8
Hyperactive child. 41.44

appetite loss. 42
causes of. 41
classroom management of. 42-44
clumsiness, 4 2
common characteristics

accident proneness. 42
aggressiveness "brought about hy at-

tempts to constrain. 42
anxiety, 42
clumsiness. 42
constant repetitious purposeless mo-

tions. 42
constantly touching other children And

their things. 42
distractibility. 42
frequent mood shifts. 42
hair twisting. 42
impulsiveness. 42
inability to sit still. 42
inability to wait for thongs. 42
problems with fine motor cootdipat NW.

42
problems in follow ing 'vetbal directions

42
ptitposeless running back and forth. 42

, short attention span. 42
wiggling. 42

consultation w at h
family doctor. 42
pediatric neurologist. 42
pedutrician. 42
psychiatrist . 4 2

developmental histories. 41

BEST CCOTAVAILABLE
hyperkinetic. 41
medication for. 42
overactive, 41
slurred speech. 42
social cervk'e staff. 42
stress. relation to. 42

Ilyperkinetie. see Hyperactive child
lls isotopia. see 1-Arsightedness
Hypoglycemia. 56

14). see Intellectual testing
Idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura, 52
Illness (neglested child), 49
Improvement and Innovation, 1
Impulsiveness (hyperactive child). 42
Inappropriate body habits.

body rocking. 35
breath holding. 36
linger sucking. 3S
hair ttvirlitig. 33
pica. 37
stet play. 37.38
spitting. 36
wetting and soiling. 36-37

Individ!ralired program. 1.29
Initial interview,
insulin

for diabetic. 55.56
reaction. 56
shock. 56

Intake interview.
Intellectual testing. 28.29
Intelligence: intelleetual development. 27.29

fostering intellectual development. 29
attitudes affecting achievement. 29
general suggestions to the teacher. 29
individualked programs. 29
observing children. 29
planning lessons. 29

in relation to.
cerebral palsy. 53
epilepsy. 56
hearing loss, 58. 59
speech disorders. IN
vision impairment. 61

intellectual testing. 2f 29
definition of. 28
emotional problems. relation to. 28
learning disabilities. 28

L
Laniuage abilities we Speed, desclopment

and disortlers
Linruage. &fine io n of. 15
Language development. we

ment and disorders
Loy es c. 61
Lead Lo ring. sec buil
learning disabilities. 28

Jet inaUun ut. 28

Speech &whip-
,.

elementary school level. 28
intelligence, relation to. 28
language abilities. 28
perceptual -motor skills, 28
referral organizations: 65.66

Legal reporting of battered child. 50
Lip MUDS. 45
lip reading. 17

suggestions to teacher. 17

M
Malnutrition

moo d retardation. relation to. 61)
neglected child. 49

Masturbation (see also Sex play)
Withdrawn child. 44

Medical domination. 9
Medical treatment for:

battered child, 49.50
hearing loss. 38.59

Mentally retarded children. 29-33. S9-60
ability to uope in the classroom, 31
causes of. 5940
classroom placement of. 31

. definition of, S9
delayed development of

motor abilities. 30, 59
speech; 30. S9

diagnosis of, 29-30
developmental history, 30
environmental factors. 29-30
medical examination. 30

-tiosial-history. 30
Down's Syndrome. 30.60
emotional disturbances which may ap-

pear:
aggression. 30
fear. 3(1
withdrawal. 30

encouragement and reward for. 33
malnutrition. relation to, 60
moderately retarded child. 30-31
Phenylketonuria (10.1). 60
planning for the retarded khild

combining specialized program and
Head Star. class. 31'

alternate activities rot the retarded
child. 11

profoundly retarded child, 31)
referral organizations. 65.66
speech problems, relation to. 16
suggestions for organizing basins, 32 33

breaking down task. 32.33
esample or. 32-33

what do you want to teach?. 32
child's motivation. 32
child's readir.ess. 32

Moderately retarded child. 32
Mongolism. ire Down's Syndrome
Motor development. 13-14. 15. 26.27

91



Motor development Vuttfnued
delayed. relation to mental relardalion:

30. 59
ditfic uft

doctor as a source of information about.
14

limitations to activities of child. 14
emotional 'vac' ions to. 14
teacher's planning for. 14

fine motor
aids to development. 27
definition of, 26.27

grass motor
aids to development. 27
definition of, 27

patents as sources of information about.
, 14
physical therapists as sources of informa-

tiOn about. 14
special equipment for

abduction block. 13-14
braces. 13 .

standing tabk, 14
crutches, 13
diapers. 14
four-wheeled can, 14
helmet, 14 ;

tOileting !WIS. 14
wheelchair ramps. 13

teacher's concerns aboot: 13

N .

Nearsightedness, 61
Needs assessment kit. 1-2
- assessment instruments. 2

developmental screening. 2
program planning, 1 -2
purpose of, 1-2

Neglected child, 49
common characteristics

improper hygiene and clothing. 49
neglected illnesses, 49
seriously undernourished. 49

examples of. 49
reporting to appropriate authorities, 49

Neurological defect. I 845849

-0 ,

Outdoor play space. 7.27
Overactive child. see Hyperactive child
Ovs:ract iv it y

alternate periods of rveractivity and un-
deractivits . 47

Overprotection of ha dicapped child by
parent. 11

PKU. see Phenylketonwha
Palsy. see Cerebral palsy
Parents

92

BEST COPT AVAILABLE

accepting limitations of handicapped
child. I I

desire for approval from laggressive child).
311

emotional reactkis to handicapped child
denial. I I
embarrassment. I I
guilt. 11
negative teelings tov Aid child, I I
resentment of child, I I
selfbbriting. I I
theme, 11
overprotection of child. II
participating in training sessions. volun-

teering. 6
Peer relations

aggressive child, 4041
blind child. 21, 22.23
epileptic child, 58
psychoticechild, 47

Perceptual development. 26
ability to distinguish:

alike vs. different, 26
colors, 26

. distauces. 26
shapes. 26
*es. 26

Petit mat, 57
Phenylketonurla (PKU). 60
Physician. see specific medical condition in

question. or see Referrals
Pic... 37.44

definition of. 37
neglected child, relation to, 37
referral to clinical telni. 37

Planding for the handicapped child. 9.10
selection of children for the classroom.

9.1(1
rlaypround. 7. 27
Problem solving and concentration

definition of. 27
encouragement of. 27.28
self-confidence. relation to. 27. 29

Psychomotor seizure. 57

R
Recruitment for programs. 5

handicapped children. S
volunteer assistants 5-6

Referrals. 62.66
when to consider referrals. 63
when to consider referrals for emotional

or behavioral problems. 6 3
where to turn tier the following disabili-

ties.
blindness. visual problems. 65
cerebral palsy. 65
cystic fibrosis. 65
deafness and hearing difficulties, 65
emotional problem .. 65-66

U 097

epilepsy. 66
general problems. 64.65
learning disabilities. 65-66
Mental retardation, 65.66
physical disabilities. 66
speech difficulties. 65

Refractive problems. 61
Repetition of some simple activity

related to epilepsy. 57
withdiawn child. 44
hyperactive child, 42

Resentment of handicapped child by. parent,
II

Respiratory infections (asthmatic child).
51-52

Restlessness. hyperactive child, 41
Retardation. see Mental retardation

b
Scratching, 4S
Seizures, 56 -SR
Self-comforting behavior, 44-45
Self-hurting hehavior. 45
Self-image, 9-10
Scnsorincural hearing loss. 58-59
Separation

blind child. 21.22
dependent-fearful child. 4647

consultants for. 47
example of, 46
methods of reassuring the child. 46
planning for school entry. 46
situations which may precipitate fears,

46.47
social service staff's role. 47
teacher's role, 4647

Seriously disturbed behavior
autistic child. 4849
common characteristics

alternate 'periods of underactivity and
mcfaCtiVity. 47

facial grimacing. 47
inability to relate well to people..47
rhythmic hand movements. 47

echolalic speech, 49
examples of. 4749

Sex play, 37.38
Sibling relations I

aggressive child. 79
blind child. 22
speech developnient in twins, 20

Sickle-cell anemia. 60-61
Wilier of. 60-SI
cause of, 61)
classroom participation of. 60
common characteristics

attacks of pain. 60
gangly arms and legs. 60
fatigue. 60
paleness. 60
shortness of brea,11. 60



a.

9

Sickle-cell anemia hoofowd
%%Humor% characterio ciststoggied

giseeptiblity to infection. 60.
yellowish tint to the eyes, 60

not a handicap. 60
Skin picking. 45
Soiling. 36-37
Spasticity. 53
Speech development and disorders

articulation defects. 16. 25
blind child. 22
classroom management of. 18
deft palate, 54
components for development

cognitive. 15
emotional. 15
learning opportunities. 15
physical development. 15
social development. 15 16

delayed speech. 2S
echolalic. 49
environmental e ects on. 25
evaluation of; 2 26
examples of h disorders. 15.16
fostering dev ent of. 25.26
intelligence, r ion to. 18

Spitting. 36
Staff

acceptance of handicapped children.
activities planned for handicapped chit-

then. 5-9
Stammering. see Stuttering
Standing table. 14

liEST COPY AVAILABLE

Strabismus. 61
Stuttering. 19

Talking with parents. 62.64
Task breakdown. see Breaking down task
Teacher and the handicapped child. 9-III

handicapped child's self-image. 9.10
planning for the handicapped child. 10
selection of children for the classroom

group. 9.10
Temper tantrums. 4041
Thumb sucking. see linger sucking
Colleting.

adaptations for blind child. 24
adaptation for child with motor difficul-

*3.14
Transportation to and from center. 8

Vision impairment. 61
(see also Blind child)

causes of:
lazy eye. 61
refractive problems, 61
strabismus. 61

eye patches. 61
eye glasses. 61
hitelligence. 61
language development. 61
refractive problems

astigmatism. 61

e_

" 0 9 9.

P.

farsightedness (hyperopia. 61
nearsightedness, 61

treatment of
refractive problems, 61
strabismus. 61

Volunteers. 54
von Willebrand's Disease. S2

Weight loss, diabetic, 55
Wetting and soiling. 36.37

causes of. 36-37
Wheelchair tamps, 13
Wheezing, 52
Where to turn for help, see Referrals
Withdrawn child, 4445

classroom management of. 45
common characteristics of

self-comforting behaviors, 4445
chewing or sucking inedible sub-

stances, see Pica
masturbation, 44
pica, 44
repetition of a simple activity. 44

self-hurting behaviors
lip biting. 45
scratching. 45
skin picking. 4S

example of. 44
need for help and encouragement. 35 -36
referral to clinical team, 36
relation to speech development. 26

Ir

9.4


